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SPECULATIVE FEVER
It it .aid that “Nearly everyone
suffers from some form of specu
lative and risky schemes. Invest
lative fever.” Be wise, avoid specusafely at a fair rate by depositing
regularly with this Bank.

4% Interest Paid on Savings
Accounts

The Rockland
National Bank

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Maine

$2,443,415.26

Deposits

Surplus and Profits

162,460.81

The Courier-Gazette

WHITE IN LINE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Our Congressman Urged To

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
Take Chairmanship Mer
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
chant Marine Committee.
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The interest displayed by Presi
Tlie Rockland Gazette was established Hi
1846. In 1874 tbe X'ourler was established
dent
Coolidge in regard .to the Amer
and consolidated with tbe Gazette in 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855. and ican merchant marine has quickened
In 1891 (hanged its name to the Tribune.
I lie tempo of merchant marine dis
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

thrift than by any other means. You
can be sure of the future if you just
save regularly from, your current in
come.

tions there os well as the relation
ship of various countries to their re
spective merchant marine.
• » . •

FOR THE PRIMARY
_

Deposits made on or before the
fourth of the month draw interest
from the first day of the month.

BEAN
THRESHING

94-S-tf

ARTHUR B. PACKARD

Can You Save
$5 per Month?
Have you ever figured what it would amount to
with interest at 5’/2% per year, compounded semi
annually?

GLENCOVE, ME.

TEL. 616-J
1158113

Farmd, City Home*,
Cottages, House and
Cottage Lots, General

Real Estate.

EARLE LUDWICK

In 5 years it would gain $49.00

38 Chestnut St Rockland

and you would have $349.00
In 10 years it would gain $203.30

Telephone 723-M
84-S-tf

and you would have $803.30
In 15 years it would gain $491.70

CHARACTER
*
LOANS

and you would have $1391.70
In 20 years it would gain $1055.85
and you would have $2255.85

Has paid its depositors 5J/2% dividends since 1907.

Monthly deposits of $1.00 or more may commence
at any time
Open an account now and see it grow

407 Main Street

Rockland

Two doors south of Rockland National Bank

Real Estate
Personal Property
Loans Privately
2—Offices—2
Office Hours: 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Lawful Rate of Interest

jWe also have Competent Mechanics to Put Them Onj
-

Get Our Prices Before You Have Your Work Done.
All Work Guaranteed

Lincoln County Fair
OCTOBER 4, 5, 6, 1927
DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
$2,200.00 IN PURSES

OCTOBER 4, 5, 6, 1927

LOST BATTALION

W. J. ROBERTSON
’

COLLEGE

<< THE

For You

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER
BUILDING MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS

STRAND THEATRE, SEPT. 28-29

Thomaston, Maine
107-tf

114-115

112-121

Tlie audit of the Maine State
Prison, oldest state Institution, as
Just completed shows this establish
ment to have an inmate capacity of
250., During the year the average
was 213. which together with the lit
employes cost the state $95,453.04 to
maintain.
The gross expense was $197,033;
income from farm, etc., $10,017:
manufacturing. $01,562; making the
' gross per capita $16.88; net cost from
state funds. $8.18; from earnings
$8. '0.
’I here are 30 buildings, occupying
426 acres, including the three farms
run in connection with tills unit of
the state's property, all approxi
mately valued at $800,000.
The commissioners are H. H. Hast
ings of Bethel, Phineas Gay of New
castle, and A. W. Gregory of Rock
land. George A. Buker is warden;
Lawrence J. iColgan Is deputy;
Reuben Snow, commissary, and
Joseph L. Paquin, clerk.

Gov. Brewster, Vfor the repeal of
not only of the Direct Primary Law
but of the provisions relating to
nominations by convention and of
the only existing limitation upon the
amount of the expenditure by a can
didate for party office.
“It would certainly require a de
cision by the Supreme Court to deteimine whether or not a specific re
peal of existing statutory provisions
in the first section of the proposed
act would be affected by a later pro
vision that certain legislation in ef
fect In 1913 would he "revised, re-en
acted. and established.’’
Only a
court of competent jurisdiction could
decide whether it could be contem
plated or possible to ‘re-enact’ sta
tutory provisions which had never
previously been repealed.
"The present Corrupt Practices Act
in the Plate of Maine Is entirely ad
equate for the purpose for which it
was designed in confining the ex
penditures of candidates within de
fined limits. The desire of the news
paper publishers of Maine'to be per
mitted legally to share in the publi
city expenditures of candidates ap
peals to many friends of the primary
as entirely fair so long as the ex
penditures are kept within reason
able limits.
• • • •
“Most citizens seem to agree that
the unlimited expenditure of money
in elections is not wise and yet that
is the inevitable result of the adopt
ion of the proposed law whicli apeeificially repeals the only existing
limitation upon the expenditures of
candidates for offlep and must mean
in the pending campaign an orgy of
expenditure such as the State has
never known.
“The only existing limitation on
the expenditure of candidates Is con
tained in Section 21 of Chapter 6
of the Revised Statutes and* this is
specifically repealed. The Corrupt
Practices Act. as it is known, con
tains no limitations of any kind but
simply requires a return of expen
CLASSES AND PURSES
ditures after the election is over.
“The people of Maine may wisely
TUESDAY,OCTOBER 4
ponder the confusion that would
Purse $100,008
I Running Race, Roy Hall Special, One-half Mile,
seem calculated to result If the
Purse $200.00f
J 2.20 Clasa—Wiacaaaet Chamber of Commerce,
people of Maine do not return a de
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5
cisive “No" to the adoption of this
proposed legislation at the pending
Purse $200.00
2.30 Clasa—American Legion,
Purse $300.00^ referendum on Oct. 18.”
^2.22 Clasa—Newcastle Lumbar and Grain Company,
The governor pointed out that the
Purse $300.00"
32.14 Class—Booth bay Harbor Board of Trade,
repeal would mean a definite return
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6
to the old system of caucuses and
Purse $300.00!
convention. He quoted the edtiorlal
2.24 Class—Newcastle-Damariscotta Driving Club,
Purse $300,008
written hy the late Frank Dlngley
I 2.18 Class—Waldoboro Board of Trade,
in the Lewiston Journal of June 4,
Free For All Class—Damariscotta-Newcastle Rotary Club, Purse $500.
1903, as an expression of the evils
which resulted in 1912 in the enact
ment of the present law.
. . • .
THE GREAT CALVERT, High Wire Contortionist
Gov. Brewster went into some of
PAUL LEVANN and DOHERTY COMPANY
.the evils of the convention system as
HARRY FISHER AND COMPANY
seen by its oppenents and gave a
All Keith-Albee High Line Acts
resume of the workings of party pol
itics from the first convention, called
PINE TREE AMUSEMENT SHOWS ON MIDWAY
by Andrew Jackson for the nomina
NEW MERRY-GO-ROUND, FERRIS WHEEL AND CHAIR PLANES
tion of Van Buren, up to the gradual
adoption of the Primary Law by/45
A New Log Cabin Main Entrance and Ticket Offices; also 1500 Feet cfj
States.
Ornamental Chain Link Fence are among the many improvements^
He cited his own case as an ex
made this year.
ception to the contention made by
opponents of the law that only rich
men can be elected to office. He
spoke briefly of his own career and
said that he had never received any
moi ey from anyone and had only
expended the lawful $1500 allowed
for campaign expenses.
He men
tioned the last five convention Gov
ernors as rich men—Burley. Hill.
Powers, Cobb, Fernald and Haines.
Thf criticism that fewer are voting
under the present law he answered
hy figures from his own election;
103,000 votes were cast for Baxter.
Sounds profane, doesn’t it? But that’s what certain Americans
Ip the following primary election
said when certain Garmans demanded their surrender. See—
95,000, or 90% of the Republicans,
voted. In the election 250,000 votes
(one-third of the total citizenry of
Maine) were east. 148,000 for Brews
ter, 102,000 for Pattangall. ’
The governor extolled Gov. Fuller
of Massachusetts as a product of the
direct Primary and declared that

GO TO HELL!

GENASCO ASPHALT SHINGLES
$6.00 Per Square

___

Governor Brewster

Free Stage Show Every Day

THE ROCKLAND LOIN S BLDG. KB.

THE PRISON FIGURES

I

Gov. Brewster Defended It Annual Audit Shows That
Expense of Thomaston In
stitution Was $197,033.

ROCKLAND

ELCO
5 GR. ASPIRIN TABLETS
12 in a box 10c
Help beat the trust
115*1t

Saturday
Issue

Volume 82..................Number 11 5.

three cents a copy

Friends of the merchant marine
Last Night—Moran Stars
here are divided Into two camps:
those who believe in private owner
In Open Forum.
ship and operation and those who be
lieve In Government ownership and
Last night in the Methoidst church
operation. In these two camps there Gcv. Ralph O. Brewster eloquently
are various shades of opinion. In the defended the present Primary Law
former there are those who believe before an open meeting of the Ed
that heavy subsidies will be neces ucational Club.
sary to keep up an adequate service,
His first thrust was to compare
but that this is unobjectionable be the struggle which is taking place
cause of the commercial and defen for.repeal of the primary, to a sim
sive value of the American merchant ilar one 15 years ago when the Pro
marine.
hibitory Law was put to a referenAmong the Government-ownership dum of the people. While the two
advocates are many who do not issues were not the same they had a
wholly approve of the Government- similar stress in the mind of the
ownership as such, but believe that 'public.
a merchant marine is essential to j “The act drafted by .1. Fred O'
American safety and prosperity and |Connell of Bangor provides,” said
that private ownership cannot, or
will not provide a satisfactory per
manent system of merchant marine.
Leaders in Washington predict that
a fight to a finish between the two
camps will take place in the 70tii
Congress, before a permanent mercjlan,
murine policy for tlie United
States is embodied in legislation.
The Shipping Board transmitted
to the Senate committee on commerce
last winter a report in which it de
clared that either the Government
must continue to operate the mer
chant marine or pay heavy subsidies
to make It possible for private inter
ests to maintain it. if the Amerlcar.
Flag is not to disappear from tho
merchant Hanes of the seas.
The failure of the Geneva confer
ence lias focussed attention on .the
im portance of a merchant marine as
a defensive auxiliary to the navy, and
friends of tlie merchant marine pre
dict tliat this point will win many con
verts to the merchant marine cause
among those who are lukewarm when
only commercial reasons could be ad
vanced in support of Government
support of the merchant marine.

cussion, writes a Washington cor
respondent, and focussed attention on
••• the position of Representative Wal
•••
People who live only to amuse ••*
lace H. White of Maine, on the Mer
*•• themselves work harder at the task •—
chant Marine and Fisheries com
than most people do iu earning their •—
mittee of the Seventieth Congress.
dally bread.—Hannah More.
Mr. White is ranking Republican
*••
*
•••
on this committee and therefore next
in line for the chairmanship. As
chairman of the committee he could
WHEN WILL IT OPEN?
he tlie key man In the House in any
merchant marine legislation which
Probably one question that ia asked might come up. This fact has caused
about the bridge more than another an accession of interest in his mer
is whep it will be completed, says the chant murine views, despite the cir
cumstance that Mr. White has not
Bath Times. At present, no definite
as yet made up his mind whether or
,
, ,
<
date has been set. McClintlc-Mar- not to accept. the chairmanship
when
shall Co., has set Nov. 12 as the time the committee Is organized at the
when it expects to complete its work. convening of Congress.
• « . •
In order to finish work on this date
Mr.
White
is
a member of the com
however, there must be almost a
mittee on rules, one of the most
continuity of good, wonting weathef.
powerful committees of the House.
Not much time can be taken out for According to a rule of the Republican
unfavorable weather.
wing of the House, no congressman
The resident engineer, Charles K
can be chairman of a legislative com
Allen, looks to see Maine Central
mittee and remain on the com
trains crossing the river over the mittee on rules If Mr. White takes
bridge on or about Nov. 1. This the chairmanship of the merchant
I doesn't mean that tbe structure will marine committee he must resign
be opened to general traffic on that from the rules committee, though he
date, however, for there will have may retain his position as ranking
<o be considerable concrete work Republican on the merchant marine
completed on tbe upper deck before committee without forfeiting his
it can be ready for travel. If the rules committee place.
fates are kindly disposed it is pos
Friends of the merchant marine
sible the bridge may be opened to are bringing great pressure to bear
general travel by Dec. 1.
on Mr. White to Induce him to take
* Suffice it to say that when the
the merchant marine chairmanship,
actual date is determined the people feeling that his experience on the
of Maine can rest assured that the committee and knowledge of the sub
IN SUPREME COURT
committee in charge will prepare a ject make him eminently qualified to
Court will last into next week, hut
program worthy of the $3,000,000 en deal with proposed legislation de
gineering marvel.
signed to build up the merchant ma the criminal docket which lias been
so much in existence the past few
rine.
days is nearly exhausted. Following
For over half a century Hardesty
Rending his decision in regard to
is the result of the more recent
Peerless lias signified the finest high
the chairmanship Mr. White is loath cases:
patent flour that can be milled.—
to express any opinion regarding the
State
vs.
Martin
Anderson,
adv.
,112-8-121
various .plans which have been ad charged with drunken driving. Ac
vanced for the development of the quitted hy the jury.
merchant marine. He is studying
State vs. Maynard Law, charged
each one as it is put forth however, with drunken driving, jury disagreed.
since
he
will
be
a
member
of
the
State vs. Thomas L. Richards, ap
Pupil of the late Carlo Bounamici
merchant marine committee next peal from Municipal Court, on charge
session, whether he is chairman of of drunken driving. Pleaded "nolo”
Teacher of Piano and
it or not, and will play a prominent and sentenced to 00 days in jail.
part in any action taken by the com
Harmony
State vs. John B. McIntire, indict
mittee. During the past summer Mr. ed last January on charge of break
l\|iile made a tour of European ing and entering, pleaded guilty and
Orchestra Instruction.
Popular ports, studying the shipping condl- sentenced to 11 months in jail.
Classical Course for Beginners and
State vs. Wilder Moore, charged
with criminal assault on minor child,
Advanced Pupils.
continued to January term.
State ■ vs.
Maynard
Demmons,
21 Talbot Ave Tel. 1 109W
pleaded guilty to charges of break
ing and entering; awaiting sentence.
1158113
COMMERCIAL
.-State vs. Charles Johnson, charged
with illegal possession; jury dis
agreed.
State vs. Lewis Bachelder, charged
with
illegal
possession;
pleaded
NOW OPEN
“nolo;” awaiting sentence.
Students may enter at any time.
Earl Dolham and William Robbins,
charged with larceny; pleaded "nolo”
EVENING SCHOOL OPENS
awaiting sentence.
SEPTEMBER 27
Will Thresh and Winnow
State vs. Daniel Lunt, charged
Senter Crane Building—4th Floor
with illegal possession; on trial.
Beans at 50c Bushel
LENA K. SARGENT, Prin.
One of the traverse juries has been
111-130
dismissed.
Any Afternoon
.*•

Ione Lackee-Duffney

Financial independence has been
achieved by more people through

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, September 24, 1927.
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• STRAND THEATRE
There's variety enough In today’s
program to suit everybody. “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin" (in pictures); Buffalo
Bib, Jr., In "The Galloping Gobs” and
a Talking Picture program that has
the real pep in it. You'll like to
day's show, all right.
One of the most talked about pic
tures in the big cities is “Irish
Hearts,” which has been signed up
by Manager Dondis for Monday and
Tuesday. "Irish Hearts" is one of
those rare, heart-winning, mirthprovoklng, transcripts of life, which
leave the beholder In possession of
new friends, more real than the
people he meets in real life. May
McAvoy as the lovely colleen who
comes with her ancient and tippling
old papa to meet her swaggering
Emmett In America, Is simply
playing herself.
She has always
wanted to do an Irish part, with
ihe fire and the whimsy, and Patsy
Shannon is that part. On the way
over, Patsy's father steals her sham
rock brooch, to pay for a drink, and
Patsy believes that with the loss of
her pin her luck changes for the
bad. Emmett meets the two at the
New York dock, but he has lost his
Job and Patsy has to get a position
of her own. as her father feels en
titled to live on the fat of the land,
and does. She works In a cheap
restaurant, and there meets that
husky broth of an Irish-American,
Tim O’Shay, a prize-fighter (played
by Jason Robards.) Emmett makes
Icve to another girl, forgetting his
promise to Patsy. Tim finds the
brooch and flashes It before the bride
that false Emmett has taken Instead
of Patsy. Patsy's Irish rises and
she makes a riddance of the lot.
Again in possession of her brooch,
her luck returns, luck which, of
course. Includes Tim O'Shuy.
The Talking Picture layout for
next week will have everybody talk
ing.—adv.

TALK OF THE TOWN
Walter C. Ladd has been nomlftoted
for notary public by Gov. Brewster.
Raymond E. Thurston has been nom
inated for notary public.
Lawrence Perry, who bought the
Thomas Anastaslo candy store this
week has not yet indicated the name
under which the establishment will
be known. Instead of "Tom’s St .ro ’
why not call 1> "Snook's Nook?”
Crosby High School of Belfast lias
the largest football squad in Its his
tory, about 50 of the boys reporting
dally for practice. The team plays
Rockland High in Belfast Oct. 8. and
Camden High in Camden, Oct. 29.

Homer A. Rodeheaver, whose name
Is fumillar to local readers who at
tended the Billy Sunday meetings,
and Dr. A. T. Robertson, who was a
prominent speaker at the recent
Summer Conference In this city, will
broadcast over WSSH during ihe
New England Bible Conference in
Bostdn, Sept. 28-Oct. 9.
Randall J. Condon, superintendent
of the Cincinnati public schools, who
spends his-vacations in Friendsnip,
has been a patron^for several years
at John Gustin’s burlier shop, and
has been much interested in the bar
ber’s educational ambitions^. Writ
ing to Mr. Gustin from Umcinnati
under date of Sept. 16. Snpt. Con
don says: “Perhaps yotf may have
noticed that we have been having ex
ceedingly hot weather In the Middle
West for the last two/weeks. It has
made me dong for t/ie cool breezes
In Maine, \o have the thermometer
running abikit 90 atvery day."

The Davis Tillson estate at the cor
ner of Main street and Talbot avenue,
built for the lWe Gen. Davis Tillson,
and now oc^Aplad by William S.
White, has heeu sold through R. U.
Collins' real estate agency to David
Rubenstein/ a well known antique
collector pnd dealer. Mr. White will
continue/to occupy the residence
througi/the winter, after which it is
understood that it will become the
home/of Samuel Rubenstein, hrother
of Ute new owner. David Ruben
stein is said to be planning the erec
tion of a large and attractive an
tique shop on the spacious premises,
but has not yet formulated his plans.

EMPIRE THEATRE
Hoot Gibson in “Tlie Prairie King
is the feature today.
War. as it appears In many recent
war mirthpieees, reaches its hilari
ous climax in “Lost At the Front,
which co-stars George Sidney and
Charlie Murray Monday and’ Tues
day. It Is an entirely new type of
World War comedy, and It deals
with a new locale; the Russo-Ger
man front. Among Its unusual fea
tures is the appearance of the fa
mous Russian women soldiery, the
"Battalion of Death,” which figures
in some of the most fun-provoking
scenes.—adv.
•
every office Coolidge has hell up to
the Presidency was won through the
Primaries.

As is customary In the Education
al Club, an open forum followed the
address. Among others to ask the
Governor questions was E. Carl Morun, who took exception in a witty
manner to being classed with scoff
law.* and bootleggers and declared
himself an opponent to the Primar
ies nnd questioned the governor
about the Dlngley Editorial. The
governor said he could not make
out what was the stand of the Lew
iston Journal, and that Mr. Staples’
position had been equivocal.
After questioning some statements
about Prof. Hornell’s opinion used
by the Governor Mr. Moran asked If
It were not true that many of the
criticisms of the old system were
statements that had not been proved.
Mr. Brewster replied by stating his
own experiences In Penobscot coun
ty; of failure to have caucus notices,
etc., and of having read newspaper
accounts of the Fernald and Cobb
elections.
• • « •
Mr. Moran asked If It were not
true that the greatest scandals in
expenditure had happened under the
Primaries, and mentioned the Vare
ar.d Frank Smith cases. The gover
nor replied thut the primaries “had
turned on the light” but admitted
those things were so.
Mr. Moran asked the governor
why. If the convention system was
admittedly good for a Presidential
election, why wag It so much crit
icised for state purposes.
The brilliant discussion followed
which showed Mr. Moran a thorough
student of politics and a ready de
bater.
Several others spoke, among them
Frank H. Ingraham, who said aftar
having had long experience with the
old system, believed thoroughly in
the Primaries.
Altogether the evening was one of
great interest and the room was
filled to capacity. Mrs. Mary Perry
Rich presided, and music was fur
nished by Mrs. Emma Harvey's Or
chestra.
Lieut. Carl F. Morrison executive
secretary accompanied the Governor.

Jesse H. Moody, formerly of Kan
sas City, Mo.. Is to become a member
ef the teaching faculty of Rockland
Commercial College, Oct. 3.
Mr.
Moody enjoys the distinction of be
ing one of America's very finest pen
men and he has been connected with
some of the largest schools in the
West. He will be In charge of the
penmanship department and assist In
teaching other business subjects. The
evening school will open Sept. 27, and
Mr. Moody will give special instruc
tions at the evening session. Some
of the schools he was with were the
Tanblyn School ot
Penmanship.
Kansas City, Mo., and Carnegie Col
lege, Rogers, Ohio.
The address at yesterday's Rotary
luncheon by Walter S. Rounds was
In the best vein of that always Inter
esting speaker. Taking for his sub
ject "Religion and Civilization" Mr.
Rounds reviewed the great religions
with reference to their appearance 1
coincidental wVh periods marking
the attainment of high civilization In
the history of the world during tho
past 2500 years—civilizations that
rose and flourished and disappeared.
In the light of this history It is a
subject to stimulate thought whether
these days of the highest civilization
of them all shall be marked by
momentous religious awakening. The
address was scholarly and able and
a source of special gratification to the
Rotarians In that when a speaker of
high abilities is desired they do not
need to send out of their own ranks
for him. Visitors were George E.
Allen and Millard Long of the Cam
den club and Carl Sountag of Cape
Glradeau, Mo.

Scout Executive John W. Thomp
son returnedd home Thursday from
the New England Regional BiAnnual Conference of Scout Execu
tives, which closed an eight-day ses
sion Wednesday In Stockbridge,
Mass.He states that the conference
was a great success, all but two
Councils being represented, with a
total of 68 executives present. Chief
Scout Executive James E. West
headed up the staff of national di
rectors serving as speakers and
chairmen of the many various sub
jects brought to discussion, lending
the viewpoint of the country, rathen
than that of the New England field.
While at Stockbridge Mr. Thompson
had the pleasure of a visit from Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Hill of North
Adams and Mr. Keating and his fam
ily of Lee. On the return from West
ern Massachusetts the executives
were the guests of the Eastern States
Exposition at luncheon Wednesday,
followed by an inspection of the Mshawk Indian Village and Scout han
dicraft exhibits.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to lire my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry and
‘Isten to some music at least once a week.
The losa of these tastes Is a loss of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.

YOU NEVER CAN TELL
can tell when you send a word
Like an arrow shot from a bow
By an archer blind, be It cruel or kind,
Juat where It may chance to go.
It may irteree the breast of your dearest
friend.
Tipped with Its poison or balm.
To a stranger’s heart in life’s great mart
It may carry Its pain or its calm.

You never

You never can tell when you do an act
Just what the Tesult will be,
But with every deed you are sowing a seed
Though the harvest you nuv not see.
Each kindly act Is an acorn dropped
In Cod’s productive soil;
You may not know, but the tree shall g ou
With shelter for those who toll.
You never can tell what your thought will do
In bringing you hate or love,
wings

are things, and their airy
In Another ten years, says General ForArethoughts
swifter than carrier dove.
Patrick, it will be perfectly safe to They follow the law of the universe—

travel

by

air.

Long

before

that,.

however, If traffic continues as at'
present, it won't be safe to travel
1 anywhere else—San Diego Union.

Each_____
thing must create its kind.
___

they speed o er the track to bring you
back

Whatever went out from ^our mind.
—Jilla Wheeler Wilcox.

I

Every-Other-Day
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he ls Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Cassette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Sept. 32. 1927 there was
printed a total of 6200 copies.
t
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
j

Notan* fhihlie.

Be Thou exalted. Lord, In thine
own strength; so will we sing and
praise thy power.—*Psalnt 21:13.

Come /
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In New York they are always do
ing something bigger.
The limit
seemed to have been reached when
they built the Brooklyn Bridge, but
a new structure twice its length,
known as the Hudson Bridge, took
rcot the other day when the first
spadefuls of earth were turned, and
the governors of New York and
New Jersey shook hands in mid
stream. The newspapers do not say
that their remarks were similar to
those of the governor of North Carolir.a and the governor of South Caro
lina, but the occasion had an histor
ical significance which made New
Y.ikers happy. The Herald Trib
une said:
The Brooklyn Bridge took thirteen
? cars to build; it is estimated that
tl < Hudson River bridge will take
five, which is a measure of the
strides made In engineering in the
short span of forty years. But, even
so. Senator Edge was safe in phophesying that "long before the Hud
son River bridge has been opened
other arteries of Interstate travel |
will have been undertaken. ’ And not
only other arteries of interstate
travel, but new links between Man
hattan and her sister boroughs to
north and east of her. For bridges
seem to breed and such a one across
the Hudson is justified only if. as
part of a system. Its advantages are
made available to Long Island and
New England. Already the actual
commencement of its construction
ha- stirred to life the project for a
tri-borough bridge connecting the
Bronx with Manhattan and Queens.
New Yorkers will hope that this
structure, too. is found to be feas
ible.
•‘Time,’’ that always interesting
New York weekly review of the
world, in its latest issue touches
upon a former Thomaston boy. It
says:
Men of wealth were startled last
week by a newspaper interview is
sued by Charles R. Flint, 77-year
old,
white-whiskered
Manhattan
multi-millionaire, honeymooning in
London with the second Mrs. Flint.
Mi*. Flint was asked why a man
like himself, "after he has amassed
millions, goes on increasing his col
lection instead of retiring and en
joying life.”
Mr. "Flint replied:
“There is only one reason. Greed!”
The interviewer protested: "Is it not
because of umbition. a craving for
power?" Mr. Flint repeated: 'No!
Greed, and
It is pure, green greed.
greed alone, is the reason for a
man's wanting to swell his wad mil
lion after million!"
Mr Flint who as the "Father of
Trusts" made his money in shipping,
electric lighting, rubber, chewing
gum munitions, etc., was asked the
secret of moneymaking. Said he:
"Well God has favored some men
highly and lias given them gifts
which thev use to make money."
He cited the case of a man employed
by him whose salarv had jumped
from $25,000 to $150,000 and a per
centage, in one year. "God has heen
good'to that man," said Mr. Flint.
Belief that Jack Dempsey would
regain his lost laurels is possibly
what made him the popular choice in
the Chicago fight. Yet Gene Tunney.
with whom the crown remains, pos
sesses the attributes which make
him one of the cleanest men in that
profession, and to those who know
of those traits it is not surprising to
learn that the champion is going^to
abandon the ring and take the lecture platform in the interest of
America’s young manhood. .Commenting on this fact ex-Gov. James

- For Which
Select any article in thia great
store and pay for it out of your
income. You do not pay an ex
cessive price for this privilege;

YOUR LIGHT SOCKET
SUPPLIES All THE POWER

GUARANTEE

DELIVERY

Every Olenwootl Range
it guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction. You
muot bo satiaflocT or you
receive a new range.

Your range will be de
livered and set up bv
expert workmen FREE
of all cost to you. Thic’
includes funnel, camp
ers and collars.

/ Acids

I Water

Excuses

NO
I

Troubles
Batteries

Makeshifts
LET US DEMONSTRATE
ANY MODEL TODAY

Weekly quickly paye for
this porcelain top white
kitchen table at the low
price of—

Sold on Convenient Terms

House-Sherman, Inc.
585 Main Street

$7.98

Rockland, Maine
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9‘OUT ” oNi HIS FEET

YOU

Jack Dempsey Fails To Regain Heavyweight Crown, and
Nearly Done For When Gong Sounds.

MAY
GET

Gene Tunney. the man of destiny,; lenger in a clinch and the bell saved
is still heavyweight champion of the him from further damage,
world; but his crown was perilously^ "Come on. Jack.” the crowd yelled
dost to being toppled from his head ‘ as Dempsey, bobbing ajtd weaving.
Thursday night by the gaiic.^t came out of his corner for the eighth
thrust of the old warrior. Jack rourd. But S>. mpsey. it seemed, had
Dempsey, in the greatest boxing shot his big holt, made his main bid
spectacle of ail time.
jj far the title. The fact that it had
Tunney’s hand was raised in vie- failed seemed to sap some of the
tory at the end of the slashing, fury of his spirit. He seemed slower,
smashing battle, but only because he , Regaining confidence, Tunney was
had the courage and fighting power j quick to seize the lead again. Re
fer a sensational finish after being fore the round was half over Gene
knocked down for a count of nine in had opened a gash over Jack's right
the seventh round by Dempsey's vi eye. Dempsey went to one knee, par
cious two-handed attack.
tially by s ipping and partly from the
Only one second, in this sevAiy effcet of a right to the chin, but he
round, separated Dempsey from the was up and gack at his foe without
greatest victory of his career, and an taking a count.
achievement no other ex-champion j Tunney. the younger and strong’er
had ever recorded; but Tunney, back‘io{‘the ,wo kept up hfs flnlghlng at.
on his feet, slipped from range. tark
,hp ninth and ,enth rounds
cleared his head and weathered as frustrating •any counter-drive of constormy a session as he ever ha3 ex <| sequence bv Dempsey and directing
perienced.
I an accurate, punishing fire to the
j head.
Safel>' Past <hat crisiB- Tunney tie i In the ninth Dempsey’s - left eye
lKhed the laf*t three rounds like
i was severely cut. B!ood streamed
clu.mpion. regaining confidence, tak down both sides of his face. He was
‘nS the aggressive and beating; a gory figure, resembling the beaten
I Dempsey into defeat with a twoman of a year ago.
handed, well-timed attack to the
Throughout
the
10th
Tunney
head. With his title in danger, Tunslashed and ripped his foe. Dempsey
ney had the stuff to put on a victorious rally. At the close of th- landed one more right, a hard smash
fir.a! round Dempsey, both eyes cut to the head that sent Tunney back
and badly bleeding, was groggy and on his hee's, but it was only the wild
reeling, "out on hls feet.” So bat lunge of a fighter whose biggest guns
tered was the old champion, his last I 1,ad been spiked.
Until the final bell separated them,
charge expended, that he did not
seem to know the battle was over however, Dempsey kept plunging in.
His aggressiveness was gone, his
and had to be led to his corner.
Tunney’s victory was not without knees wobbled and his body sagged,
its dispute, however, for there were but he was a fighter to the finish.
scores in the ringside section who But he was also as groggy a battler
thought the champion was saved as ever stood on his feet. Almost
from losing his crown in the seventh blinded by the blood, the old chamround by a count that was actually ! pion stood swaying, in the center of
several seconds longer than the loll the ring, as the referee parted them
of nine.
He did not know the fight was over.
« • • •

It was unquestionably a “long
LAWRY’S BIG FINISH
count"—from 12 to 14 seconds in all.
to take the varying count of ring
side observers—but its explanation Manager of Veteran Firemen
jay jn the fact that Illinois boxing
W ins Elimination Match
rules compelled the fighter scoring
‘h<* knockdown to go to his corner
At Star Alleys.
before the count starts. The time
M. Cox of Ohio, once a Presidential elapslng during Dempsey's backing
The elimination bowling match at
candidate, said: “I happen to know off to a corner accounted for the late the Star Alleys Wednnesday night
that Gene Tunney, perhaps the finest start of the count, boxing commis furnished plenty of excitement, the
p.irticpants being the 16 who had
vet most misunderstood man in sioners explained.
Tunney took the count with his
sports, will devote his future to lec left hand holding the ropes. He was qualified with highest strings. At
the end of each string the four low
turing young men on how to live. I groggy and in bad shape but fully est bowlers faded from the picture.
have known him for years as the conscious of the count. Had it start The climax was a victory for the
ed sooner he probably would have Veteran
Firemen's
Association,
best son-nny father could hope for—
been able to regain his feet, but he which was represented by four of its
tlie cleanest and finest."
might have been wobblier and afi members and which copped the
easier target. As it was, he had the grand prize when Charles M. Lawiy,
A retired naval official who gives advantage of the few secorfBs’ manager of that team won the eon-1
free expression to his views is Rear added rest, a chance to collect his test.
faculties and ward off Dempsey's at
He made a strike in the ninth box
Admiral William S. Sims. In a re tack.
and a 16-pin spare on that, giving
cent address before the Lions Club
Victory unquestionably went to him a total of 108. McKinney, Val
in Newport, R. I., the Admiral ad- j tlie better man, the craftier boxer,: j““‘ ^^Connors "were next in the
vocated the scrapping of the Bos the faster and stronger fighter, but order named. The summary:
only after the closest call he ever has
1
2
3
4 Pintail Av.
ton and Brooklyn Navy Yards and had.
Lawry ....... 97 104 112 108 421 105.25
• • * •
the establishment in Narragansett
McKlnn’y
119 91 113 96 419 104.75
Bay of a naval base which would he
The drama of Tunney’s title de Vtlley ........ 84 105 112 93 394 98.50
fense. stirring as was his decisive Conners .. 100 126 106 88 420 105.00
the greatest in the country.
finish, was enacted principally in Fogg .......... 85 92 104
281 93.67
that seventh round. For it waq Imre Hart ........... 84 101 88
273 91.
Absence of early frosts has made
that tlie flashing old fighting spirit or
277 92.33
98 95
it an extraordinary September for Dempsey, making liis greatest hid. Powers .
269 89.67
Simmons
90 102
dahlias, fin every side their luxur came so close to accomplishing the Porter ...
179 89.50
87
iance of growth and riot of color de unprecedented.
179 89.50
83
Kelly ....
A right hand to tlie jaw sent Tun
79
174 87.
light the eye. Should tlie reader ney back to the ropes, sagging at Ihe Howard
156 78.
70
chance to take the West Meadow i knees. He was on his way down O'Hara .
84 84.
Haiding
road, let him note the brave show when a left hook clipped him and Hurd ........ 82
82 82.
ot them in the yard of C. G. Wyllie. completed the job. ‘Pandemonium E Peters
78 78.
78
was loose in the vast arena. Men
76.
76
It is worth climbing the mountain anu women screamed as Dempsey Miine
side just to look upon
stood menacingly over hls fallen foe
WHAT OUR NAVY NEEDS
and then moved to a corner.
Slowly the timekeeper began hla
The recent electrocutions in Mas
In a recent editorial on the United
sachusetts filled the world with fore count. “Six. seven, eight, nine," it
went and there was a "ten," it States Navy in one of our leading
bodings, based, no doubt, on what seemed on the timekeeper's lips as
weekly magazines several interesting
was actually transpiring and on the .Gene Tunney slowly crawled to his
anq 'and true statements were made rela
dire threats that were being r.rde. feet and backed off. a dazed
tive io our Navy's needs. What the
surprised look in his eyes.
Put the world has apparently settled
bout the ring Tunney circled Navy requires chiefly is a persouncl
hack Into Its peaceful rut, and It i rimming and dodging to a void another composed of tlie best the country
to be hoped that an anxious chapter sin li punching. Dempsey followed has to offer—young men of high in
slowly, sure of himself, but seem telligence. ambition, and excellent
has had Its final reading.
character. This is the only type the
ingly puzzled as to how* to take up
Navy will accept.
•he attack again.
lt is well known that the Washing
Ihe
"Come on and fight." Jack licek-

The newspaper headlines of
recent primary election in Pittsburg ored. stopping in hls tracks and
jay: "Pre-election rows result ,n I dropping his gloves as he looked dis'
deinful,y at the retreating hgure of
two deaths."
"Fighting, shooting. ,,p, champion.
Yet
Finally Jack leaped in and lashed
killing in Pittsburg Primary,
there are some folks who regard It Tunney about the head again, but
, . ,
now the champion s head had cleared

THIS

RANGE
FREE

For Thb New
GLENWOOD
Delivered
and Set Up

Furn. Co.
Burpee Rockland
“ON MY SET”
The fickle goddess whch pre
sides over the destinies of th«
radio was in a most kindly mood
on two important occasions this
week, the first being the Radio
Industries Banquet on Wed
nesday night and the second
being the great battle of Soldiers’
Field, when Jack Dempsey failed
to jar the crown from Gene Tun
ney’s devoted head. When 1 saw
the list of stations advertised to
give the fight returns I immedi
ately made a mental ch«ice of
WJZ, which, to my way of
thinking, gives the best satis
faction hereabouts 90 per cent of
the time. It so happens that I
tuned in on WEAF first and
fpund that the concert which
preceded the fight returns was
coming in clearly and with strong
volume.
Later I learned that
WEAF’s new 50 k. w. transmit
er at Bellmore, L. I was being
employed, and I think that those
who listened with me will agree
that it was giving a good account
of itself. The fight returns were
marked with occasional fading
but
the
period
of
fading
was not long enough to seriously
interfere with the story of the
pugilistic classic.
I hear that
radio owners who reside on the
car line were troubled with noise
at times, and from some sections
come reports of squealing and
whistling due to local interference,
but I was happily free from both
of those drawbacks.

Reception was so good after
the fight that I stayed on until
midnight and got good results
from the following distant sta
tions:
WJBT, WUW, WSAI,
WLS, WGN. WLIB, WJR and
WTAM—a nice little collection,
I think you will agree. WLS
was having a plantation night,
and it was a very tuneful pro
gram.
.»•
Such radio as last night should
make business for the dealers.
The reception was simply won
derful.
Among the stations
which I logged were CFCF,
WRC, WCBD, WRVA, WDWM,
and WAIU,
YET WE FIND FAULT
In England, the telephone system
is owned by the government and is
operated through tlie postal depart
ment. If anyone in London desires
to talk across the Channel, he must
go to the central postofflee and make
an appointment, possibly for the fol
lowing day. He must then be on
hand at the hour appointed to at
tend to the call. V.Hat a contrast to
our own privately owned telephone
system! In this country anyone may
place a call from his own home and
in a few minutes talk with anyone
in any part of the country, and even
across the ocean to London in a few

ton treaty limits us Io numbers of
certain types of ships. We are noi
limited as to quality, either in men
or ships. By enlisting none but tlie
best young Americans the country
affords, our Navy will be the leading
Navy in the world—and nothing less
<•« sacrilege because thinglng voters He w(Js capabfe of ,aklng care of than this should satisfy any citizen
wculd repeal the primary system,
himself again. He tied up the clial- of these United States,
hours.

AA DELIVERS the
VV range you select. A
whole year (52 weeks) Io
pay Ihe balance. No interest.
A Glenwood Range
Given Away to
Club Members
Come
and Ask About It

LET US INSTALL A

GLENWOOD
FURNACE
bi your house. Hundreds of Knox County homes
ere enjoying even beat in every room.

will install the furnace shown here, ready for the
fire. This will heat most any six or seven room
home.

A YEAR TO PAY—NO INTEREST
TRADE IN YOUR OLD RANGE
Lst Us Call and Make Yea An Offer
iBBannannaDDnanaancjDODcaDDaoOaaapannnf

SPECIAL LOW PRICES
On Sheet Iron Wood Stoves

$3.75, $4-75, $5.75

300 0 0 0000*

BURPEE
FURNITURE CO
ROCKLAND —
MAIM.
□I
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TALK OF THE TOWN1
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 26—Knox County Teachers meet In '
Rockland.
Sept. 27-29—North Knox Pair. Union.
Sept. 38 —W. C. T. U. State Convention In
Fairfield.
airfield.

Union

Oct. 33—-Maine Music .Festival, Bangor.

4-6—Lincoln County Pair, Damarla- !
Oct. 4-i
cotta.
*Oet. nOct. 12 —Columbus Day.
Oct.
12—Rummage
sale.
Universalist

Church
Oct. 13 Annual fair of Pleasant Valley
Grange at its hall. Middle street.
Oct. 18—Special State election on primary

CHURCHES
SERMONETTE

law.

Throughout Christendom today
there is much discussion about
the Bible. There is a constant
tendency to substitute science for
God.
Our • children are not being
brought up to know and love God.
Tlie fault is not theirs, it is ours.
They hunger and thirst after
righteousness, and are unsatisfied
They require of us bread and we
give them a stone.
*
Jesus said. "I am the bread of
life: he that cometh unto me
shall never 'hunger; and he that
believeth
me shall never
thirst."
(Science can never satisfy tho
hunger of the soul nor assuage
man's thirst after God.
IW. A. H.

tl—Armistice Day.

Nov. 24—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.

--------\
Standard time will be resumed in
other States tomorrow.

at Union, Maine

The Boys Band will play at the j
football game_this afternoon.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

Stephen H. Cables is employed as I
head clerk at Perry’s candy store.

September 27-28-29

The Gen. Berry flose Co. scored a
big success with its annual levee and
ball last night.
The new sign denoting "The Lauriette" ls a conspkuous feature of the
Union street landscape.
Football this afternoon—Rockland j
High vs Skowhegan High at Com
munity Park. Give the Orange and
Black a rousing sendoff.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

WALDOBORO BAND WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE

The Department of State has re
voked (he license of M. \V. law of
Bockville for driving a motor car,
and has suspended the license of
Thomas L. Richards, of Waldoboro,1
pending an appeal.

NIGHT FAIR WEDNESDAY EVENING
with Fireworks, Music
and Vaudeville

The fall train schedule becomes ef- 1
fective Monday.
Trains leave at
7.15 a. m. and 1.45 and 6.15 p. uiand arrive at. 11 a. m. and 3.45 and
8.10 p. m. The Sunday train leaves
at 7.10 a. m. and arrives at 10.45.

See These Splendid Values!

An Overstuffed Suite
„

To Be Proud of
Complete in
Jacquard Velour
only

« » . •

Rev. F. Ernest Smith of Camden
will speak at the Methodist Church
tomorrow morning at 10.30 and Miss
Marianne Crockett will have charge
of the music.
The promotion ex
ercises of the Sunday school will he'
I
held at noon and the Young People's
service at 7.15. subject, "The Winning
Group.”
* • • •
113-116
First Church of Christ. Scientists.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o'clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon. "Reality."
Sunday school at noon. The reading
room is located at 400 Main street,
over Daniels' jewelry store, and is
PARK THEATRE
open each week day from 2 to 5
The double feature program for to o'clock.
• • • *
day is “The Gingham Girl" with Lois
Megunticook Grange of Camden
Wilson, and "Chain Lightning" with
holds their annual fair at the hall
Buck Jones.
Thomas Meighan’s new picture. on Mountain street Oct- 14 and 15,
"The City Gone Wild” coming Mon afternoon and evening, with a large
day and Tuesday, is described as an number of attractive booths. Friday
underworld melodrama, the story of night there will be two short come
a gangster and police war in., an dies, and during the afternoon there
American metropolis. The part 'af will be cabaret numbers. Saturday
fords Meighan an opportunity' foi- a .afternoon supper will be served from
Powerful characterization as a criml '6 o'clock: tlie fair closing Saturday
nal lawyer who turns prosecuting at (light with a ilanec.
* • * *
torney because of the love of a beau
At St. Peter's Church, Episcopal,
tiful girl. It is a well drawn tale,
written as only a former Chigggb Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
.uewsphnertbajj cotdd w ritualt.—idvJ for tomorrow will be appropriate for
the Fifteenth Sunday After Trin
ity* Holy Communion at 7.30: morn
MARTINSVILLE
ing prayer and sermon at 10.30;
ee Mason is in Rockland attending church school at noon. Evensong
and sermon at St. John Baptist
sehoolVietor Chaples of Massachusetts Church. Thomaston. Thursday is the
is visiting his brother. Edw. Chaples. I Feast of St. Michael and All Angels
Granville Bachclder is attendin.. with Holy Communion at 7.30 a. ni
court in Rockland.
ind evensong at 7.30 p. m. at St.
Donald Marshall ls visiting Tills Peter's.
• • • •
mother. Mrs. Helen Marshall at
Mars-Hall.
Morning worship at the Littlefield
Lee Andrews fortunately escaped Memorial church, Camden street is
injuries Saturday evening when his at 10.30 with sermon by the pastor
automobile was struck by another from subject ‘True Riches." The
and larger one in front of his home. choir will sing the anthem "Bless the
Ills car was badly damaged and dis Lord.” Adams, and there will be
abled.
other musical numbers. Bible school
Mrs. Fred Hooper, Mrs. Fred meets atjioon and Miss Sybil Jones
Seavey and Miss Margaret Harris leads the Y. P. B. U. at 6 o'clock.
made a motor trip to Boston last Aliening session is at 7.15 opened by
weekend. Gn their return they were service of song and Mr Stuart speaks
accompanied by Miss Alma Seavey.
from subject "Christ's Victory at the
Friends of Mrs- William Cook are Cross." The choir will sing “Sweet
glad to know she is successful)' re Sabbath Eve.'' Kirkpatrick, and
covering from her operation in a Misses Sybil Jones and Doris Dag
Boston hospital.
gett will also sing.
s • • •
Mrs. S. T. Ixiwe and daughter ClarRev. B. P. Browne, pastor of the
ibel have been guests this week of
Mr. and Mrs. H. H.‘Hupper.
First Baptist Church, will speak
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Clark of Sunday morning at 10.30 on "Repro
New York are guests of Mr. and Mrs ducing the Character of Jesus." Spe
Roscoe H. Hupper at Spruce Cove.
cial music by the choir will be “Re
Many from here attended the fair joice In the Lord.” Kotzschmar. Sun
at Wiley's Corner.
day school convenes at the noon hour
Mr. and Mrs. Obadiah Kalloch and -the Christian Endeavor at 6
closed the -Drift Inn last week after o'clock with Miss Muriel Hooper as
a very successful summer.
the leader. The evangelistic service
Much beneficial progress is being begins at 7.15, when the pastor will
made on the bridge at the relinking speak on "Profit and Loss.” The
Place.
elioir will sing "I Will I.ay Me
Tlie Ladies Circle meets with Mrs. Down In Peace,” Gadsby. and "O
Joel H. Hupper Gct.|6.
Lamb of God." Schneeker. The cove
nant meeting on Tuesday evening at
LIFT SECTARIAN BARS
7.15 will be led by Dr. Crane.

Admission to Night Show 25 Cents

Horror stricken pedestrians saw
the heavy glass fragments from a
broken window of the Battery G
third floor quarters shower down on
a child and several adults at Kim
ball block last night. By fortunate
chance nobody was injured.

! II. W. Collins has sold the MorCoy. Harry K. Eustace is to give j ton house, James street, to Kathleen
an illustrative lecture to the Seventh i
and Doris Sukeforth.
and Eighth grades and High School
pupils Tuesday morning at the High
School auditorium, subject, "Hunting
The regular meeting of Edwin
Big Game in Wildest Africa." AjilT-ibby Relief Corps was held Thursadmission of 10 cents will be charged. da>’ evening and plans were completed for a fair to be held in G. A. R.
___
Dr. Lloyd Richardson of this city hall, Oct. 6, with Mrs. McMillian ace
lias been reappointed for the posi ing as chairman. Mrs. Velma Marsh
tion of school dentist at the Red at the candy table. Mrs. Maude
Cross dental clinic held at 497 Main Choate, aprons. Mrs Irvine Winslow,
Street.
Dr. Richardson's records cooked food, Mrs. Mary Cod per, fancy
show the following work rtqne'dur- articles, Mrs. Bertha Higgins, vege
ing the past school year: Cases. 93; tables. Mrs. Delma Mullen, grab 1 ag.
visits, 247; fillings, 524; extractions, All are earnestly working to mike
this sale a success.
348; cleanings, 104.

Gov. Ralph O. Brewster dined at
Wessaweskeag Inn last night, and
reiterated his opinion that it has no
.superior in the State when it comes
to serving “shore feted®.”
In the
Governor’s party were his private
secretary. Lt. Col. Cai'l F. Morrison,
A. W. Gregory of th6 Prison Com
mission, Warden G. A. Buker and
J- L. Paquin of the State Prison

Israel Snow. II. O. Gurdy. E. Mont
Perry, E. K. Gould and S. A. Burpee
attended the annual convention of the
Maine League of Loan & Building
Associations at
Poland
Spring.
Thirty-four of the 36 associations
i reported that they had accumulated
j. capital amounting to $14,605,408 and
*•? The Forty Club ,'.171 listen to wideThere will he an exhibition
ly divergent subjects Monday when sch~? Work by^e^n?school,
5°618 "’L "Tugen^Thayer rt
Jits. Mary Perry Rich, president of of tpe cj,y during the Teachers' Con
tilt Womans Educational Club, will, vention. The convention will be held Waterville was elected president.;
speak for the Primary Law and jn „)e Hlgh school Building. The The attendance was the 'largest in
Lloyd N. Lawrence or ‘Charles H. exhibit|on in McLain Building which the history of the Association. DinBerry will sketch impressions of the will be open all day and parents and ner was served at the Mansion House.
recent
Tunney-Dempsey engage friends are cordially invited to in
Samuel S. Lord has completed his
ment..
spect the work at any time during
duties as secretary of the Rockland
the day. The Boys' Band will give
Chamber of Commerce and leaves
Hardesty Peerless is an Ideal flour
a concert at beginning of the after
for all kinds of cooking and baking,
with his family tomorrow for their
noon session of the convention.
—adv.
112-S-121
new home in Gardner. Mass. With
his duties as secretary here Mr. Lord
City Marshal Webster went to Ban has also combined many other ac-'
gor Thursday and brought back Har tivities, and his efficient handling of
old Dean, a resident of that city, who ' them has been equalled by complete
was wanted here for the larceny of a willingness to aid in any enterprise
sweater belonging to Charles Bar- t'or which his services were drafted.
lean, and a kodak belonging to Bar He lias made hundreds of friends
ney Jones. The articles were recov- in Knox County, and will have their
ered. and Dean, pleading guilty, was heartiest wishes for success when
held for the January term of Supreme j he enters upon his new and more
Court. Unable to raise bail in th£ profitable duties as secretary of the
sum of $500 he was committed to Gardner Chamber rt Commerce.

Penobscot
Grill

jail.

There will be an auction bridge
given by St, Peter's Guild at the
Rectory. 34 High street. Thursday
afternoon, Sept. 29. Tickets 50 cents.
(—adv.
115-117

my partner refused tv shoot”
“"DUT swinging the gun on them and shooting fast, I
Jj got four out of the flock—the first goose falling
63 yards from the pit and the last one 90.”
There’snothinglike Peters* ‘HighVelocity’ ’ Shell for getting
those wary birds that hang a few yards out ofordinary range.

It’s all because of the Peters exclusive method of loading
in combination with Peters Superior Shot, genuine hair
felt wadding, “steel-where-steel-belongs” reinforced head,
and new high velocity progressive burning powder.
In addition to * ‘High Velocity” there is “Target” in bulk or
dense powders for superior results in the field and at the
traps; and “Victor,” a lower priced smokeless shell of top
notch shooting quality. In Peters Semi-Smokeless Shell,
“Referee,” you can get a superior load to black powder at
the same price.

ijuaiusmos
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
ROCKLAND

At a directors' meeting of the Sea
Vltw Cemetery Association held last
night in the Chamber of Commerce
office the work of the fall was or
ganized and an executive committee
comprising O. S. Duncan, H. L.
Karl, L. A Thurston. M. J Hahn
and W T. Duncan formed to coop
erate with President Richardson in
clearing up the yard., lt should be
understood that the association is
undertaking only to care for the av1 enues and abandoned lots. The pri
vately owned lots will be taken care,
of at present and the $2 entrance fee
will be devoted solely to the care of
-the otherwise neglected areas. A
sexton will of course be employed
and will work for private individuals
a. the lowest possible rate per lot.
Mis Grace Blake Farrel has voluntened to act as secretary for a few
months and will receive names for
membership, telephone 1061.
The
directors and officers of the associa
tion are also receiving memberships
a nJ a most heartening response is
being manifested on every hand.

CLARK ISLAND

"Too High—

408 MAIN ST.

WE Sell On Regardless

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, “The Disci
pline of Faith.'' The Pilgrim Choir
will sing. The church school will
convene at the noon hour.
• • • •
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will
speak at 10.30 tomorrow morning at
the Universalist Church on “Blazing
the Trails." Church school is at 12.
Tlie music will include the anthems
“Jubilate Deo," Meltzke, and "Into
the Woods My Master Went," Nevin.

SEVENTY HORSES ENTERED FOR THE RACES

The Knox County teachers hold
their annual convention in this city
Monday with geveraj speakers of na-*
tii nal repute. About 200 teachers will
be in attendance.

SUNDAY
Special
Chicken Dinner
$1.00

But--

The Bread of Life

Oct. 27—Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln
Farm Bureau in Warren.
Nov.

Sales may come
And sales may go,

TEL. 791

| Mrs. Jennie Steel of Rockland is
'visiting Mr. and Mrs. William Pier
son.
I
Mrs. William Pierson and Mrs.
! Jennie Steel went to the fair at Wi' lev's Corner Wednesday.
J Mrs. John Caven went to Rockland
I recently witli iier son W. J. Caven
on business.
| Mrs. Walter* Seymour and daugh
ter Mrs. Guy Illcks are visiting her
sisters Mrs. Robert Magee and Mrs.
I Walter Cameron of Ney York City.
| Mrs. Seymour Fuller and family
visited her brother and i^ife, Mr. and
! Mis. C liarles Chaples last week.
| William Caven lias had his garage
I moved from in front of his house.
I J. A. Allard and son doing the work.
Victor Dennison moved Lewis
! Hart's garage with his pair of hors
es from John Caven's land to his
house lot.
| William Ellis is able tot be out
around again.
; Quite a number attended the fair
at Wiley's Corner.
Victor Blomberg took the pupils'
to the fair Wednesday.
•
I--------------------! A few months makes a great dif
ference. The other day a British ste
nographer set out to swim the Eng
lish Channel and the only way she
could break into the newspapers was
to come near drowning.—New York
Evening Post.

Dr.

Cadman, Home

From

Europe

.. Voices, Hope of Protestant Unity. ..

Tlie belief that tlie beginning of
the end of sectarianism in religion is
at hand was expressed by Dr. S.
Parkes Cadman. president of the
Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ In America, on his return
from a three months' tour of Europe.
"That belief is based on much evi
dence, not the least important of
which is the World Conference on
Faith and Order ut Lausanne. There
for the first time in the history of
the Protestant churches represen
tatives of every sect of the Christiar fa.ith except tlie Roman Catho
lic came together to discuss their
differences. What. In essence are
theii differences? -Simply that the
sects do not agree as to the exact au
thority of a Christian minister in
sacrament and
his authority in
Christian life and teachings.
"When a man could not see eye to
eye with his church on certain mat
ters fifty years ago he founded :
new sect. We do not do that today.
No I do not regard the present da)
method as an indication that there is
less vitality in religion. Rather 1 re
gard it as evidence that tlie pressure
of civilization is imbuing church
men and churchgoers with a new
tolerance. All rivers run to a union
There is liberty in union."
Tlie impending removal of sectar
ian divisions Dr. Cadman also sees
as an indication that "man's soul
Is growing and expanding just as his
body Is. In the material world we
have many inventions and labor sav
ing devices to liberate man's body
and to give lt a wider power. Anil
as soon as less of our spiritual ener
gy is expended in maintaining differ
ences of sect the soul will come into
a new freedom."

DOES ADVERTISING PAY?

If It Did Not Would Public Utility
Companies Spend $28,030,000 Thia
Year?

A Living Room Reed Suite
Complete Only $39.50
Furnish Your Living Room

in Excellent Taste for $39.50
with this Beautiful 3-Piece
Suite; Cushions in Tapestry

and Cretonne.

Ferneries and End Tables
Reed Fernery 4.75
Walnut Finish; Self Waterers. Remarkable Trades.

End Tables 3.50
and up
In Mahogany. Graceful and
useful; needed in every home.

CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
LOUIS MARCUS, Prop.

313-319 Main Street

Phone 980

LAW COURT RULING

APPLETON

Which Has To Do With tho Giving
Notice of an Accident.
____
,
The Law Cpurt in the case of
Merton Brackett va. the Cabot Man
ufacturing Co.; of Brunswick, and
the American Mutual Liability In
surance Co., insurers, declares that
Brackett ts excused for not having
given notice of an accident within 30
days on the ground that his failure
to give notice was covered by the
word “mistake" in the statute.
This is tlie first time that the
meaning of the word "mistake" as
used in the workmen’s compensation
law. has been defined by the court.
"When an accident results In an
injury which remains latent for more
than 30 days," says the rescript
which was drawn by Associate Justier William R. Pattangall of Au
gusta, “the only immediate and per
ceptible result of the accident being
so trivial that the Injured person
does not regard it as of material
consequence and is reasonably justi
fied In reaching that ronelusion. he
ma) be excused on the ground of
mistake, within the meaning of the
word as used in Section 20 of tlie
act, for failure to give notice of the
accident as required in Section 17.
"Such notice must, however, lie
given within a reasonable time after
the latent injury becomes apparent
if the claimant ts to receive the ben
efit of the act.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Meservey were
called home last week by the serious
illness of Mr. Meservey's father.
Benson Meservey.
Mrs. L. T. Pease has returned from
Beverly. Mass., where she has been
caring for an aunt for a number of
weeks.
’Deputy Fish is in Rockland at
tending court.
Friends of Mrs. Electa Lucas are
sorry to learn that she has been ob
liged to enter a hospital for treat
ment, hut are hoping she may have a
speedy recovery.
Mrs- Loena Sprague ls visiting her
father, Edgar I’ipley.
Mrs. Lenora Fish was the guest of
Mrs. L. F. Dorman. Rockland Friday.

"Public utility companies will
spend $28,000,000 for advertising tills
year.” Here, in this news item, is
food for thought. It makes one won
der' if there are still reactionaries
who insist that advertising is useless
and a waste of investors' money.
Statistics on the strides that ad
vertising expenditure and space have
taken, would lie of tremendous inter
est to the student of modern industry
and business. In the past 20 years
It has unquestionably doubled itself
many times. Through the various
mediums, and most important of all,
BEAUTY ALONE
the newspapers, advertising and pub
Beauty alone is not plough,
licity have grown to proportions
I cannot stay too long apart
From life that pulses swift and strong,
where -they are among the greatest
That shoots its flre-tipped dart.
forces known for furthering progress
and forwardness.
Her cradle swings enchanted by
A lotus pool and poppy field,
Tlie recent unprecedented growth
A veil of bird songs, mist and dew.
of tlie public utilities are directly
She drops before me like a shield.
traceable, in a large degree, to tlie
etTept of wide and intelligent adver
Inert I lie. with beauty d-ugged.
3Vrapped in her lovely shroud,
tising. Far from being a waste of
In Lethe drowned. I cannot rise,
investors' money It is a safeguard in
Nor even cry aloud.
lluit If the company or product ad
-Katharine Washburn Harding in N. Y. Bun.
vertised is honest and worth-while,
Hint company's business or sales
MARRIED
(Carleton-Terry- Union, Sept. 19. by (Rev. E.
will increase in direct proportion to
S. Pfford. Freeman E. Carleton and Mh*
tlie amount of advertising.
Ellen Hattie Perry, both of Appleton.
Progressive business is learning
tli*it the only thing better for busi
"These conditions arc met in the
DIED
ness than extensive advertising, is Instant case.”
Kittredge—Vinalhaven, Sept. 18, Charles S.
Kittredge, aged 66 years, 5 months, 18 days.
more extensive advertising plus a
Palmer - South Portland. Sept. 14. Gilman
good produet or service.
Smoke Glenmere Cigars, manufac

The farmer and the lawmaker can
both raise the value of their product
by llmRing output.—Christian Sci
ence Monitor.

Rockland, Maine

CARD OF THANKS

We wildi to thank are many neighbors br
their Mndnews to us In our great loss; also
for the many beautiful floral offerings.
Mts. Annie Kltredge, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Kittredge. Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Wood, Mr. and
Mrs. George Geary.
*

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory ot a dear husband
Charles H. A. Guild, who died Hept. 23, 1920.
Sweet is the memory that will never fade.
Of the one we loved but could not save.
•
Hls wife. Addle Ulmer Guild.
RESOLUTIONS

Hall of Pleasant River Grange, No. 492,
Vinalhaven, Sept. 11.
Whereas, the Silent and Unflinching hand
of that grim Reaper sent out to choose those
most fitted to be placed among those chosen
ones in the sacred Grange In Heaven, has
swiftly descended into the home circle of
Pleasant Elver Grange and carried home one
of our oldest and most valued charter mem
bers in the person of our Brother Charles 8.
Kittredge; therefore, he it
llosolved. That we as a Grange realise witn
deep sorrow, the sudden and great loss sus
tained by the bereaved family and realize
that our loss is but small compared with
theirs.
Resolved. That we commend the bereaved
family to tlie keeping of the Great Father ia
Heaven, who In Uis Unfailing Wisdom doeth
all things nobly and extend to them in their
great sorrow, our deepest and most heart
felt vmpathy,
Resolved, That we. as a token of neaped
and honor to our late brother, drape our
charter In mourning and wear our badges "In
Memoriam.** for a period of 30 days; and, be
ti
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions
T. Palmer, formerly of Waldoboro.
tured by Jimmie Rogers.
112*115
Carver—-Vlnalhaven, Sept. 21. Lottie H., be sent to the bereaved family under seal.
a
copy sent to The Courier-Gazette for pub
wife of James O. Carver.
Brooks -Monument Beach, Mass., Sept. 9, lication and a copy spread on our records.
Use Hardesty Peerfcss Flour lib
C
.Mearvey F. Ames, W. Bee.; Zanas C.
Mrs. Lillian (Clara) Brooks, aged 67 years.
erally and cut down food bills.—adv.
Sukeforth—East Liberty, Aug. 23, Jo*m Burgess. P. M.; Daniel A. Gross.. W. M,
Committee on Resolutions.
112-S-1Z1 , Bukeforth, aged 80 years,

Every-OtEer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 24, 1927.
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RAZORVLLLE
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Mr. and Mrs. Alex Kilgore and Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Luce of Livermore
Rockland Citizens Welcome
Falls spent Sunday with Mrs. KllAt Portland Home of At
; gore's brother, Mrs. Winfield Savage.
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
' tHerhert Prescott and family spent
lantic Ranges.
RRItltatRltRtt
Sunday in Kockland.
Mrs Edith Overlook returned home
Any Rockland citizen planning a
A review from the columns of this
Saturday evening from Belfast where
she passed the week with her paper of some of the events which visit to Portland in the near fu
brother WI G. HowardInterested Rockland and vicinity ftr ture will have an opportunity to
W. G. Howard spent the weekenJ three weeks ending Sept. 20, 1902.
sec the entire process of manufac
at the farm, returning to Belfast
a • • •
turing one of Maine’s famous prod
Sunday evening.
Robert H. House returned from a ucts. Through the courtesy of the
John L. Howard and family ef
| Union attended Trinity Union 'at seven weeks’ visit to the home of his Portland Stove Foundry Co., in cel
ebration of its ’Golden Jubilee Year,
j South Somerville Sunday and visited mother and sister in London.
at Edith Overlook's in the evening.
Ping-pong made its appearance at the readers of tills paper are invitI.. P. Jones and family made a the Y. M. C. A. with Secretary Brun- | fto Inspect the works and see
how the modern range is made. As
trip to Port Clyde with Mr. and Mrs. berg as instructor.
practically every detail of these AtLester Black last week.
William T. Orbeton of The High lartic Ranges is produced under one
Ralph Hibbert and family and Mr. lands was attacked by an angry bull,
roof, as well as warm air heating
and Mrs Winfield Savage motored to being saved by his dog.
systems and many other useful
Augusta Saturday and visited Mrs.
Capt.
Alonzo
'Snow
bought
the
products, a trip to this foundry is
Minnie Savage who has recently*
Parter-Snow
house
on
Pleasant
both interesting and instructive
moved there with her father. Albion
Street.
It was just fifty years ago in 1877
Carroll.
Baseball teams captained by Jessie that Franklin M. Lawrence, tbe
Mrs.
Edith Overlook attended
Trinity 1'nion at South Somerville Keating and Daisy Belden indulged founder of the company, had an idea
that many improvements could be
O more hot, steamy kitchens for Sunday and reports a session with In an exciting contest.
the old time spirit and power, and
Associate Justice Frederick A. made in cook stoves and heating ap
me on washday now!
several
ministers
were
present. Powers of Houlton was presiding paratus generally. While the earli
I found a new kind of soap that
est ‘‘Atlanties” had little in common
makes boiling unnecessary. I don’t Among the speakers wete Mrs. bver the September term of Supreme with the highly efficient product of
! Louise Pullen of Augusta and Rev. Court. Charles M. Barstow of Cam
even need to do a bit of hard rubbing.
den was foreman of the grand jury today, yet so well built were they
The clothes actually wash themselves! Harold Nutter of Liberty.
Washington experienced a lively and Joseph H. Clough of Rockland that the first Atlantic range ever
They come out whiter than ever —
i town meeting Sept. 15 when the vote and William H Maxey of Rockland made was used continuously for over
Sterilized, too!
foity years and is now on exhibition
I went 73 to 109 for the road to be were foremen of the traverse Juries.
the show rooms of the Company
All I use is Rinso. It makes our . built toward the west side of the
Th* attendance at the annual re in Portland.
water wonderfully soft and sudsy. I ! town; also to elect Merl Marr and
just soak the wash in these thick suds Minot Lenfest for selectmen to re- union of the Fourth Maine Regimen:,
When the designer is satisfied with
and the dirt and stains loosen and float i place Jesse Overlook and W. F. Second Main* Battery Berdan's
Sharpshooter* and Naval Veterans
right off by themselves.
Hatch who have resigned and Horae* was 160. Capt. Anthony N. Greeley hi* effort, the working drawing is
sent to the pattern room, where the
Even the grimiest spots become Moor to replace John Howes on the of Rockland was elected president. various sections are carefully mod
snow-white with just a rub or two school board.
The Relief Corps served 252 dinners eled in wood by skilled craftsmen
between the fingers. My clothes last
and suppers.
called pattern makers. These wood
longer, too —I never have to scrub
WEST ROCKPORT
Rockland was facing a coal famine patterns are very valuable and are
them threadbare on a washboard.
Mr. and Mrs Herman Grant of The price had not been advanced preserved with great care. They are
Just ask your grocer for
Dexter visited Mr. and Mrs. Robert -above $7.50 a ton. but in some used only to produce actual working
Maine cities they were charging as patterns of more durable metal.
Heald Thursday.
Each part must be heavy enough to
Several from this place attended high as $10.
Anthony MdNamara was traveling stand the strain of many years use,
Montville fair Wednesday.
Miss Marian Hardy is spending tbe ■through Maine In the Interest of the vet not so thick that the range will
he unnecessarily heavy.
weekend at her home in Lincolnville. Rockland & Rockport Lime Co.
The next step in range making is
Moses Smith revisited Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heald, Mr. and
The granulated soap that soaks
Mrs. Robert Heald ar.d daughter after an absence of 20 years. He was Interesting and spectacular. There
clothe* whiter —no scrubbing
is an enormous room containing
Sylvia. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rhodes, One of the Black Hills men.
The Rockland Cadet Band was o”- sand piles and moulding boxes or
Mi and Mrs. Walter Tolman and
Harold Heald motored to Charleston ganized by R. G. Ingraham. The, "flasks." At one end is the cupola
NORTH HAVEN
and Dexter Sunday and were calling members were M. M. Condon George furnace where the lron is being lneIt‘
■Burleign, “Abe"
for lhe da>"8 '‘Pour" In thla
Abe" Aylward.
Aylward. Oliver
Oliver
“Failure Crowned by Success,” will o't friends.
room the patterns are laid on flat
Mrs. A. A. Clark was in Rockland Dow, Pearl Smith, Janies Hanley,
be the subject of Rev. M. G. Perry's
ood plates then surrounded with
Will Webber, Frank Post, Leon Hal
address at the North Haven Baptist Wednesday.
four-sided flask to hold the moist
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Heald of West stead, Harry Perry, George Ladd and
nd that is beaten around the patChurch on Sunday morning at 11 Somerville, Mass., were the guests of jEton Simmons.
rn. When the pattern Is with
o'clock.
The Sunday School will relatives in town Friday
Miss Sarah Monroe Hall was elect
drawn from the sand there remains
Mrs. Leman oxton entertained the ed president of the First Baptist
meet for its opening session for the
perfect mould into which the mol
Choral Association, with A. B. Butler
fall at 9.45 o’clock. The Young Peo Tuesday Club this week.
ten iron is poured. Gas burners and
as vice president.
ple's meeting will be held at 6.30
ther hollow castings are made with
IW. H. Bird and F. A. Thorndike
You can’t get experience in till*
o’clock followed by the regular even
bought the Cobb cottage at Cooper’s a sand "core”' that is easily broken
world
on
tbe
easy-payment
plan.
—
ing service at 7.30 at which time the
up and shaken out after casting.
Beach.
pastor will speak on "Getting Into the Des Moines Capital.
The moulds are completed in the
M.
H
Nash
sold
"Honest
Mike
”
to
Hight Pew.” The annual business
morning in readiness for the iron
James B. Fuller of Augusta.
meeting of the church will be held on
that is being melted under forced
To Eliminat* Your
The
baseball
association
ended
the
Thursday evening at 7-30 o’clock.
draft in the cupola furnace. The
reason $409 in arrears.
pouring of this white hot metal in
RHEUMATISM
The
Knox
County
Veteran't
As

Another interesting speculation is
the twilight of late afternoon pro
T»k» Buxton'* Rheumatic Specifle. Try
sociation held its first annual meet- duces a brilliant display of firewhether the girls will continue to b?
it. You will not regret It F*r Ml* at hi
ng. Fred D. Aldus of Camden was
satisfied with their present finish or
*11 leading Drug Stares.
Let ut **nd
orks.
'elected president. J. A*. Achorn of
you a booklet. The Buxton Rheumatic
whether in time they will take to
Medicine
Ca.,
Abbot
Village,
Malnt
't'amden was chosen secretary and
wall-papering themselves. — Ohio
The rest of the process consists of
10-B-tf
Oliver J. Conant, Rockland, treasurer assembling the various sections, in
State Journal.
i Vinalhaven was celebrating be serting the firebrick, grates, oven and
cause its team had won the cham dampers, hot water coil and gas coils
pionship of the Knox County League.
hen required. Hundreds of sizes
• • • •
and combinations are necessary to
The biennial election in Knox m<pf every requirement from a small
County was marked by a tidal wave.
nd simple wood burning camp stove
Ahe Democrats capturing every of to an elaborate affair for the larg
fice. The results were: L M. Staples est household.
Of Washington defeated Reuel Rob
A somewhat recent development in
inson of Camden for State Senator the art of better home making is the
by 455 plurality; Reddington R. Mor enamel range. For many years the
ton of Friendship defeated Fred E. elaborate scrolls and surface orna-'
For over fifty years veter
Burkett of Union for County Com ments on ranges made life a burden
an homemakers have hand
missioner by 506 plurality; D. M. to the housewife. It required weary
Murphy of Rockland defeated Charles hcurs to keep the stove properly
ed down to daughters and
M. Harrington of Rockland for coun blacked and glossy. In time these
granddaughters, the facts
ty treasurer,
by 524 plurality; ornaments gave way to smooth
Clarence E. Paul of Rockport de
concerning the remarkable
mnded surfaces, much easier to
feated Frank B. Miller of Rockland clean. But the ideal range would not'
Durability, Quality, and
for register of deeds, by 229 plurality; require any blacking. And that de
Philip Howard of Rockland defeated sired result has been attained in
Baking of the CLARION
Frank H. Ingraham of Rockport for the enamel finish. For the making
RANGE.
county attorney, by 565 plurality; ot an enamel range only the finest
Adtlbert J. Tolman of Rockland de
and picked castings are used. These
feated William J. Caddy of Sttreated witli a sand blast and
WOOD &. BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine
George for sheriff, by 719 plurality.
ground very smooth, then put
The representatives elected were: through various processes Including
Established 1839
Arthur S. Littlefield and S. T. Kim the baking on of a thick coating of
A. T. NORWOOD, Warren ball
of
Rockland, Republicans: enamel, hard as flint, having a beau
VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
Joseph H. Carleton, Rockport, E tiful grey color and a brilliant por
Frank Knowlton. Camden, Moses R. celain lustre, as permanent as the
Spear, Warren, E. A. MdNamara of iron itself and cleaned by occasion
Thomaston and Alden W. Butler of ally wiping with a damp cloth. Vaious colors in enamel ranges are
South Thomaston, Democrats.
ometimes used but grey is the fa
Rev Charles A. Plumer was reap vorite.
All of these processes are interest
pointed chaplain of the State Prison.
g. "!-/.. .............yiltouZ "*III ^iiiyn 1 .1ZiiM111i.11 Ziiixl i iii/i
Blackberries were retailing at 10 ing, particularly to those who have
ce its a quart, the country crop bein, never seen a foundry in operation
v
t
/.
and every detail of manufacture is
very plentiful.
Capt. Nelson Bishop died at his cheerfully explained to visitors by
home on Maverick street, aged 76 officials of the company.
years.

This Week

Now I never
need to
boil my wash

N

Rinso

I

Housewives

Want Clarions

BIRD’S ROOFS
cX /

CLOTHING NEEDED

MAINE MADE STOVES

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Supt. Corson Tells About the
Work of Penobscot Bay
Bethel Mission.

To BOSTON
By Steamer
Daily Except Sunday

Leave Rockland 8 P. M. Eastern
Standard Time; due Boston 7 A. M.
The superintendent of the Penob Daylight Time.
scot
Bay Bethel Mission. Rev. J. L.
To BANGOR
II
IO
Cot son, whose headquarters
ls In Via Camden, Belfast, Bucksport and
Rockland, reports that the Mission Winterport.
has had an exceedingly busy summer Leave Rockland 5 A. M. Eastern
ah ng the coast. Bible schools have Standard Time; due Bangor 10 A. M.
been maintained with the help of Eastern Standard Time, daily except
18 19
twe assistants, Miss Margaret Cran Monday.
don of Thomaston, and Mrs. Evle
To BAR HARBOR
M. Studley. Medomuk.
"Some of the schools have, carried
Blue Hill
on w ithout very much help from us," Leave 5 A. M. Eastern Standard
18”
says Mr. Corson, "but one requires
Time, daily except- Monday, calling
our constant attention. It ls on en at way landings. Due Bar Harbor
SL
31
island, and only one of the 23 chil
and Blue Hill 11 A. M. Eastern Stand
dren has ever attended a Bible school
ard Time.
before; in fact there haa not been a
Sunday school on the island for Connection* at Boston with steamer
years, and not a person on the is to New York.
land who can take charge of a Bible
Reduced fare* on automobile*.
school, so if the children receive a
|MI
MO|
MX
religious education it must come
from outside help entirely,
"We recently closed a very suc
STEAMSHIP LINES
cessful Vacation Bible School there,
_
and the results are beyond belief.
Beidea the Bible was taught music,
sewing for the older girls, Sloyd
I
for the boys, and hand work such as
52
paper cutting for the little people,
with a period for games where the
children were taught a new game
5M
each session. .
• * •
"While the religious work has been
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
successful, the charity department
11-What Is the kidneynr.u auto library work ls no less so.
1-For it* length, what 34- Stone for
fat of beef called
Il has been a number of years sihee
sharpening razors
it th* narrowest
13-An article of vdlgar
there has been such a constant call
35- What la the
country In
finery
for clothing. Usually the calls are
smallest State of
S. America?
15-Formerly
f» w after tlie first of May, but It
U. 8.7 (abbr.)
8- What channel
18- An ornament worn
seems to be hard for many of the
36- Expenslve
eeparetee Java
on the breast
fkimtlles to meet their bills this year-.
36-To exist
from Sumatra?
113-115
Thirty-four families
have
been
39-What Roman patriot 19- A plant that live,
9- lnaane
on another plant
helped since a year ago, and some
and philosopher
11- What part of the
22-Fresh; naw
old people have been supplied food
died In 46, B. C.T
Vinalhaven & Rockland
foot touches Hie
24-A sinew
ard medicine. Recently a new fam
41-Con Junction
ground?
Steamboat Co.
27-Domeatlcata
43-Vate
ily has asked assistance, as the fath
12- lll-looklng
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
29-Mottltd with
45- Noiseless
er has become blind and unable to
14-Large pitcher
IN EFFECT AUG. 15, 1927
various colors
46- lnterjection.
work. The wife ls trying to main
16- A fish-like
VINALHAVEN LINE
31-A college degree
Contempt
tain the family and as there are four
vertebrate
Steamer leaven Vinalhaven dally, vxaept
(abbr.)
47- A wading-blrd
children she ls having a hard time. Sunday, at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Ar
17- What adjective
32- Left side (abbr.)
49- For love of what
“In the past years we have been riving at Rockland 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
describee a little
Returning, leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M.
34—Who was the Greek
girl did Leander
able to meet every call, but the *| direct
active neat man?
for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.30 A. M.
queen of the gode?
nightly swim the
opening of the schools has taxed our Leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf) at *3.15
20- Prefix. Three
37-To bellow
Hellespont till
resources to the utmost, and if we P. M. for North Haveu and Vinalhaven.
21- Greek letter N
♦Saturdays only, leaves Tillson Whirf 3.00
38- Who was Scotland’s
meet the calls that cold weather
23-What Is the essence
drowned (Gr.
I P. M.; Maine Central Wharf 3.15 P. M.
greatest poet?
wifi bring, clothing will have to come
or pith of
Myth.)
STONINGTON
AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
39- To quote or name
from new sources. Our special need
anything?
50- Not one
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally except
for
argument
is
for
clothing
for
children
of
school
I
Sundays
at
6.30
A M., Stonington at 6 30,
25- 1 n what state le
52-Alwaye
age, and our supplies for hoys arc I
Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about
President Coolidge 54-What queen visited 40- One time
42-What French river
entlrriy gone.
Return—homes Rockland at 130 P. M„
spending the summer?
Solomon
rises In Switzer
The Auto Library work is growing ] North Hiren at 2.30. Htonlnrton ,t 3 40; du*
* (abbr.)\
65-Girl’s name
land and empties
beyond the experiment period, and to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
26- To eat carefully or
B H. STINSON, General Agent.
Into the
in the communities where we have
sparingly
Mediterranean?
hod the time to establish a route is |
28- Credit (abbr.)
VERTICAL
44-A number
being uRed by 80 percent of the fam
29- Whst substance
ilies. By the donations of the Ban
46-What la the capital
1-Veeael used In
found In bogs la
gor Public Library, which has fur
preseed and dried
of Switzerland?
making butter
nished a large number of children’s ]
for fuel?
48- A tennis stroke
2- Lazlly
books, we have made the children
30- What fountain on
49- What la a “cackling”
3- To deposit
almost to the last one large users of
13 PLATE BATTERY
Mt. Parnassus was 4- ConJunctlon
woman sometime*
the books. On library day they are I
aacred to Apollo
called?
5- Thue
so eager for books we find them
and the Muses?
$12.00
6- A diminutive suffix 51-A continent (abbr.)
sitting on the steps of their homes
33-An object
53-1 n what state was
7Small
water-lizard
waiting for the auto, and even the
ornamented with
BATTERY CABLES
Thomas Jeffeereor.
8-Pungent and bitter
youngest of the family has to havo |
raised work is
born?
(abbr.)
RADIO SUPPLIES
10-A aet of playera
a book.
what?
• « • •
ALFRED P? CONDON
F
Solution to Previous Puzzle
“The need of tlie library work,
CHARLE8 S. KITTREDGE
with the personal Influence of the
685 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
missionary, was Illustrated on out
TEL. 966
That he had many friends' and no
last trip, when a boy under 11 atfked
113-tf
enemies may well be said of Charles
to take out a popular western story
---------------;--------- -------------- :-------- 1
Kittredge, a prominent citizen ot
of lurid hue.
When he was told
'Inaihaven. who died of heart fau
(hat we did not allow the children to
lt-r Sunday night, and for whom fu
read auch books, and suggested a
neral services were held at his home
DON’T ASK US
splendid boy’s book, which he took,
on Wednesday, Rev. Albert C. Hen
his mother was quite put out by outderson. pastor of Union church offi
refusal and allowed that such books
ASK ANYONE !
ciating. During the funeral"- hour
i would not hurt her boy. The woman
practically all places of business
was well educated and lived in a
were closed, a tribute to a highly
splendid home.
honored and beloved citizen, who
“Another example ,of the needs df |
whs never failing in his interest for
the book mission ia the results from
Doughnuts Are Best
the public good, and friend of old
a new route started this summer.
and young.
The first trip of the auto through
Mr. Kittredge was born in Pelham.
th- little coast village community re
H.^ March 20, 1859, the son of
kT(er,eV>ONAl »vo*OlCATt
sulted in three families taking
TRAINER’S
Benjamin and
Hannah (Conant)
books, a most discouraging outlook,
Kittredge, representatives of two of
QUT-HOLM ESING HOLMES
for most of (the families allowed
Foot of Spring St.
Rockland
New England's oldest families, the
they did not care to read and so had
80-tf
latter, a lineal descendant of Roger Showing How Clever Operator* Ma
no use for a book. But there are
Couant, founder of Salem, Mass.
nipulate the Telephone.
about twenty-five children in the
When a hoy Mr. Kittredge, at the
In the September number of that community, and so we persisted in
of 16, came to Vinalhaven with
making a campaign and reaching
his parents, and with the exception always Interesting monthly publica
them if possible. Now the children
of a few years in North Haven, had tion, “Telephone Topics,” issued by
throng the auto elammering for
spent practically 50 years in Vinal the New England Telephone and
books. It ls the opening Wedge for
haven. He was educated in the pub Telegraph Co., the Rockland-Thom
a larger work in the years to come,
lic schools and in his youth was for aston exchange is given the follow
ft.- we hope to establish a Bible
Since 1840 this firm ha*
a time employed, like so many young ing attention, under the heading
school by next spring.
faithfully served th* fami
men of his day, as a stone-cutter, 'Out Holmesing Hclmes:"
“We have also placed childrens
"Sherlock had nothing on Adelaide
lies of Knox County.
but having a natural aptitude and
libraries In three day schools, with
Lady Attendant
love for the soil he had for more than ?. Holmes. Rockland, chief operator.
the prospect of placing two more.
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
40 years been a farmer. Marry Some few weeks ago a man visited
The teachers are much pleased with
ing Miss Annie Mullin of North Ha the Thomaston central office and
AMBULANCE SERVICE
the help."
ven. a school teacher at the time, placed a call for the College Club
Inn
at
Searsport.
Two
or
three
hours
he spent a few years in North Haven,
ORDER COAL EARLY
later returning to Vinalhaven where later tlie Supervisor in Charge,
ROCKLAND, ME.
for
many years he had been a prom Alida Hyler, on going to the booth
• • « .
the High School in Camden, with inent and prosperous dairyman. He found that an expensive pair of bi This the Advice of Gov. Brewster Af
These births were recorded:
ter Talk With Fuel Admlnietra
was an excellent judge of livestock focal glasses had been left in the
Rockland, Sept. 6. to Mr. and Mrs Mabel L- Abbott and Florence L. and w^s never happier than when central office booth. The only clue
tor.
Fred Huntley, a son—Frederick Mc Towle as assistants.
The Camden Yacht Building and buying and selling it. or in the pur was a small piece of paper with the
Donald
suit of his farm work. For more woi-ds Harvard Trust Co., Cambridge,
Gov. Brewster calls the attention
Vinalhaven, Aug. 5, to Mr. and Mrs Railway Company was organized than 30 years he made his home on Mass.
with H. M. Bean as president.
of Maine householders to the Import
Herbert Morton, a son.
“
Miss
Hyler
at
once
reported
the
Pcole's
hill,
a
fesv
miles
from
the
vil

The Rascal Association held its
ance of anticipating thelf fuel needs
Thomaston, Sept- 20, to Mr. and
lage
A few years ago he bought facts to Miss Ho'mes at Rockland.
Mrs. William Whitney a son—Ed annual reunion at Odd Fellows hail, a place in town where with his fam She called tlie College Club Inn and for the coming winter, James C
Warren with 125 present.
Mrs.
Boyd of Portland, the State fuel ad
ward Everett.
riarah L. Pascal of Kockixjrt tvaa ily. the winters were spent. His death asked if any one had ttglsfered there ministrator, advises that the situa
Stonington, Sept. • 18, to Mr. and
that
afternoon
from
Cambridge,
occurred
on
the
farm
he
loved
so
lected president.
tion will become serious if early de
PARK 8TREET. ROCKLAND
Mrs. II. M. Flfleld, a daughter.
His life was one of sunshine Mass., and received the information liveries are not secured. There seems
(Wallace Fifield of Stonington was weli.
Washington. Sept. 15, to Mr. and
that
a
Walter
F.
Earle
and
party
had
and
peace,
with
never
a
day's
ill

drowned while at work on his lob
to he a tendency to defer putting in
Mrs. Herbert Poland, a daughter.
ness in his nearly 70 years, and he registered but had left. Miss Holmes the winter supply with the danger
ster traps.
Warren, Sept 20, to Mr. and Mrs,
died as he lived, a devoted husband the next day called the Harvard that the demand later may overtax
DR. E.L. SCARLOTT
Stillman Whitney, a son.
and father, a kind neighbor and an Trust Company and questioned them, the facilities of the State and result
* * • •
(Luccessor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
TENANT’S HARBOR
honored citizen. While he was r -he was advised that he was the in distress on the part of many cit
The marriages for the three week
There will be a special meeting of member of Pleasant River Grange (‘resident of the Harvard Trust
Osteopathic Physician
Izens. Mr. Boyd’s letter was:
were:
Naomi Chapter, O. IE. S., next Tues he rarely attended its meetings, for Company and was touring in Maine,
“I have been watching the coal
By Appointment Only Tol. 136
Whrren, Sept. 4, Thomas C. Chaffee day evening. Everyone is urged to his home was his first and last con fhe situation was explained, the
situation since the beginning of the 135 Limorock Street
Rockland
of East Providence, R. I„ and Mary F be present.
sideration and he was devoted to it glasses were sent to Cambridge as bituminous strike and I do not be- I Graduate of American 8chool of
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Smith with and his family. His hospitality was requested by the one answering at
Hull of Warren.
Iteve that there is any danger of
Osteopathy
Rockland, Sept. 6, Preston I. Pen their son and his wife ot Worcester, known to many and he will be the T; ust Company and the incident shortage either of bituminous or an- I
Mass., were in town last week
dleton and Jennie E. Halstead.
missed In the community as sadly as was considered closed.
th.-acite. However, It is a fact that p wr HnnfllCIN^
H
Gilbert Auld has gone to Georgia in the confines of his home.
Atlantic,
Sept.
3, Ernest H
"Some weeks later, Mr. Earle vis the householders here in Maine are
fTUULsMPia, WI. U.
where he has employment for the
Sprague and Nanette Trask
Surviving him are his wife, one ited (he Thomaston office during the not putting In their winter's supply | Office Hours
1 to 3 and 7 to I P. X
Rockport, Sept. 11, Frank M. Tib winter. He will he greatly missed by- son, Edward Grant Kittredge of absence of Miss Hyler, left a box of as early as usual. I believe that if
Residence until 9 A- M., and by
hetts of Camden and Miss Florence Che church and local organizations Vinalhaven; two daughters, Mrs. Er- Vermont maple sugar candy and you were willing to do this, a notice
for which he has so willingly sung vir Woods of Belfast, and Mrs. said he would like to know how they from you to the people of Maine
Edna Gurney of Rockport
Appointment. Telephone 184
George Geary of Vinalhaven; also a ever found out who J)e was. The it-, glng them to put In their winter
Boston, Sept. 8, Capt. John G tnd all are sorry to have him leave.
Mrs.
John
Dunbar
and
sons
Harold
sitter.
Miss
Anne
M.
Kittredge
and
Crowley of Taunton, Mass., and
ines ou duty not knowing the facts, stacks as early as possible would
THOMASTON. ME.
and Biuce of Randolph, Mass., re brother George E. Kittredge, of Bel could not enlighten him.
Some save troubles In the early part of the
Mertie Blake of Rockport.
Rockland, Sept. 13, Herbert E. Syl cently visited Mrs. Clara Davis at fast, and six grandchildren, Vertna, weeks ago a most generous box of v. inter .as the demand at that time
C. S. ROBERTS
her daughter’s, Mrs. Nellie Wiley Cecil, Ethel and Malcolm Woods and chocolates was received from Mr. will become so great as to make
vester and Anna F Skinner.
Keith and Ruth Kittredge.
Earle with the following statement, serious delays in deliveries.
Rockland, Sept. 13, Bert E. Kaler with whom she lives.
In
Attorney
There was a large attendance of In appreciation of interest and ef other words, the supply will be ample
Several members of Naomi Chap
and Iola Cleveland.
Announcoa
opening
of office In Odd
Lewiston, Sept. 16, Walter 3V ter, O. E. S„ attended the School of relatives and friends at the funeral fective effort to identify owner of but there will he difficulties and de
Fellow* Block, Opp. Poetoffiee.
Parmalee, formerly of Rockland and Instruction held at Thomaston Wed service, held at his town residence, glasses and their return to him at lays in transportation."
Tel. 470
Room a-6>7
former neighbors from North Ha Cambridge.’
Josephine E. Howe.
nesday.
M.tf
Congratulations are being extended ven, and relatives from Belfast
Undoubtedly Mr. Earle has much
Camden, Sept. 8, Abraham Bryan
Allison Morrisand bride (Miss Marion among them. The floral testimonials faith in our ability to locate people
of Boston and Emma Carver of Cam
Fuller) of Attleboro, Mass., who were of love and esteem were beautiful. and if his eyes meet this article the
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
den.
married in that city last Monday, The hearers, with the exception of secret as to how it was done ls out
Lincolnville, Sept. 4, Capt. C.
*
Osteopathic Physician
a cousin. Joseph Calderwood. were However, much credit is due Miss
arriving here Tuesday morning.
H Hempel of Camden and Sadie
neighbors—William
Johnston, Holmes and Miss Hyler for the work
Graduate of American 8chool of
Earl Barter is having his house, all
Young of Lincolnville.
Oeteopathy
Rockland, Sept. 17, W. Scott Young barn and garage painted^ The work Melville Brown. Charles Poole, Leslie done and the fine example of per
Oakes and Freeman Brown. 'He was sonal si rvice rendered.”
and Marian Young, both of Ma is being done by Hoy Meservey.
By Appointment Only Tel. 823
The local baseball team is still in laid to rest in Carver cemetery,
tinicus.
38 Summer Street
Rockiand
• * • •
harness and a few more games re where two of his children who died
IF. E. Gilchrest of Thomaston let main on their schedule. To be on tlie in infancy lie.
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
W
THE IHAMOND BRAND. A
the employ of the New York, New losing end has been a rare thing for
Lad leal Ask yomr Drucffit for AA
A fashion note advises women to
Chl-rhea-ters HlamoBd IlraadZ/kX
Haven & Hartford Railroad and be the team this year.
Dentist
Three Crow dellcipu* Flavoring
I’IIIn iu Bed and Gold tnetallic^^Z
Frank I'ellett has returned to his dress to match their personality. If
came clerk at the Atlantic Hotel
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Rockland
Extract* are. pure and profitable [400 Main Street
Take no ether. Buy of year v
this is the vogue, one might Judge
home in New York.
Bridgeport.
to uae.
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
Everett Spauldng with his father that women have little personality
IW. 11. Perkins sold his farm 1
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
C2« Hours: 9 to 12—1 to I
have returned to their home in Rhode these days.—Russellville (Ark.) Cou
Warren to Wesley Waltz.
rier-(DemocratEvenings by Appointment
SOlDBmUGGISfSEVERYWIOl
Fred C. Mitchell was principal ot Island.

J

■L ■
1 ■

EASTERN
Change of Time

Passenger Trains

Effective Sept. 25

Maine Central
Railroad

C

Wiliam >

DOWNYFLAKE

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials

SHINGLE DESIGN

Roofing

M

Lay Bird’s Shingle Design Roofing right over your
old Roof 1
1. Costs less than wooden shingles.
2. Saves time — laid without ripping off old
shingles with consequent litter and dirt.
3. Makes a permanent, double roof that kJeps
out the cold of winter and the scorching heat
of summer.

4. Is waterproof, spark-proof and handsome.
Comes with decorative red or green slate Sur
facing.
Bird’s Shingle Design Roofing is made by Bird &. Son, inc.
(Est. 1795), manufacturers of Art-Craft Roofing, Neponset
Twin Shingles, Paroid Roofing, Neponset Black Building
Paper and Neponset Board. There’s a Bird product for every
sort of building !
«

We are headquarters for Bird’s roofings,
building papers and wall board.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS

453 Main St.

Tel. 14

Rockland, Me.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Every-OtKer-Day

TWO WOMEN
FOONO HELP

Page Five'*'
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UNION
Mrs. Killian Alden has returned
from a week’s visit In Boston.
Mrs. Edith Tforr and party of
friends
from
(Watertown,
Mass.,
spent l.abor iDety at her old home
here.
News has been received from Mrs.
Electa Lucas who Is In the Deacon
ess’ Hospital, Boston, that she has
had the second operation on her
throat and is doing as well as could
be expected.
Mrs. Nannie Burns who is at Knox
Hospital was gaining slightly at last
reports.
American Legion Auxiliary are
working hard to get ready for the fair.
They will have a booth for the sale of
useful and fancy articles. The ladles
met at Q. A R. hall 'Friday to tack
a comforter.
Union was well represented at the
South Montville fair Wednesday and
Thursday.
Mrs. Helen *Hadley of Machias Is
visiting friends in tpwn.
The Moodys held their millinery
opening
Wtednesday and
showed
some very pretty hats.
Chauncey Spaulding of Boston and
Alice Yates of Camden visited their
aunt, Sophia Shepard recentlyJ. C. Creighton Co. have received t
carload of flour.
Rev. Bessie Crowell and Mrs. Lilt
Burrill were guests Tuesday of Mr
and Mrs. Ellery Townsend.
The big fight was broadcast from
tlie hand stand Thursday night and
the Common was thronged with au
tomobtles, teams and people.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Jt. Yates and
daughter Alice «f Camden, Mrs
Alphle Boucher (Pearl Spaulding) of
Fort Kent and Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Crockett of Rockland were guests of
their aunt, Mrs. Charles Shepard
Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Lermond, Mrs. Levi
Copeland of Thomaston and Mrs
Guj Lermond and daughter Glenlce
arc at Twin Pine Lodge, Jefferson
Lake.

UNION’S

BIG

ENTRY LIST

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

laces Will Be the Big Feature of North Knox Fair Next!
Wednesday and Thursday.

Fine Prizes Offered In KnoxLincoln Farm Bureau Con
test.

EAST WALDOBORO
.Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cline and
daughter of St. Lojuis, Alo., were fall
ing on friends Tuesday.

Mrs. N. S. Reever, Mrs. B. Mona
han, Misses Una Clark and Myrtie
Reever motored to Portland Satur
Their Sickness Banished by
Plans were started for the annual day.
Lydia E. Pinkham’* Vege*
Lovers of good horse racing are promised two glorious days at Union
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mank of Au
Fair next Wednesday and Thursday. R. M. McKinley, who acts as the race membership drive of the Knox-Lin burn are spending a week with Mr.
table Compound
coln
County
Farm
Bureau
at
the
fall
clerk this year*, turns in the following impressive list of entries:
and Mrs. Janies Mank.
Henry Moore of Newport is visit
meeting of the executive board at
Mrs. Nina Matteson, Box 206,
WEDNESDAY— 2.15 TROT OR PACE
Oxford, N, Y„ writes—“Ifrlt had not
Damariscotta.
Miss Estelle Nason, ing T. Irving Sawyer.
Mary
Aberdeen,
b.
m„
by
Sampson
Wilkes,
Jones
&
Butler.
Rockland
Mrs. Alfred Little of Bristol spent
been for your
Kenney Silk, b. g„ by Bing»n Silk.................................. Frank W. Cone, Brewer home demonstration agent leader, Sunday with her sister Miss Rena
medicine, I could
discussed leadership.
It was voted
Lucy
Earl,
blk.
m.,
by
Earl,
Jr
........
................
............
Brown
&
Hinkley,
Bluehill
Wiley.
not have done
Don McKinney, b. g., by Kenney Bell ..................... Brown & Hinkley, Bluehill to start a drive for members in Oc
Mr. and Mrs. John Dodge of New
my work as It
tober
at
a series of committee meet
Earl North, b. g., by Northern Man ........... Dr. H. B. Keirstead, Presque Isle
ton, Mass., visited at Joseph Waltz’
should have been
ings
that will be held in all organized
Jack Dempsey, br. g.. by Constlwltt ............ Dr. H. B. Keirstead, Presque Isle
Wednesday.
done. Mother
I communities.
Robert M., blk. g„ by Western Boy ................................. Roy Harris, Gardiner
told me of Lydia
Mr. and Mrs. Fred !N. Mank moI
The county has been divided into
E. Pinkham’s
Ralnsboro, b. g., by Oeorge Gilbert ........................................... M. Hughes, Bangor
toted to Rockland Sunday.
six
districts
and
district
managers
Vegetable Com
The usual Tuesday evening ser
Little Direct, b. g„ by Star Direct .... ............................ T. S. Wheeler, Augusta
appointed to look after the member
pound, and 1 had
vice was held at the Mank schoolPrince S., b. g„ by Prince Direct ....................... ......... O. H. Anderson, Augusta
ship
results
in
the
various
communread In different
Benzol, Jr., b. g„ by Benzol .................................
8 E. Whitcomb, Waterville ,tJes. The dlvlslons are. Dlstrlct Xo. house* by Rev. H. O. Megert.
papers what It
There were eighteen visitors at
T°*° * ’ b' «•’ b* T°B° .... ..........-......... Waldoboro Garage. Waldoboro I j camden, West iiockport and Hope,
had done for difJohn Opp. b. g„ by Crescent Simmons .... ............ G. W. Batchelder. Rockland I H. H. Nash of Camden, manager; Tip Top Farm, F. M. Johnson’s, Sun
_________________ ferent worn e «.
Justlna, b. m„ by Justo ............... ........ ................................. H. S. Pinkham, Lincoln , District No. 2. Union. East Union. day.
'She wanted me to try It, so my hus
James and John Williams of Floral
Tiny Wilkes, b. g„ by Wilkes ............................... I. M. Staples. Stockton Springs Washington and Appleton; District
band got me one bottle at first;
Nativa North, h. m„ by Northern Man ................................... Dr. Bliss. Bluehill, No. 3. Jefferson. Somerville, White- Park, New York, have been spend
then I took two others. • • • Now
Marvllla Todd. b. m., by Todd Mack ............ Alton Richardson, Jr., Waterville ' field and Dresden, Earle Hodgkins ing a few weeks at Mr. and Mrs. F.
I am- feeling quite strong again.”
...
t*
M Orff's.
Flying Nimbus, b. g., by Hall Cloud ................
..... I- W. Condon, Belfast. Jefferson, manager; District No. 4.
Mrs. Ernest Tanguay of Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Feyler of Wil
Barney Delight, ch. g., by Barney O’Connor
... L. S. Smith. Waterville Aina. West Aina, Newcastle, DamarMass., says she was ill for four
lis, Mass., and Mr. und Mrs. J. ll.
Tommy Finch. Jr., b. g., by Tommy Finch ...
........ P. D. Nelson, Dexter iscotta Mills, Bunker Hill, Clarence
years and could not sleep nights or
Feyler of Thomaston visited Mrs.
Alice Forbes, blk. m„ by Malcolm Forbes ............. Simmons' Stable, Lewiston Walker of Aina, manager; District
go out on the street. She read
Suran Lermond Thursday.
The Sheik, b. g., by The Hero ...........................
Simmons’Stable,LewistonNo. 5, Damariscotta, North Edgeabout the Vegetable Compound and
Mrs. l^aura Brackett has been
decided to try it. After taking eight
Dagastan, br. g., by Silico ....................................
Simmons’Stable.Lewiston
conr b. Nobleboro, Bristol and Montsspending a few days In Rockland and
bottles she was able to do all her
Mary Montgomery, b. m„ by Peter Montgomery ...... W. S. Ingraham. Bangor weag, Leon Dodge of North EdgeFriendship.
work and go anywhere and ls quite
Beal Charlie, b. g., by Sterling S....... ............... ............... Frank W. Cone. Brewer conib. manager; District No. 6, War
Mrs. Inez Shuman and Mrs. Er
herself again.
ren, Waldoboro, Friendship, Rock
nest
Robinson of
Portland were
2.22 TROT OR PACE
This dependable Vegetable Com
land and South Thomaston. Merrill
guests of Mrs. L. L. Mank and Mrs.
pound Is a household word In thou
Sam Pinkerton, b. g, by Mr. Pinkerton ......................... H. H. Blaisdell, Surry Robinson of Warren, manager.
sands of homes. The fourth genera
Belvoy, ch. g„ by Belgrad .... ................................................. Ed. McAtee, Plymouth)
The State Farm Bureau Federation C. C. Bowers last week.
On Friday Mr. and Mrs. Milton
tion ls now learning the merit of
Charles Dillon, b. g., by Senator Dodge ................................. Fred Gray, Belfast is giving three prizes: First, a silver
W. Weymouth and children were at
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
Robert O., ch. g., by Hedgewood Boy ..................................... Fred Gray, Belfast shield; second, 630; and third 620 to
I. W. Waltz's enroute for tlieir home
pound. If this medicine has helped
Peter Belmont, b. g., by Peter Vonia ............... .............. W. S. Malcolm, Augusta the counties winning the most points
In Sebago.
other women, why shouldn’t it help
Edna McKlyo, b. m„ by Peter McKIyo ................. T. D. Parent. Fort Fairfield In the membership campaign, points
School In district No. 16, reopened
you? At your druggist’s.
Neptune Boy, b. g„ by Main Leaf .... ........ .......................... Roy Harris, Gardiner awarded according to the number of
Sept. 12 with Miss Florence Creamer
Saddle Jimmy, blk. g., by (Unknown) .................. j..._......... A. S. Murch, Bangor members and percent renewals in ns teacher. This ls Miss Creamer's
Badla, b. m„ by Bingara ............. . .................. ........................... A. S. Murch, Bangorlthe various communities.
second year here and ail are pleased
Posslbeauty, ch. m„ by Possibility ...... .............................T. S. Wheeler, Augusta
It was also voted to hold the anto welcome her.
Dolan Watts, b. g., by General Watts ................... G. W. Batchelder, Rockland, nual meeting In Warren Oct. 27. and
Mrs. Susan Lermond, Mir. Laura
King Brino, b. g., by Earl Brino ............................. John Wincapaw, Friendship' t» hold a fruit show in November nt
Orff and James and John 'Williams
Buck Creek, blk. g„ by The Thistle ...... ........ J. M. Staples, Stockton Springs Rockland.
motored to Warren and North Wal
Real Red, b. g„ by Red Leo ............................................. R. R. Hall. Damariscotta
doboro Wednesday.
Willow Brook Todd. b. g., by Sorrento Todd .................... George Jewett. Bath
SPUDS AND APPLES
Capt. Geyer, Clyde Brown and son
MELLO-GLO Is a wonderful new
FRIENDSHIP
Belle Giltner, b. m„ by Peter Oiltner ......................... M. F. Donohue. Rockland
Chester of Friendship and Randall
shade—youth
color.
Perspiration
.................. L. S. Smith, Waterville
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Jameson spent Admiral Black, b. g., by High Admiral
Cline of St. Louis were callers at F.
hardly affects It und it will not leave
Crop Reports Show a De M.
Liberty Silk, ch. g„ by Bingen Silk .................................. B. F. Steele. Winterville
Johnson’s Thursday.
the skin dry and drawn. Try this several days In Marblehead, Mass
Mr.
Hoover,
b.
g„
by
Harvester
.......................
.....
.........
B.
F.
Steele,
Waterville
cline In Both Commodi- Mlsa Mary Hanna who is spending
new French Process Face Powder and and Portland last week.
the summer at New Harbor was In
Elmus Morse of Thomaston vis Varro, ch. g„ by General Watts ............................... Simmons’ Stable, Lewiston
enjoy
its
marvelous
beautifying
th’s place Saturday.
Major Ward, b. g., by Jim Ward........................................Frank W. Cone, Brewer
ties.
qualities.
'Sticks well, stays oil ited Allle Crouse recentlyKent G. Newbert and Miss Lillian
Roland Burns who graduated from
longer, and does not clog the pores
2.30 TROT OR PACE
New England potato prospects de Thompson motored front Portland
You will surely love MELLO-OLO. Thomaston High School last June
Clifford
Tell,
ch.
g„
by
Thay
Tell
...........................
tyest
Nichols,
Damariscotta
clined 11.8 per cent from the Aug.l Sunday and were guests at J. iW.
Corner Drug Store and all other good has entered Colby College.
Waltz.’.
Ray 'Wlinchenpaw attended
the Dusty Peter, r. g„ by Vassar ................. -.......... ............... Ed. McAtee, Plymouth
stores.
forecast to a total of 43.776,000
Mrs. Bessie Hoffses, Mrs. Ethel
Postmasters’ Convention In Portland Peter Brook, b. g„ by Peter Vonia ............................... W. S. Malcolm, Augusta
bushels
on
Sept.
1,
the
New
England
Betsy L., b. m„ by Commissioner Curtis ................. E. P. Dearborn, Pittsfield
Hanna and Miss Priscilla Hanna
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Robert Libby, Miss Vera Morse and Edna McKlyo, b. m., by Peter McKlyo ..................... T. D. Parent, Fort Fairfield crop reporting service announce! were in Rockland Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coffin and
Mips Eleanor Morse of Thomaston Holly The Great, b. g.. by Caduceus The Great, Waldoboro Garage, Waldo'br Tuesday. This is 5.6 per cent less
daughter .Maxine spent last week at
Morgandale, b. g., by Morgan Axworthy ....................... H. S. Pinkham. Lincoln
visited In town recently.
than harvested last year and 3 4 per Loudville.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wllcapaw and Twilight, b. g„ by The Lover .............................................. W. C. Wallace, Bremen
cent below the average of the last
Norman Miller and family were In
Baroness Arion, blk. m., Unknown ................................... Hilda Durgln, Liberty
daughters Mrs. Genie Potter and Mr?
Appleton Sunday.
Jennie Robinson have returned to Copper Garon, ch. g., by Baron Reaper .......................... George W. Hall, Bristol five years.
Mrs. Augusta Bowers has returned
Ibelr homes after visiting relatives In Braden D„ b. g„ by Braden Direct.... .................. ........ M. F. Donohue, Rockland
Wet weather during July and Au
town for several weeks. Mrs. Winca Tramp Jolla, b. g„ Binjolla ............................ Alton Richardson, Jr., Waterville gust resulted in a severe attack of home from the village where she
has been at Mrs. Helena Smith’s dur
paw stopped enroute In New Haven Mr. Cripp, b. g., Unknown ..................... ..................... .. E. C. Haggett, Newcastle
to visit another daughter, Mrs. Carrie Hedgewood Dream, b. m.. by Hedgewood Boy .... John Goodwin, \Vaterville late blight and black leg in most ing the summer.
sections of New England. In Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Geyer and son Clar
Napier.
THURSDAY_2.11 TROT OR PACE
the prospect is for 34.644,000 bushels, ence, Mr. and Mrs. Coontbs and
Peter Bingen, b. g., by Vlad Imir.... ....... ....... ...................... J. H. Hobbs, Camden 6 per cent less than last year but daughter Marylin of Westerley, K.
WALDOBORO
I., were Saturday night guests of
John Opp, b. g„ by Crescent Simmons............ ........ G. W. Batchelder. Rockland -equal to the five-year average.
Lalo blight Is particularly serious Mis. Ethel Hanna.
Mrs. Emma Marshall has returned Mervllla Todd, b, m., by Todd Mack ........ Alton Richardson, Jr., Waterville
Clarence Davis of Port Clyde was
Walter P., b. s., by Cinco ................................ Alton Richardson, Jr., Waterville in Aroostook County, Maine, the
to Portsmouth, N. H.
a weekend guest at T. I. Sawyer's.
Mr. and Mre. Richard de Mutellc Alice Forbes, blk. m„ by Malcolm Forbes ............ Simmons* Stable. Lewiston chief potato producing section in
Archie Little and son of Bristol
have moved Into the new home re Mary Montgomery, b. m., by Peter Montgomery .... W. S. Ingraham, Bangor New England where It has already
were at Charles Bowers Sunday.
cently purchased by them on Mailt Earl North, b. g„ by Northern Man ..... ...... Dr. H. B. Keirstead, Presque Isle stopped the growth of fully half the
Mrs. Margaret Wincapaw of War
Tramplane, b. g., by Trajnpfast................................. T. D. Parent, Fort Fairfield Green Mountains. Irish Cobblers are
street.
ren visited her brother Joseph Waltz
Jasper J. Stalil has returned tn his Robert M„ b. g., by Western Boy....................................... Roy Harris, Gardiner making good yields although these
Wednesday.
school In Pottstown, Pa., after spend Ralnsboro, b. g„ by George Gilbert ............. ................ ............ M. Hughes, Bangor shb w considerable hollow parts and
Mrs. Clarence Collin was a guest
ing the summer with his parents. Kinney Silk, b. g., by Bingen Silk ............. -................. Frank W. Cone. Brewer bWcK leg infection.
Indicated yields on Sept. 1 of po of relatives in Albion last week.
Tommy Finch, Jr., b. g., by Tommy Finch ............... »..... P. D. Nelson, Dexter
Capt. and Mrs- A. T. Stahl.
George Carter and family of Rock
tatoes for Maine are the lowest since
Harvey Iaivell returned to Harvard
2.18 TROT OR PACE
1922. The final outcome is largely j land called at Mr. McMahon's MonScott & Bowne. Bloomfield W. J.
27-7
College (Wednesday.
dependent on September weather da. .
I. P. Bailey was at home front Wield Mary Aberdeen, b. m., by Sampson Wilkes ......... Jones Butler, Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. C.
C. Bowers and
Prospects in Vermont
Prince S., blk. g., by Prince Direct ............................. O. H. Anderson, Augusta conditions.
a few days last week.
son Charles were at S. J Burrows.
George Kuhn left for Phillips- Princess Roch, b. m„ by St. Roch .... . ............................... J. W. Jordan, Augusta were better Sept. 1 than elsewhere in
South Waldoboro Sunday.
Exeter school, Exeter, N. H„ Tues Benzol, Jr., b. g., by Benzol .......................................... S. E. Whitcomb, Waterville New England. For the whole United
?-ustin Miller and family were
States
tbe
present
forecast
Is
399,Togo
M.,
b.
g„
by
Togo
.................................
Waldoboro
Garage
Co.,
Waldoboro
day and Cedric Kuhn returned to tbe
Sunday visitors in Warren.
798,000
bushels,
12.3
p,er
cent
larger
Justlna,
b.
m„
by
Justo
......................................
_
..........
..
H.
S.
Pinkham,
Lincoln
Fessenden School In West Newton,
Mrs. Sarah Singleton of Damaris
King Brino, b. g„ by Earl Brino ............................... John Wincapaw, Friendship than last year’s harvest and 1.4 per
Mass., Wednesday.
IN WARREN
cotta spent Sunday with Mrs. Sarah
cent
above
the
five
year
averageTiny
Wilkes,
b.
g„
by
Wilkes
......
....................
J.
M.
Staples,
Stockton
Springs
Stuart Hemingway of Syracuse.
Eight Room House, all latest im
The New England apple crop is Sidensparker.
N. T-, has Joined his family at Glen ■ Nativa North, b. m., by Northern Man .................................... Dr. Bliss, Bluehill
provements — Furnace, Lights,
The Sunday dinner at Aunt Ly
forecast
as 1.538,000 barrels, a decline
Belle Giltner, b, m., by Peter Giltner........._................ M. F. Donohue, Rockland
hurst.
Bath, three acres Land, Warren
dia’s Tavern was well patronized.
Mrs. Mary D. Bush of Lisbon Falls Lucy Earl. blk. m., by Earl, Jr.................................... Brown & Hinkley, Bluehill of 4.7 per cent from last month's There will be another special dinner
Village Three minutes’ walk from
is the guest of her brother, Harry W. Don McKinney, b. g., by Kenney Bell..................... Brown & Hinkley, Bluehill prospects and 29 per cent less than Sunday.
the Bridge. Priced at $2500,
Flying Nimbus, b. g., by Hall Cloud ....................... ......... I. W. Condon, Belfast last year's production. The decline is
Shuman.
• e • e
to
lack of favorable
Charles Wileoxsen and Miss Kath Barney Delight, ch. g., |?y Barney O'Connor .......... .'... L. S. Smith, Waterville attributed
AT THE HIGHLANDS
erine Rosch of Springfield, Mass., Mandy Forbes, b. m„ by Malcolm Forbes ........................... P. D. Nelson, Dexter weather and disease and insect dam
PLEASANT POINT
Seven Room House, Barn and Six
have been visitors at Harold Glid- Mr. Hoover, b. g., by Harvester .......................... _........... B. F. Steele. Waterville age. For the whole country the fore
Acres of Land at the Highlands)
Miss Belle Grne who haa been
den's.
The Sheik, b. g., by The Hero .................................. . Simmons' Stable, Lewiston cast is 24,198,000 barrels 38.6 less than
35 Apple and Pear Trees.
Mrs. Roy Caswell of Waltham. Dagastan, br. g„ by Silico .............................................. Simmons’ Stable, Lewiston last year’s production and 28.2 per spending her vacation with her par
PRICED AT $1850.00
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Orne re
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Ralph Belvoy, ch. g., by Belgrad ....................................................... Ed. McAtee, Plymouth cent below the five-year average.
• • • •
turned to Portland Tuesday.
Morse.
Jack Dempsey, br. g., by Constiwltt.... ....... Dr. H. B. Keirstead, Presque Isle
House at Owl's Head, shore frent,
William Grafton, Mr. and Mrs|
SELECTION OF BREEDERS
Mr and Mrs. George (Howard of Neptune Boy, b. g., by Main Leaf .... _......................... ....... Roy Harris, Gardiner
two acres of land. Mutt be sold
James Thornton and Sherwood Wil
Allston, Mass., are in town this week. Badla, b. m.. by Bingara ............................................................. A. S. Murch, Bangor
at once.
Richard Caatner. Charles Green Real Charlie, b. g., by Sterling S. ......................................Frank W. Cone, Brewer Series of Demonstrations Planned liams of Thomaston, and Misses Al
ma iNutt and Ruth Mealey of Rock
For Knox and Lincoln Counties.
law and Harold David have gone to
EASY TEKMS
2.25 TROT OR PACE
land, spent a few days on Gay's la
Fort Fairfield where they have em
One of the important things to in nd recently.
Major Ward, b. g., by Jim W’ard..................................... Frank W. Cone, Brewer
ployment.
Mrs. Alton Prior of Friendship was
At the regular meeting of the Par- ■cssibeauty, ch. m.. by Possibility ...... ...........-............. T. S. Wheeler, Augusta consider in poultry management is
ROCKLAND, ME.
tnt-Teather Association held in the Hollywood The Great, b. g., by Caduceus The Great..........Waldoboro Garage selection of breeders. Figures have the guest of Mrs. Grace Maloney.
High School room plans were made Morgandale, b. g., by Morgan Axworthy ..................... H. S. Pinkham, Lincoln shown that by careful selection in a Saturday.
Mrs. Hose Watts and Miss Rosie
for the convention of Lincoln and Twilight, b. g., by The Lover ........................ .. ................... W. O. Wallace, Bremen flock the egg production has been in
Harbor were
Sagadahoc teachers to be held here Buck Creek, blk. g., by The Thistle................ J. M. Staples, Stockton Springs creased, vitally improved and more Watts of Tenants
guests of Mrs. Richard Shuman re
Oct. 4. It was also voted to hold a Baroness Arion, blk. m„-(Unknown) .................................. Hilda Durgln, Liberty profit made per bird.
•
That everyone in Knox and Lincoln cently.
dental,clinic. The next meeting will Copper Baron, ch. g., by Baron Reaper ......... ............. George W. Hall, Bristol
Stanton Stone Is attending Cornbe hold next Wednesday evening, Dr. Real Red, b. g., by Red Leo .............................................. R. R. Hall, Damariscotta Counties may have an opportunity
met cial College in Rockland.
G. H. Coombs of the 'State Board of Willow Brook Todd, b. g„ by Sorrento Todd .................... George Jewett, Bath to become familiar with the points
Miss Naomi Bernard who has been
Health will speak on "Communicable Braden D„ b. g„ by Braden Direct ............................. M. F. Donohue, Rockland desired In good hens and cockerels,
Ihi guest of Mrs. Laura Littlefield,
Diseases."
Tramp Jolla, b. g., by Binjolla...................... Alton Richardson, Jr., Waterville a series of demonstrations have been
left Saturday for her home in North
Mrs. Helena M. Smith celebrate! Mr. Cripp. b. g.. (Unknown) .......................................... E. C. Haggett, Newcastle arranged by County Agent Went
47-53 North Market 8treat
Hampton, Mass.
her birthday with a family dinner Admiral Black, b. g.. by High Admiral ................... —. L. S. Smith, Waterville worth as follows:
37-42-46 Merchants Row
Mrs. Grace Maloney is having a
• West Aina, Oct. 7, 9 a. m„ Mrs.
party Sunday. The guests were Col. Liberty Silk. ch. g., by Bingen Silk ................ ,............... B. F. Steele, Waterville
vacaton from her duties at the PostBOSTON, MASS.
and Mrs. Mary M. Smith and Whit Hedgewood Dream, b. m„ by Hedgewood Boy ........John Goodwin, Waterville Hendrickson's.
• West Aina, Oct. 7, 1.30 p. m., office, and she Is spending It in Bos
ney Jennlson and Mrs. Harry Merrill Varro, ch. g., by General Watts.................................. Simmons' Stable. Lewiston
ton, accompanied by Miss Enid Ma
of Bangor.
Mrs. 'Smith, who Is n Sam Pinkerton, b. g., by Mr. Pinkerton .......................... H. H. Blaisdell, Surry Luther Carneyloney of Port Clyde.
Appleton, Oct. 12, 1.30 p. m„
favorite with the young and old in Dusty Peter, r. g., by Vassar ............................................... Ed. McAtee, Plymouth
A. C. Campbell who with his fam
Damariscotta, 'Sept. 26, 9 a. m., O.
thO community, was remembered Charles Dillon, b. g., by Senator Dodge ............................ — Fred Dray, Belfast
ily have been spending their vaca
with beautiful gifts of flowers from Robert O.. ch. g., by Hedgewood Boy ........................................ Fred Gray, Belfast H. Hayes.
Prompt Returns on
Dresden, Sept. 26. 1.30 p m., Har tion at their summer cottage, left
her many friends.
Peter Belmont, b.„g., by Peter Vonia ............................. W. S. Malcolm, Augusta
Tuesday for New York, and all are
lan
Everson.
VEAL, LIVE AND DRESSED POUL
Gilman T. Palmer, a former resi Peter Brock, b. g., by Peter Vonia.................................. W. S. Malcolm, Augusta
so: ry to have them go.
• Hope, Oct. 6, 9 a. m., Mrs. George
dent of (Waldoboro, died at his resi Betsy L„ b. m„ by Commissioner Curtis ........... ......... E, P. Dearborn, Pittsfield
TRY, BUTTER AND EGOS
Dr. and Mrs. E. George Payne have
Hall.
dence, 91 Kelsey street, South Port Edna McKlyo, b. m„ by Peter McKlyo..................... T. D. Parent, Fort Fairfield
closed their cottage and returned to
Jefferson, Oct. 6, 2 n. m„ Arthur
Weekly Market Reports en Request land, Sept. 15. He leaves one daugh
their home in New York.
Hall.
ter Mrs. Marguerite MacMillan of
Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Nash of VasRockland, Oct- 11, 1.30 p. m„ F.
South Portland.
In Bueinees Over Fifty Years
sa'.boro, and Charles Hodgdon of
M. Piper.
There was a barn dance in Roy
Waterville were guests at A. W. Ma
S9S6T
West Rockport, Oct. 11, 9 a. m„
Mack's barn Wednesday evening foi
loney’s Sunday.
Henry Keller.
the benefit ef tlie fire department and
Much sympathy is extended E.
Somerville, Oct. 13. 1.30 p. m„ W.
the affair was well patronized. These
B. Hart who was so badly Injured
B. Hewett
dances have been given by Mr- Mack
two weeks ago,
and
his many
on Account of the firemen doing such
Union, Oct 4, 1.30 p. n„ George
auction sale
friends in this part of the town wish
!
splendid work fn saving his build
Cameron.
him a speedy recovery.
I •hill Mil *t public tele on Thuiedey,
Waldoboro, Oct 3, 9 a. m., P.
October »•. 1927, «t 10 o’clock kt the fore ings last year.
Mrs. W. I. Rivers Is having Imnoon. at the house on the premises of the
The Lewiston Journal of Sept. 17
Jameson.
, provements made on her cottage. A
late homestead of William H. McLain le prlntiran interesting article by ■Sam
Waldoboro, Oct. 3, 1,30 p m., A. 31-foot sun porch has been built on
Appleton, Maine, the following described real
E, Connor about the ship models in
Shuman.
estate, to wit :
tlie east side, with piazzas across the
floe undivided half of a certain lot or par the “Ship Rpom’’ of the old Reed
Warren, Oct 13, 1.30 p. m„ A. P. north and south sides. A flush toilet
cel «r land situated kt said Appleton and mansion here, owned by Warren
Starhett.
and a combination sink and tub of
hounded aa follows, to wit:
'Washington, Oct. 4„ 9 a m., H slate have also been put In. When
Beginning at a stake and atones on the Weston Creamer. Mr. Creamer, who
ls an authority on antiques' and a
north side of tho county road at land for
Cunningham.
completed Mrs Rivers will have a
merly of W. H. Meservey; thence north- student of the history of ships, has
iWhitefleld, Oct. 8, 9 a. m.. Mrs. B. cottage to be proud of and the sit
i<4 Vfojoet-eU Unas 4/x long
~
.
•
«
westerly by the said
Meservey line to land ~
a
large
and
valuable
collection
of
ship
Fowles.
formerly of C .A. Meservey; thence N. 33
uation Is one of the best. Silas Hy
deg W. by ssld C. A. Meservey line to Dead models and pictures of famous ves
• O. M. Wilbur, poultry specialist ler and Andrew Killeran are the car
River; thence tip said river lo land of M. sels, many of them built in Maine.
t
to be present.
penters; Murry Miller of Thomaston
E. Harriman ; thence 8. 33 deg. E. by M. E.
is doing the plumbing.
Harriman's line about forty (40) rods to a In the historic mansion set high up
front
the
village
street
he
has
a
won
tree marked aa a corner; thence at right
UNDER FIRE EVERYWHERE
The baked bean supper held in the
ang'c with the last mentioned line to the fins derful setting for his rare antique
schoolhouse two weeks ago, was
lietween ranges eighteen and nineteen ; thence furnishings, pictures and statuary.
The Joint special legislative com another
big
success,
$23 being
southeasterly by ssld range line to the road
The first week in October will be
lo-fore mentioned; thence easterly by Bald
mittee on election laws appointed cleared. .
road to the place of beginning.
observed us Rally Week in the Meth
to study the election procedure of
Judge Frank B. Miller and his
Also one undivided half of a certain other odist Church.
At '« o'clock Oct. 5,
Massachusetts issued a statement party of friends from Rockland are
piece or laml situated In Appleton aforesaid.
That
’
s
All
That
Is
Asked
For
Thursday declaring the direct pri always welcome
It lo-kig a part or lot 3 range 18 and bound there will be a Oet-to-Gether supper
visitors.
Judge
ed as follows, to wit;
in the vestry for all the people of the
mary system of nominations to be Miller is very much interested In the
Northeasterly by the line between ranges church and,Sunday 'School. A brief
the major problem confronting this work the Pleasant Point Improve18 and 19; northweeterly by land formerly
state. Criticism of the primary law nit-nt Society Is doing for good roads
of Weymouth and Moody; southwesterly by program and games will follow the
a tine starting on the County Road 44 rods supper. Oct- 7 will be Young Peo
in this state as well as others in the in this part of the town.
by said road from the range line X. M|4 deg ple's Night, when there will be a good
Union has led many to believe that
Don’t forget the bee at the Grange
W. to a atakc and atones In the line of said
A mild, absolutely non-narcotic sedative bringing quick relief
it should be repealed and the former hail next Saturday, Oct. 1 for the
Weymouth and Moody land aud southeasterly time with pleasing entertainment.
|'Sunday, Oct 3 at 7 o'clock the splenmethod of nominating candidates for purpose of painting the hall. Dinner
by the county road.
from all pains, especially headaches, nervousness, sciatic and
t IJEOROE W. McLAXf.
1 did program for Rally (Day, "The
office^ the convention method, re and slipper will be served to all who
rheumatic. Worth a trial. Sold everywhere.
Administrator of the estate of William K. _
turned the committee reported.
help In the good work.
McLain.
113-8-118 Task Supreme.

Good News tor
Pretty Skins

TIMELY
ADVICE

Mother knows from ex
perience the health-build
ing value of vitamin-rich

You canft
look at a tire

and tell Row

far it will run
a tire carcass because it
is covered by the tread. Yet the way
this carcass is built tells how far the tire
will run.

Y

OU CAN’T SEE

Dunlop has had 39 years to learn all the
hidden points where tires wear. Dunlop
carcasses are built from the best long fibre
cotton, spun in Dunlop’s own mills into the
famous Dunlop cable-twist cord.
These cords are elastic, so they give and
take as your tire runs; strong, so they resist
constant load and pounding. They build
the best possible foundation for the Dun
lop tread—the toughest rubber develop
ment known.

Thus Dunlop’s extra years of experience
build added value into every vital tirepart. That is why, not one Dunlop—but
every Dunlop—gives you more service
than you can reasonably expect.

We recommend that you put Dunlaps
on yowr car

WARREN GARAGE
Warren, Maine

every
2*4 seconds
someone buys
a

Scott’s Emulsion
FOR SALE

V. F. STUDLEY CO.

N. E. Hollis & Co.

Commission Merchants

At Four o’clock

II

II

SALADA'

TEA „

clears the head and rests the body.

LOTS OF COMFORT FOR 25 CENTS

Ballard’s

Tablets

POUNDERS

OF THE

PNEUMATIC TIRE

INDUSTRY

“Dunlop Headquarters in Neighboring Towns”

THURSTON OIL CO.
Park Street,

Rockland, Me.

DUNN & WESTON, Props.

THOMASTON GARAGE
Thomaston, Maine

CUSHING
Hiss Lottie Partridge bail employ
ment with Miss Jessie Smith for a
few weeks recently.
, | Mrs. AMilllam Gilchrest, children
Barbara and Junior, and Mrs. Minnie
Beckett were guests of Mrs. M. J.
Maloney ,'Wednesday to help celebrate
her birthday anniversary.
Mrs. F. L. Maloney Is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Ulifforil Shuman In
Medomak.
E. B- Hart is slowly recovering
from his recent injuries but still
confined to his bed. Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Glson are staying with Mrs.
Hart.

(Fred Geyer ls repairing bis build
ings.

Miss Jessie Smith plans to close
her house here this week and return
to Massachusetts for tbe winter.
Mre. B. S. Geyer visited at M. F
McFarland’s In New Harbor last
week. She also spent a short time
with her sister, Mrs. Alice Heyer in
Wllnslow's Mills.
Miss Ella Maloney visited relatives
in Winslow’s Mills, Warren und
Thomaston last week.
B. S. Geyer und Hiram Ulmer are
shingling, painting and otherwise re
pairing the Taylor place recently
bought by Messrs Boynton and Mc
Namara.
Cora Killeran was In Thomaston a
few days last week with Mrs. W F.

Flint who ls again suffering from an
attack of erysipelas.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hall of Warren
were In town Sunday looking up old
friends.
Mrs. II. L. Killeran and Miss Jose
phine Wing attended Court in Rock
land Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs- Berg are at the Rock
well cottage for a few weeks.
The remains of Mrs. Hattie (El
well) Miller were brought to this
place Monday.
The services were
held In Thomaston at the home of her
sister Mrs. Mary MdLain, with whom
she hud lived lor 12 years, since the
death of her husband.Alpheus Miller,
and beside whom she was buried
in the Norton cemetery, amid a great
profusion of beautiful flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Killeran. Frank
Crute and Mrs. Emma Creamer were
in Thomaston Monday to attend the
funeral services of Mrs. 'Hattie
Miller.
Clarence Rivers and friends Homer
Bemis and Harry Cullinen of 'Pepperill, Mass , were guests of Mrs. D.
T. Rivers and family the past week,
returning home Sunday.

L W. McCartney
Plumbing and Heating
MAINE
Telephone 986-W
142-every Sat-tf

ROCKLAND,

NO-OIL

Salad Dressing
IS DELICIOUSLY CREAMY

TRY IT!

YOU WILL LIKE ^NO-OILT
For Sale By All Dealers

Page Six
r
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THOMASTON
.

Rockland Couner-Gaaette, Saturday, September 24, 1927
.

E. AV. Webber of Hallowell, super
intendent of the Gills' Industrial
School was an early arrival in town
Thursday morning. He made the trip
over in one hour and a quarter.
Miss Ruth (Pillsbury has returned
to Smith College, Northampton,

WARREN SCHOOLS

Every-Other-Day

QUARRY AND KILN

Problem of Transportation Is Bulletinettes Telling What
the Boys Are Doing
Settled After Long Study
“Around the Plant.”
—A New Bus.

Rockland Quarries
R. J. Libby. State Agent for Rural
The carpenters are putting on
Mass.
Education, was in town Tuesday and
Capt. Amos Dow of Boston was in went over the entire transportation the new finish at the office and dis
pensary.
town Thursday He has now gone to
Everett Mason lias transferred
his old home in Searsport bi:: will route of the Anderson and Sterling
schools and later met the committee from Hard Rock No 1 Quarry to the
visit here later.
W. J. Chamberland of Buxton and and advised that although ther^ was Gregory shed at the Xorthend.
Jerome Jones is dumping at Hurd
family have rented Miss Jennie a suflicient number of children and
Rock No. 3 during the absence of
Moody's house, Thatcher street.
The World Wide Guild will meet in more to open Sterling school he Don Farrand
Ernest Grant cf the Rockport
the Baptist vestry Monday evening would not deem it advisable to do so
We appreciate that speed is of major impor
This will be the flrst meeting of the fpr these reasons: first, because the quarry Is now foreman at the Soft
Rock quarries.
tance
to many motorists. You will find the
season.
better advantages for the children at
A pump has been installed in
Miss Dorothea Waltz of Marble
Paige
eight
a fast and capable car. Because of
the
excellent
village
schools
was
un

Crockett No. 1 Quarry for keeping
head. Mass., Janet Clark and Miss
its four-speed transmission, you will enjoy
Isabel Waltz of Boston were recent questioned; second, that with one the water at a lower level.
Hard Rock No. 2 Quarry holds the
guests of Miss Inez Skofleld.
i exception the parents preferred not to
new sense of quiet and restfulness at
The correspondent recently asked have the school opened; third, be- flag again this month in tlie No-Ac
high speeds.
a man who travels much by motor- | cause of the expense of repairing the cident Campaign.
cycle how long it took him to ride j Sterling building; fourth, if the
Point Kilns
An entirely new type of manifold, exclusive
from Thomaston to Rockland, and | sterling school should be opened thCharles Robinson has left the em
was informed that five minutes were Tolman and Erkkila children of the
with Paige, gives exceptional speed, accelera
ploy of the company and George Mer
sufficient.
Anderson school would still have to rithew is taking his place on the'
tion and power to Paige sixes.
The services of the town nurse, he transported: fifth, if the Sterl
night shift on No. 2 kiln.
Miss Peacock, are now available for school should be opened tbe town
William Brann of the Gas Kilns
any citizen who may require them, would not again be given an oppor
The motors in all Paige cars are smooth, quiet
Her office is in the selectmen's room tunity to secure a transportation has taken the aftsrnoon shift on No.
and economical. They are completely water•Watts block, where she will be found wagon and a Ford ton chassis with 2 kiln.
Herbert Bryant of Rockport has
jacketed, insuring efficient cooling. Filtered
daily except Saturday afternoons, so much aid from the State Depart
joined the trimming crew.
Sundays and holidays, from 8 to It ment of Education.
oil,
under high pressure, lubricates them
Sympathy is extended to George
a. m. and from 4 to 5 p. m. Tele
After considering the matter Tues Adams in the loss of his dog Jack
thoroughly.
They have air cleaners, and
phone 60
day witli Mr. Libby and talking witil
Wi. G. Loucks has gone to Lewiston persons to transport, at a meeting ef which has been on the job for 14
bronze-backed,
interchangeable bearings.
years and has nevei missed a night
where he has employment.
the committee held Thursday evening
in
accompanying
his
master
to
work.
Timing
is
by
silent
chain.
Oscar Blunt is critically ill at his it was voted to do as Mr. Libby
Last week the kilns were plugged
hone on Main street.
advised, and Arthur Perry, who has
two days on account of moving a
We invite you to experience the power and
Mrs. Julia Marshall who has been been so satisfactorily serving on til
'■visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles route, will continue to transport. It building across th> track.
speed of one of the improved Paige sixes or
Limerock Railroad
Cogan, has returned to her home in js not at present known how soon the
eights on the open road. Ten cf the twenty
Newton Centre, Mass.
truck can be ready. As previously
A male quartet has been organized
Miss Anna Dillingham entertained reported the State Department gives under the directorship of George
Paige models are now available at lower
the Sewing Club at her home Friday t„ Ute town the horse-drawn wagon Wheeler.
it
consists
of
Earl
prices.
afternoon.
j complete, and now adds to this tbe Chaples. George Wheeler. Jim Law
Miss Gladys Doherty entertaind an partial gift of a Ford ton chassis, the rence and Louis Favreaux.
auction party of two tables Thursday i town having to invest but $150 and
-’Crow" Miller returned to work last
evening. Those present were Mrs. registration of the truck.
Thursday after a few days sickness.
Leila Smalley. Mrs. Doris WUlters,
At ilie meeting of the committee
North End
Mrs- Lucy Wilson, Miss Margaret I a]KO tlie resignation of Mrs. Lina
No. 8 kiln at the Gregory went
McDonald, Miss Clara Spear. Miss Smith as teacher of the Hinckley
Alcada Hall, Miss Helen Studley, Corner school was received with re- afire last week.
Bert Seavey ig now cleaning flues
Mrs. Emma Young. Prizes were gvet. Mrs. Smith felt that she must
awarded as follows: First. Alcada resign because of the serious eondi- st the Gas Kilns with the protection
tHall; second. Margaret McDonald; . tjon of her mother,* Mrs. WSbster of a new gas mask.
No. 3 Kiln at the Edward Bryant
consolation. Helen Studley. Refresh- | Merry. Miss Shirley Castner of the
ments were served.
Oyster River school was elected to Co shed went afire lasl_week with
Miss Shirley Robinson has reHinckley Corner position, and the following crew: Clarence Bar
turned from her trip to Ohio, and has Miss .Helen Starrett will be trans- bour. Percy Grant and Herbert Po
taken up her duties us bookkeeper fewed from the Libby school to land.
Clarence Hennigar is seen once
for Charles A. Morse & .Son. This oyster River. Miss Inez Itipiey of
firm has four boats under contract. Vnion. a graduate of Castine Nnvntal more in the crew at the Hydrate
The keel of a large fisherman is be
School this year has been secured for Mill after a forced vacation of sev
SEE US AT UNION FAIR
eral weeks on account of an injury.
ing worked out. The boat will be the Libby school
The Hydrate Mill Humpty has
built on the railway.
been securely fastened to the wall
Fitting of the granite for the
WARREN
with extra thumb tacks to insure
Wadsworth street bridge is nearly
Mrs. Ella Hart of Rockland visited against chances of a fall.
TEL. 1000
499 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
completed. Tire last coffer dam is
Robert Brown is spending two
being filled and work on the abut- I among friends and -relatives here
rnent on the southern end of the i "*dnesda^''
. weeks’ vacation in Mun9en, New
bridge is progressing.
, T>’e Iadies °f
Reb*ka'' Brunswick.
Buster Peterson is substituting on
Mrs- Winfield Brackett is having I Uodge "ill serve a public supper Satthe Toonerville Trolley during vaca
a large flower garden plotted. George ' a\day evening at 6 o'clock
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pease,'^hn tion season.
Cross is doing the work. The Thom
Congratulations, Fellows
aston ladies have had many attrac- Connell. Mrs. A. T. Norwood. Mrs
Myra Kenniston, Misses Mildred and
ROCKPORT
tive flower gardens this season.
Congratulations are extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Page Spaulding and Lfllias Kenniston. Irville £pear and Harry Walsh and the members of
Mr and Mrs. Staples of Stockton
Cu«l"K
Warren Grange vis- tbe construction crew, who, on Aug
Mrs. Huse Richards and son Roland
Bprings have been calling on old
Pioneer Grange of East Union 28. 1927, completed a year's work are spending a few weeks with her
Herbert
•
Tuesday
evening.
They
had
the
without a single lost time accident. daughter Mrs. Raymond (Henderson '
friends, among them Mrs.
pleasure of seeing Maple Grange de A one year’s record for any crew,
A. Merry. Gleason street.
In Camden.
Equipped with 64-foot boom, steam boiler, engine
gree
team
of
North
Waldoboro
in

great or small, means real safety
Mr. and Mrs. Donovan Grainger
The Senior class. R- H. S.. will
struct
candidates
in
the
third
and
with 5-ton lift, and steam pump.
effort and the crew may be justly serve a baked bean supper next
of Elyria. Ohio, and Lloyd Morang
very pleasing proud of it.
of Lexington, Mass., were weekend
desrees in
Thursday evening at the Methpdist
The Quarry Department is begin vestry from 5.30 to 7 o'clock.
guests of Mr. and M,s. Guy Ler- |
ning to show the result of its no
mond.
Mrs. Clara West and Miss gaPie*
Baptist Y. P. S- C. E. meeting next accident campaign.
During the
Mrs. Levi Copeland, Mrs. Guy j
Hodson who have been spending the
Sunday evening*
month of August there was not
Lermond. daughter Glenice and Mrs.
summer at the Shepherd cottage.
Mrs. Melina Merry has been seriCEMENT, SAND AND BUILDING SUPPLIES
Chailes Lermond of In ion
i ousl.v ill at her home here this week, single lost time accident in any Tekenink. have returned to Colling
quarry. With over a hundred men
spending a week at Twin Pine Lodge
TELEPHONE
428
ROCKLAND, MAINE
dale.
Pa.
occupy
In this department working night
Jefferson I-ake.
114-113
pulpit of the Congregational Church and day it shows that extra effort
Edna Johnson has gone to Phila
Mr. and Mrs. Adeibert Benner and
next Sunday morning. "Cross Roads h i-l been put into the safety move delphia for a short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Grover have been
of the Pacific—Hawuiian Islands." is ment und we congratulate each and
Capt. A. D. Simmons has been vis
on a motor trip that took them invy
the subject for the illustrated lecture every member of the crew in the at iting his son Rodney A. Simmons in
Penobscot and Piscataquis County t<j
p jn
eyen,
VINALHAVEN
Glenmere for a few days.
tainment of a No-Accident Month
Mr. Benner inquired of farmer, the
y T
ood. Mrs.
PROF. ELLISON
Harbor Light Chapter, O. E. S..
Mr. and Mrs. Erank Gross w i
condition of potatoes and the prices
Kenniston. Henry Boggs of
will have their Inspection Oct 18 and have been guests of Mr. and Mrs ll.i
asked. He was in a field of M acres
Vn(on M
COOLIDGE
THE
HOPE
Mr. and Mrs.. Ernest
will entertain Grace Chapter. Thom "W. Elfield returned Wednes,;a;' to
in which every potato had thus fa
H ,
an(, f
mily and Roy Taylor
aston. Supper will be served.
Portland.
been sound. Another large field that I
of South Hope motored to Pemaquld Senator Bingham Thinks Al
Amos Chapman and family of
Mrs. Isaac Calderwood '.vni ha*
had. been dug yielded only one bad Sunday and visited the old fort.
been summer ng at her cot'age,
potato. In the section which included
Smith
Might
Beat
Another
“
Meth
°
dlSl
P
‘
r
'
Migl
Officers of Ivy Chapter, O. E. JS.,
"Alumina' left Friday for C'l.J,"Dexter the potatoes were practically are requested to meet at the hall
Mrs. J. L. WMson's Sunday School wood. Tetn
Candidate.
PROF. ELLISON give, advice
free from decay- Prices were from Monday, Sept. 26 at 7 o'clock for a
class of girls met Tuesday evening at
Mrs. L. B. liver and chiWrJ^ t Caro,
$1.50 to $3 per barrel.
•
on all affairs of life—Love,
The Republican party will have
rehearsal.
the
Moody
parsonage
and
elected
of

lyn und Philip t ave spent the I ast
The Garden Club will meet with
Union defeated Wlarren 6 to 5, at fifty-fifty chance” of electing its
Courtship, Marriage, Health,
Mrs. Charles A. Creighton Tuesday baseball in Vnion Thursday. Be- candidate in 1928 if Gov. Smith is the ficers: Miss Marlon Whitney, presi week as g rests of her aunt. Mrs.
dent; Miss 'Lillian Whitney, secre Frank Rossiter. High street.
Business; if worried or un
evening
at
7.30
o'clock.
- . , *
,
i cause other duties necessitated the opponent of any man except Calvin tary; Miss Helena Upham, treas
Dorothy S ■ ders of Blue H’!i ,s hn
happy, consult him. Thousands
Cooked food sale on the Bapti. t absence of the faithful scorer, Hil- Coolidge, said Senator Bingham of urer and chairman of membership.
guest of her grandmother Mrs.
Church lawn Saturday afternoon at 1Urd R Spear thp 8tatlgUca, detahs Connecticut Wednesday.
have been helped to success and
They are to ffe known as "The Sun
Withdrawal from the race of Wil shine Class." Games and refresh James H i'l.
2 o clock.
i are not available.
happiness by Ellison. Read
Mrs.
I.
W.
F'fivld
visited
P.oc,;'.
mil
At a meeting \\ ednesdav evening ;
liam G. McAdoo, he said, had greatly ments were enjoyed.
ings.
Thursdrv. I er sister, Mrs. B. K.j
called by the executive committee of
strengthened McAdoo's position and
SORRENTO NEGRO COLONY
At the Baptist Church Sunday
the town Nurse Association Levi
had left him free to oppose the noml morning. Rev. J. L. Wilson will take Smith also left Thursday tor An- |
LOW FEE $1.00 TO LADIE%
Seavey was chosen to fill the vacancy Makes Bar Harbor Tall^ But the nation of Smith without criticism
gusta.
V
for his subject, “A Blazing Sun or a
caused by tlie removal from town
Mrs. Charln Fhofield and son Ar-j
on the ground that such opposition Dead W«orld." The evening topic will
Hours 11 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Effect Is Being Minimized.
of Mr. Phillips. A vote Has passed
thur Fr-derick. who have o«jn
was based on his desire to be the be "When The Fire Burns Hot.”
Increasing the number of the execuA Bal. Har()or Associated Press Democratic nominee.
guests of her parents. Mr. and dis.
27 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Helen Johnson has gone to Buf
tive commltte to six Mrs- Minnie de,spotch
Ilf,‘It
“1 believe that Smith will give any falo, X. Y., where she has employment A. U. Pii tetson, returned to iio
la; d Tttesnda}.
Hilt was chosen for the pos tion.
j -Residents of this famous spot on Republican except Coolidge a great the winter^
Mrs. Charles Anderson and Ken
was voted to have the mles governMaine coagt, in Or near which “battle,'' Bingham said. “X don't think
Sunday morning Rev. B. H. John
ing the services of the town nursf a|.e
gummer homes of scores of he could defeat Coolidge but the re son will preach his third sermon on neth Anderson returned Wednesday
printed and distributed. A cons u" 'nationally prominent or wealthy por suit would be fifty-fifty If he faced, I Cor. 10:3-1. naming five centers from from Quinry. Mass.
tion and by laws were adopted.
suns, failed to take seriously reports any other man "
Mrs. Verry Libby of Lincoln, Mrs.
which radiate the New Testament
(Services at the Baptist Churcu - f,Y[)1.k (|iat R gummel. coI.
Mr. Coolidge, in the opinion of Ideal of Religion. The evening medi Charles Hart of Holden and Dr. Wal
Sunday at 9.45 a. m..
ony for negroes would be established Connecticut's junior senator, will tation will be on the topic “Not Dis ter Libby and daughter Alice of
school: at 11. preaching by Re\. . . > at gorrenfOt bringing them into the accept the nomination in 1928 be obedient to the Heavenly Vision.”
Nanshan. China, were guests tire past
- ------service
S.
Kilborn; at *J p.
p. ni.,
m.. gospel
gospel 8er
"te I P;:c|Ug|ve atmosphere of the elite cause "he is too big a man to desert
The Johnson Society will meet at week of Mr. and Mrs. Charles I.ibhy
At the Methodist Church moraine „„„ or a, „ther nearby places
his party in time of need and too the Methodist vestry Thursday even and Mr. and Mrs. E. C. McIntosh.
worship will he at 10.30 with sermon I ‘They pointed out that Sorrento is good an American not to heed tlie
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs entertained
ing.
by the pastor. Leroy A. Chatto vvil. c.g|,f niiles from Bar Harbor by wa- call of his countrymen."
J the Apron Club at her home Tuesday
give a five minute tulk befoie 1le I ter across Frenchman's Bay, and 40
Discussing the political outlook i
1 in honor of Mrs. Arthur Mills, who
CAMDEN
sermon. Tlie anthem. "Bless The I miles by land. With the bathing New England. Bingham said:
) leaves today with her husband for
Lord O My -Soul" will be sung. Sun teaches aiglit miles apart they de
"There is no doubt that Smith ha
' Quincy, Mass. It was an all-day sesday school at 12; Epworth League clared there was little possibility of a strong following in Massachusetts,
Miss Jeanette 8Uhl has gone to skin an(, dinner „„„ Bupper wera
meeting at 6 and a praise and conflict.
Lewiston
where
she
will
enter
Bates
,
MpR M,ng wag preeented a
Rhode Island and Connecticut. In
preaching service at 7 o'clock. Oct
“Sorrento is described as ‘beauti those three states lie would give the
1
ivr
A
41
....
TA
«
fclft
by
the
other
of the club.
2 is Rally Day when everybody is ex ful. but always has been a failure.' Republicans all tlie competition they
Mr. and ‘Mrs. Arthur Davis and , ?
. members
,
.
son Eugene Davis and Miss Wlnola '
crea"' ,,nd eake Were 8erVed
pected to be at churchTbe land on which an option is said want
Richards left by motor today for thc„,even^K'
T1
to have been obtained In the interest
“In Massachusetts he would hav Cambridge, Mms.. where Eugene will
wa!’ home
COMMEMORATION OAK
cf the National Association for the the advantage of running on the same
enter Oxford College.
Wednesday from -North Haven.
Advancement of Colored People, was wave of popularity as Senator Wialsh,
The Philathea Class met at the
Mrs ,'«dle Hassan gave a dinner
In the Free City of Danzig a tree owi.ed by Frank Jones, the Ports- and we saw what >\Y<tlah could do
l,art>’ at her llf,n’p Tuesday. Mrs
was planted in soil brought from 25 r-until. N . H.. brewer, who died when he defeated the President'll per chuich parlors this week.
The annual Megunticook Grange Charles Johnson of Marlboip. Mass.
countries, far and near, and was anout 15 years aga.
sonal choice. I cannot think of
was guest of honor. Other guests
christened "Commemoration Oak.”
•'Two weeks ago. after much ad stronger man than Smith in the fair will be held at the hall Oct. 14 were Mrs. Alfred Raymond, Mrs.
an<> 15.
Esperantists of the world holding vertising. an effort was made to dis- Democratic party."
Mrs. Jlesse
Jhe regular meeting of Maiden R(»uben Wadsworth.
their 19th congress brought soil from ptigp of the extensive property at
The wet isspe will be of far greater
various parts of the globe, including auction, but only about $30,000 worth importance tiffin religion in the 1928 Cliff Rebekah Lodge will be held Greenlaw and Miss Rita Greenlaw.
Stafford Short of Scituate. Mass.,
next Wednesday evening.
Pinclc
a few spadesful from the grave of of iots, which averaged about $700 campaign, in Bingham's opinion.
is the guest of his aunt. Mrs. L. It.
Dr. Zamenhof. Inventor of the lan- each, were bid in. mostly by New
"If I am not mistaken,” he said “the supper at 6.30.
Mrs. W. E. Hatch entertains the Smith.
guagc. A Protestant pastor and a York individuals for speculation, it South has not long been dry. A can
Miss Hope Taylor who has been
ladies of the Baptist society Wed
Catholic priest conducted services in was understood.
didate with avowed wet inclinations,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
nesday.
Esperanto for the 1000 delegates. ,
--------------------to my mind, would lose more votes
Mrs. M. C. Dasrley has returned Ames, left Friday for Whitinsville,
Speakers told of the spread of the
Rival Chicago beer . barons are tiian one w hose religion did not suit
to her home in Providence. R .1. af Mass.
universal language, und of new needs threatening each other again. These ule public
Mr. and Mrs. George Kittredge and
ter spending the summer at Lake
for it, especially by aviators crossing fellows are eternally at lager heads,
Asked if he believed the so-called Megunticook.
sister. Miss Anne Kittredge ot Bel
state boundaries.—The Pathfinder. , -Arkansas Gazette.
“third term" issue would hurt Air.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Gardiner left fast were in town last week to at
Coolidge's chances in the event the today on a motor trip which will
tend the funeral of their brother.
For Sale by
President decided to seek re-election, include Boston. New York. Montreal
Charles S. Kittredge.
the senator said:
and Quebec.
i
"lie will lose votes, but I don’t
Many from Camden will attend the
SOMERVILLE
believe it will mnke serious Inroads Nc-rth Knox Fair in Union next
into his chances of election.
Rockport, Maine
M. Scott of Waldoboro was a
week
"When Coolidge said, 'll do not
114‘lla
Mrs. John J. Borland is closing : recent business caller in town.
choose', he meant that he did not Nodoneyo on the Belfast road next i J- B. Brown passed the weekend in
want to run for President. That is a wtek/and returning to Chicago.
| Augusta.
Mew Kngland way of saying 'want-'
Mrs. Nellie Grotton of Rockport is
But until he comes out with the flatvisiting her sister. Mrs. C. F. Brown.
The Stewart-Warner Name has always stood for
footed declaration that 'I will not run
Wednesday visitors at Mrs. Flor
JULIA V. WOODCOCK
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
the Best—and Stands the Test
tor President.' I'm for him and I be
ence Bean’s were Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
Tweher of
lieve that the majority of people In
Brown and son Charles. Mrs. Nellie |
PLUMBING, HEATING
this country want him to run again.
Grotton. Mrs. Rose M. Colby and
I 'If he doesn't run. it will depend
Mis Caro E. Turner
106 Pleaia'nt Street,
Rockland
entirely upon the ealibie of the man
Mrs Addie French and daughter
Tel. 151
Thomaston
T.laphona 244-W
TEL. 187-8
THOMASTON
the
Republicans
put
up
as
to
whether
Edith
were
visiting
at
Pleasant
1153127
106-tf
they will win the fight,"
Ridge Tuesday

Fast, Powerful
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JONES MOTOR CO.

For Sale - Lighter Berwick

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME CORP.

Psychologist
Psychic-Medium

Tkey cannot rot,

warp or bum for
they are Johns-

Manville Rigid
Asbestos Shingles.
R. W. BUZZELL CO.

Stewart=Warner Radio
SALES AND SERVICE

CARROLLS GARAGE

PIANO

For Sale

Wanted

modern, fine location, about 11,000 ft. land.
Apply E. P. KEATflNCi, 10 £ltu Mt., Thomaston, Me.
115*120
FOR SALE—Forty settees to accommodate
stove.
120 persons. Two benches and
115-tf
Price reasonable. HARRY CARR.
FOR 8ACE—Genuine German police pups,
pedigreed, six weeks old. Apply to EDWARD

FOR BAL<—<9mall pstior stote wJtJPplpe,
Advertisements in th
colunm not to ex-| b«w.n used about twu mouUis, $10.00. 12
ceed three lines insert] once for 25 cents. 1CIOH ST. Tel. M34L
115*tf
3 times for 50 cents, Additional lines
SALE—Part of my household furniture
cents each for one time, 10 cents for three fnrFOR
different
rooms.
C.
A.
BMERY,
28
Patimes. Six words make a line.
dfle St., City. Tel. 518mM or 436 M,
115-tf

They Are

■I?

In Everybody’s Column |

FOR

WANTED—Experienced demonstrators for
well known food product. Apply to (rLEISbE.
Stanley House, Sunday, between 2 and 3
o’clock.
115* It
WANTED—Full description and photo
graphs of any boats you wish to sell—no
mater how large or how small, commercial,
pleasure or auxiliary.
We are receiving
numerous inquiries every day for such boats.
Why not let us sell your boat? KNOX .MA
RINE EXTHANX3E YACHT AND SHIT
BROKERS. Camden. Me
93-TAS-tf
WANTED Woman for general, housework.
O C. COOK. Friendship. Tel. Waldobo-o
19-2.
114*116
WANTED Would like middle aged couple
to share home <and expenses. No children.
References required.
Inquire at 82 NEW
('Or.NTY RD., forenoon or evening.
114*116
WANTED Hicli flrliool grauate would like
position.
RAYMOND PAV1SON, Rockport,
lei. 3<6-6.
114*116
WANTED—Kitchen girl at once. Apply the
RP*b Ll'NCH, Myrtle St.
y
114-116
WANTED—A llnfelier for our’ new finish
ing department. Must be thoroughly expe
rienced. Apply to MR. BUKER, Eastern Fur
niture Co.. 283 Main St.. Rockland. 113-115
WANTED—Young lady of neat appearance
to assist In turning customers over to sales
men. No expe knee necessary. EAST'EKN
FURNITURE CO. Apply to Mr. Buker, 283
Main St.
113-115
WANTED 4'arpenter work and building.
1 am prepared to do all kinds. Give me a
call. W A. RIPLEY. Rockville. Tel. 352-5.
113-115
WANTED- Woman for general housework,
must be good plain cook.
MRS. W. S.
WHITE. 526 Main St.
113-tf
WANTED Tabl<* girl it THORNDIKE
HOTEL.
113-tf
WANTED—Housekeeper, only those with
unquestionable character need applv. SID
NEY H. DAVW. Port Clyde, Me. Box 101.
113*115
WANTED—Experienced girl for general
housework.
MRS. HARRY BERMAN, 25
Maple St.
112-tf
WANTED—Cook In family of two. TEL.
gt‘7-W.
110-tf
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
MRS. DAVID RVBRNSTKLN, 63 Park St.

SALE—Sight

room

■bunnalow,

all

lfCRPHY, 101 Tillson avenue, Rockland.
115*120
FOR

SALE—One

new

7-room

bungalow

nifh outside buildings; 20 acres in lot, beau- f
tfful location between Belfast and Tlie Thistle,
facing beautiful Pcnobsoot Bay. Will sell
or trade for other property. GEORGE M.
SIMMON'S, 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4-W.
e
114-116
FOR SALE—Thirty-seven acres of land In
Llnco'nvllle partly wooded, part field. Wi”.
sell right—well worth the money. GBOItGE
M. KLMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4-W
Rockland.
114-116
FOR SACE—-Cottage with garage, hath
house, float and bant. Nice spring which
pumps into cottage. Excellent fishing, ideal
lake location. -Sunny side situation, electric
lights, cottage ready furnbhod. One cottage
In perfect condition. 2 stories, large living
room, nice kitchen, pure spring water pumps k ’
into sink. Electric lights and plates, four g.
chambers, two verandahs, first and second
floors overlooking the lake. Turnpike and
nuuintalne. G. M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave.
Tel. 4-W Rockland.
114-116
FOR SALE—Conn tenor saxaphone. flrst
class condition. HERBERT MARCY. Glencoir. Me, Tel. 837-R._______________ 114*116
FOR SALE Renifngton 12 gauge repeating
shot gun. RUSSELL BARTLETT, Highlands,
Rot'kland, Me.
114*116
FOR SALE One large work horse, one
large new milch cow. Holstein. White Chester
shoates. Angora kittens, shaggy. Solid white
mid tiolid yellow. GRAND VIEW FARM,
.lames L. McManus, State Auto road, Warren,
Me. Tel. 5-4} Warren.
114-116
FOR SALE—Glenwood Oak parlor heater
and Palace Windcroft range. Call at 137
UNION ST.

114 116 >

FOR SALE—Large size parlor Hub Heater,

in fine condition.

A real bargain.

256-13.

TEL.
114-116

WANTED—Position as male nurse to care
for sick or nervous person, night or day.
Apply J. C., care Courier-Gazette Office or
Tel. 908 R.
114-116
FOR SALE—A pretty home and it is mod
109-tf
ern. and located in the heart of the city—
WANTED—Pupil Nurses—Training School only $2500—half cash, balance 3 years.
for nurses, State Hospital for mental dis Compare It witli some being shown at $5000
eases, Howard. R. I. Course consists of 26 and $6000. FREEMAN TWNG. Realtor. Tel.
months in this hospital and 10 months at
14-ai.
114-tf
Bellevue and Allied Hospitals. Salary $45.00
FOR SALE—C. Rhode Island Red Co< kper month with room, board and laundry.
Graduates eligible to take State examination erels, trapnested and pedigreed stock, direct
for registration. Applicants must have two from Redbird Farm ALBERT FREDERU’K113*113
years’ high school training or its equiva SON. Tenant's Harbor. Me.
lent. Apply MISS ELIZABETH A. BARRY,
FOR SALE—Three bean threshers, 1 used
Supt. of Nurses.
107-115 Ross Ensilage cutter and blower. 1 Gray grain
WANTED- Dining room and kitchen girl thresher. C. M. BURGBftS, Union, Me.
118-113
at KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston.
106-tf
FOR SALE—House 8 rooms and bath, su»r
parlor, furnace heat, electric lights, two
garages at 57 Maverick St. on Atlantic High
Agents Wanted
way. furnished or unfurnished. Can be seen
WANTED—Agents to sell^Clirlatmas cardsT at an) time. UHAKLBS A. 1’ATTERBON.
113-113
personal and box assortment. Popular priced,
quality line.
Good profit.
Easy selling.
FOR SALE—Few milk fed broilers and
Samples free. GROTE, Box 277, New Bruns roasters left. Grain fed. Nuff—sed! ordera.
113*113
wick. N. J.
Kr.i-S-llS V J’. HAUL, Janies Bt.
FOR SALE—Large or small lota extra nice
loam for filling in or top dreeing lawns : $1
To Let
load at bank; $2 load delirered city limits,
bank located corner Broadway and Park St.
TO LET—Fitrnlulled house. Apply EWNEST Must be moved within next 60 daya. Apply at
MONTXiOMERY. 120 Main St.. Thoma-ston. once to H H. STOVER A 00.. 32 Union Kt.
Tel. 185-13.
113-117 T«l. 818.
112-117
TO LET— Eight room house, electric lights,
FOR SALE—Seven passenger Buick sedan.
112-tf
bath, furnace heat.
Apply MRS. .1. A, TBL. 53-11.
FROST. 8 Summer St Tel. 318-R.
115-tf
FOR SALE—I’cnohecot Bay Cottage and
TO LET Five room tenement after Get. 4, cabin cruiser offered at the price »f one. f
electric lights, flush toilet. 42 FULTON ST
Fine large cruiser with cahln and toilet, to
(ity.
114*116 gether with cottage ideally located on the I
TO LET—Part of Mrs. Langmaid’s house. Bay, partially furnished and ready fo? cc$306 takes them both with easy
1 rooms, furnished. Furnace heat. Terms cupancy.
reasonab'e. At Tlie Highlands, on car line. payments on small balance. It’s a chance j
of
a
lifetime.
BOX 194. Belfast,
TBL. 1187-R.
114-tf
111-116 I
TO LET—Seven room house and garage.
FOR SALE—Large hot water heating sys
Inquire at 13 MYRTLE 8T
114*116
tem complete with boiler, fittings, radiators,]
TO LET—Three unfurnished roofns at 17 large lot steam pipe, etc. in good condition,
Maverick St. MRS HENRY De LONG.
suitable for extra large building. H. 11.
-* 114*116 STOVER A CO.. 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
111-116
TO LET--Furnished apartment, heated, at
14 MAHONIC ST
114-tf
FOR SALE—1925 Fori coupe, new battery,
TO LET House of five rooms with toibt generator and rear -m-i. Good rubber/and
paint. $150 cash. EAltLE CONANT, South
and gas. 22 T .ST.. Rockland. TEL. 502-W
110-tf
114*116 H<»t>e
FOR SALE-'Place on west side of Maple
TO LET—Garage on Florence frit. Apply at
FLINTS .MARKET.
Ill tf Juice Cove, about 10 niiles from Thomaston,
good State road, buildings la good repair, 21.
TO LET—two furnkslied rooms suitable for acres land, shore privilege. Inquire R. Bj
light housekeeping. Electric lights and gas. FILL1MORE, 85 Park Kt.. Rockland.
,
F. ItlLD K. 7 Willow 8t
113*115
ll$*t
TO LET Furnished apartment of 5 rooms,
FOR SALE—Glenwood gas range, slightly
furnace, hath, garage. .MRS. frTTTA H. SAN used ; also Vulcan gas hot water heater, used
BORN. 80 Pleasant Bt. Tel. 903 W
112-tf only two months. H. H. STOVER A CO.. 32
108-tf
TO LET -Several good stores, located In Union Kt. Tel. 818.
surrounding towns. Inquire H. H. STOVER &
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs $8; also
CO.. 32 Union St.. Rockland. Tel. 818
cord and fitted wood. Tel. 263-13 Rockland.
111-116 L. F. TOLMAN. P. O. Thomaston.
105*116
TO LET—N ew 4 and 5 room apartments,
FOR SALE—AU k infis hard wood and
will he ready for occupancy about Oct. 1 In kindlings.
Special price on three or five
Vlnal block, Thomaston, situated in hear: of cord lots fitted wood to be delivered before
business district. Inquire H. H. STOVER A Oct. 1.
RALPH P. CONANT & SON, Smith
CO., 32 Union St.. Rockland. Tel. 818.
Hope. Me.
Tel. RockUnd 67-M.
102 tf
111-116
FOR SALE—Jiot air furnace, almost new.
DR.
FD(H
TO LET Furnished house, seven rooms, see
------- -KBT
w-tf
electric lights and gas. Garage, shed for hold;
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs, atove length,
Ing wood. At the Northend. TEL. 138-J or
$8
per
cord
In
Rockland
;
$7
in
Thomaston
223-J.
100-<,r
and $6 in Warren. Also flrst quality fitted
TO LET—Mouse at 124 So. Main St after hard wood or junks. L. C. PACKARD, WarOct. 1. Adult* only. Apply MRS. FRED ren. Me.______
105-tf
A. CLARK. 74 Camden St. Tel. 877-J. 108-tf
FOR SALE—Cottage at Lake Megunticook,
TO LET—Furnished apartment, 3 rooms also 2 cottage lota.
L. A. THURSTON.
386 BROADWAY.
105-tf Rockland. Tel. 1182-Of.
105-tf
TO LET—Store «t 19 Tillson Ave. Apply
LADIES—Reliable atock of hair goods at
to GEORGE M. StMMONS. Tel. 4-W. 105-tf the Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall
order* solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 193-tf

FARMS. COUNTRY H0ME8. COTTAGE!

Miscellaneous

and estates; up-to-date property, in the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobacot Bay. Write
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel-

MAIL ORDERS Ladles’ silk and wool hose
eery pretty shades, allver and black, heaver fast, Maine. ___________
and tan. grain, gray, beige and dark Un.
FOR SALE—Lumber and wood;
Scoi kl tin fnr 1 pair. $1.85 for 2 pal- board slabs $6.50; store length $8;
R.WLKVS WIHlKItV JMKM’. 12 High St. slabs $6.50; 15 bundles shims $1.
Kockland. Me.
115*tf PAUKARD, Jhomaston, R. F. D.
SHORTHAND. NEW_BEST

Home Reasons

by mail. Teach. Form Clubs. Start Busi
ness College. Complete enttrac. $1. VBRX'OX
SCHOOL, 9ft Worcester Hi., Biwton. Mass.

113-11
OPPORTUNITY fnr some one to get com
pletely stwked farm, cow, horse, hens. Incu
bators. hen houses, brooder house, tools, hay
in 'barn, garden truck, apples, firewood, <iew
artesian well. Tills is a chance not often
had.
Must be seen to be appreciated
< HARLfr S L FRENCH. Warren. Me.. R F D
No. 2 Box 119.
115-120
EXPERIENCED NURSE will take aged
ladies or babies to board at home. TEL.
1-12 Warren.
115-117
YARNS—Of pure wool worsted for hand
knitting, also rug yarns for hooked rugs, 50c
4 oz. skein. Order sent
0. D. Write fhc
tree samp’es today. Ask about wool blankets.
CGNUORD WORSTED MILLS. Dept. 42 W.
Concord. N. H.
109-S*t-147
VIRGIN WOOL YARN. for sale hy manu
facturer at bargain. Samples free. H. A.
BARTLETT. Harmony, Maine.
114*125

105-tf
4-foot

stave
L. A.
103-tf

n F?r ?ALE-4Nght room bouse at 1X8
Rankin 8t. with 10 acres of land and two
barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 48-M.
_______________________________ 47*tf,
FOR SALE—Dry sort fitted ala be, $8; drJ
herd wood, also lumber. T. J. CARROLL.
Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston.

103-tf
4.
wy tt excellent
condition for sale. Also a copy of "BeglnJ'OF®Colonial Maine/' R. T. PATTEN,
Skowhegan.
41-tf

Financial

I AAM6 °* rMl •***•■ Fint
LiVAllU ,r
"irtw*
HARRY

ns

.

BERMAN,

Mall BL. Km« I. R««klai4. Tai. SM.

113-Th-tf

MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. PICOT EDGE.

covered
buttons.
buttonholes.
plaiting.
PHYLLIS TOUMAlN MORSE. 350 Main St.
Tel. 868-M.
114*123
HART A RAWLEY are prepared to do all
kinds of cemetery work—cleaning foundations,
reaettlne. grading, elc. A,p!y E. T. HART.
Box 4ft. Tenant's Harbor, We.
113*118
PROF. ELLISON.PSYCHIC-MEDIUM solves
your vrohlems. Tells you how to be surress
ful. Given advice on all affairs of life—love,
cuurtahip, marriage. hraMt, business.
A
proper solution of your affairs may be file
turning point in your life. Readings $l.ft«
to ladles. Hours 11 a. m. to Ti p. m
27
I’ARK STREET. 1UMKLAMI
113*117
MASON WORK OF ALL KINDS, dav er
contract; cement blocks and posts in atock
FRANK E. GRAY. 17 Bay View Sq., Rock
land. Tel. 194-1.
163-tf
WHEN

IN

NEW- YORK -Remember that

you can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette,
with the liome newa, at Hotaling's News
Agency. 3ft9 West 4ftth Si
24-tf
THE

SKOWHEGAN

INDEPENDENT

RE

PORTER is for sale at J. F. CARVER S
Rockland.
132*tf

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counsellor at
Law
Telephone,—Office 468; Houae 693-R

431 Main 8tr„t

Rockland

FOR SALE
Standard FI

ADDRESSOGRAPH
For M Plata*
With Gt Graphotype and Cabinet
All Complete

As new, in original pack
ings. At a bargain. If in
terested write to

The Courier-Gazette t

Every-Other-Day

POLITICAL POINTERS

BIN SOCIETY
In addition- to personal notes record ins de
partures and arrivals, this department espeelatly desires Information of social happenInfa, parties, musicals, etc. Notes Kent by
mall of telephone will be gladly received.
TBUFHONE

770

The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial Church held a most enjoy
able picnic at Seven Tree I’ond
Thursday with 23 present, and every
body, even to the baby, considered It
an ideal spot. Every moment was en
joyed but for the fact that two chauf
feurs so enthused over their fishing
nearly forgot to come back for their
• 'passengers.

Capt. Loss Wilson of the Steryn,. ship Kansan, who lias been spending
■ his vacation In -Rockland and Thom
aston. left yesterday for Boston, and
will make a trip through the Bcrkshlres before rejoining Ills ship.
The Charity Club met at the Com
munity Sweet Shop in South Hope,
..Thursday, and enjoyed a delightful
dinner and afternoon in that cosy
retteat.
!»<
__
Edward Rochester of Arlington,
V*... has Joined his \tife who is vis
iting her mother Mrs. J. M. Baldrige
'Ja* Warrenton.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Proctor of
Brunswick have been guests this
week of Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Perry at
Holiday Beach.
Mrs. Mary Ivison of Philadelphia

Fuller- Cobb-Davis
Basement Department

Special demonstration of

BETTY BRIGHT /

MOPS
The mop that wrings itself

You stand erect, give the handle a couple of turns and
the water squeezes out.

The Young American

BRIEFCASE
Special for carrying books and school supplies; 11x15
inches; 2 J/2 inch expansion. Very light weight. Choice
of black or brown.

$1.25 each

‘ Is the guest of Mrs Emma Bird for
a few days.
fi I

Mrs. R. L. Knowlton and Mrs. Clif
ford Smith returned -Friday frigi a
motor trip to Boston.
- —
Mrs. Ernest Young and son Ernest
return to their borne in Boston to
day after a stay at The Battery.

-
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Mr. and Mrs. E. L. *Brown arc
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A .1. Huston
In Portland for several days. Tlie
Browns will go to Boston following
the visit,
'jiu.v expect to retutn
home in two weeks.

Valentine Chisholm. ML and Mrs.
Thomas Chisholm. Mrs. John ChWliohn. James Chisholm and Mr. anil
>' Mrs. Duncan McDonald of New Jer
sey fared forth to tiie Junken Ledg
es in Commodore Tyler M. Coombs*
boHt Thursday and extracted a large
quantity of fresh fish from the
ocean’s depth.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Thursday evening the home of Mr
and Mrs. George Moody. 147 Cedar
street was the scene of a very pleas
ant gathering when tijelr daughter,
Mildred, celebrated her birthday.
Tlie rooms were tastefully decorate-1
1 i autumn colors for the occasion.
After a peanut hunt, prizes going to
•Helen Post and Harriet Grover, re
freshments were served and the
birthday cake was cut.
The re
mainder of the evening was devoted
to dancing. The hostess was the re
cipient of many pretty gifts. These
guests were present: Vivian Lud
wick. Norina Packard. Edna Robinson. Helen Merry. Helen Post, Helen
Batchelder. —
Harriet
Grover, Ruth

Oregon more than any other stata
of the Nwthwest, Is unsettled about
the meaning of President Coolidge's
“do not choose" statement . It has
heard tlie various interpretations
from the East and, on the whole, is
unsatisfied.
To some extent yie an
nouncement is accepted as a final
withdrawal, but certain leading Re
publicans, unconvinced
that the
President is unavailable for renomi
nation next year, are planning to
bring the matter to a head by enter
ing his name in the party Presiden
tial primary next May. The candi
dacy of Herbert Hoover, next in the
estimation of Republicans of the
state, is standing aside, due partly to
the doubt about Mr. Coolidge's po
sition. Only in the event of an am
plification of tlie President’s an
nouncement or its general acceptance
by the country as closing the door to
a renomirffuion will the plan to sub
mit him as a candidate in Oregon he
abandoned, its sponsors say• • • «
Patrick Henry Callahan, of Louis
_____________
ville, _______
a distinguished
Roman. Catholic
layman and a drv Democratic leader
of Kentucky, said Wednesday that if
Gov. Smith is nominated for Presi
dent 2,000,000 Democrats will leavo
the party and if he isn't nominated
2,000,000 will leave the party.
“In the circumstanees I cannot see
much hope for the Democrats in the
19*8 election,” said Mr. Callahan.
The Louisville Democratic leader
added another interesting Democratic
item by announcing that a national
conference of progressive dry Demo
crats will be held in Chicago early
in December to consider ways of
averting what seems to them cer
tain party disaster in tlie posslbio
nomination of the wet Governor of
New York.

Endorsement of Gov. Smith for
thr Democratic Presidential nomin
ation was reiterated recently by Osear W. Underwood, former Senator
THE GEN. BERRY
from Alabama and a prominent can
Old Poem Found In The Archives didate at several Democratic Na
tional Conventions. ‘Gov. Smith ig
Raisae Point Of Reorganization.
Hie only candidate the 'Democrats
Tlie poem given la-low was found I have and I firmly believe If he is
in the archives of the Gen. Berry nominated he will lie elected." Mr.
Hose Co. and the officers are anxious Underwood said. "I don't see that
to know if some former fireman will the withdrawal of William G. Mc
not recall the circumstances con Adoo has changed the situation at
a:l
I never have seen anyolie else
nected with it.
at a candidate for the nomination
DISBANDING OF THE "BERRYS"
next year except Gov. Smith."
Willi record untimUlird mid spotless.
* • e e
For b-svery. honor, and zeal.
And a name atandlna High aa the highest,
Herbert Hoover can count on the
Tlie "Berrys" retire from tlie field.
tiie support of California, his adopt
I
ed state, if he becomes an avowed
They erer were foremost In danger,—
Were willing to do, or to die;
candidate for the Republican Presi
Extending their aid to the suffering.
dential nomination, according to
"To the rescue,” their rallying cry.
pi (-sent, indications.
Except for
Not only at home wore they honored.
sporadic movements in the interest
But when among strangers the aame:
of Frank O. Lowden's candidacy,
And homeward returning front journeys.
It waa crowned with fresh laurels they there is scarcely a eloud In the po
came.
litical firmament today to threaten
Secretary of Commerce Hoover’s
Rut now they’re disbanded and scattered;
chances of carrying the state in the
Their honors are things of the past;
Presidential primary next May. De
The flower of our city is ruined ;
Tho "Born a" are aeauerod at last.
spite the enmity between Mr. Hoover
Starved out were the "Birds" and the "Bur- and Senator Hiram Johnson, they
a?j not disposed to interfere with
pees."
'Now tho "Berrys" are forced to break etch other next year, when the
ranks;
one is expected to run for the Pres
And thus ia the work of the Bing rule,
idency and the other for re-election
Supported by national banks.
to the Senate.

The talk of the week at the High
School has been mostly concerning
the sale of the football season
tickets which have been gong so fast.
Tuesday morning an assembly was
called and after brief speeches by
Principal Verrill. Coach Bill Macomber and Capt. Emery "Runt"
Trafton on the necessity of selling a
large number of tickets, each class
went to a different room and those
who wished to buy the pasteboards
were asked to sign up. At the end
of half an hour the students went
bock to Hie auditorium and the first
cheek up indicated that the drive
wan going over big, as over 200
tickets bad been sold. Mr. Ver111 didn’t think thut 200 was a sufficient number so he promised the
s'u^vllt body a half holiday so that
they could attend Union Fair next
Wednesday if each class added 1U
more names to its list. The Fresh
men and Juniors had no trouble in
getting the extra names but the
Seniors and Sophomores were back
ward about signing. The Sophomores
finally reached tlieir number, but
five minutes before the second as
sembly was to he called the Seniors
had only added four new names.
Capt. Trafton and several other
members of the football squad wlto
nre Seniors succeeded in bringing
the total of new names before tlie
assembly opened.
It is expected
that there will be nearly 275 students
to back ’the team in today’s game
With
Skowhegan at
Community
Park.
Mr. Verrill and Mr. Mucoinber
had a talk with some of tlie business
men Monday and they promised to
sell as many tickets along Main
street as the students would buy.
Tlti« lc"ked like a safe offer as last
ycat only 150 tickets were disposed
of at tlie school and that canic about
only after the greatest struggle on
• he part of the faculty and coach.
« « • •

AUTUMN

Season for Upholstering
Now is the time to have the Furniture Uphol
stered and Renewed and Mattresses Rebuilt pre
paratory to the coming winter months.

Our Expert Workmen Recover and Renew
Overstuffed Divans, Club and Fireside Chairs
or any piece. Workmanship Absolutely Guar
anteed and Prices Surprisingly modest.
Velours, Corduroys, Figured Tapestries
Mattresses Remodeled or Rebuilt in our work
shop are like New and cost but a fraction of the
original price.

All work called for and delivered

Myer Benovitch, who graduated
Ian year, came back this week to
lake a post graduate course.

Many students were happily sur
prized this week when they read that
Ralph Brewer, formerly of Lincoln
Academy, had entered Maine Central
Institute and had reported for foot
ball. Brewer will be remembered as
the crack guard of last year's Lin
coln Academy basketball quintet.
z
• • • •

Fuller -Cobb-Davis

EMPIRE

Tel. 1142

Second Floor

Lermond, Gertrude Kuhi and Esther
Louis A. Walker and family are Ahlbcrg,
in Portland over the weekend, being
entertained at the home of General
Alf.ed Benner of Rockland and
Agent Cushman of Hie Northwestern Maurice Lindsey of Thomaston have
Tlie Senior shorthand class netted
Mutual Life Insurance Co.
returned to WJhite Plains, after
a tld y sum by a candy and sandwich
spending two weeks at their home.
-sal®. Thursday.
‘ Sherman ' Zim" Roller of Che'sThey are employed at the Bartlett
* • • •
Mass., is enjoying a restful visit with Tree Forestry School In Stamford.
The
bl
inge
and .Black football
Mr. and Mrs. D. Shafter
He is a Conn.
term has one of its biggest games of
member of the L. O. R. Club of Chel
tlie season when it meets Bangor
sea. Many members of tills club
High at the Oueen City a week from
Twenty members ot the Methehave visited this city and have been
today. The last time that these two
hesec Club journeyed to Glendon
entertained royally.
schools met the locals were over planned if tlie club Is formed to have
WY-dnesday and enjoyed a delightful
whelmed by a 46 to 0 score, and tlie for officers both hoys and girls.
Mrs. L. W. Benner is on a fort- all-day picnic at Nealcroft, the sum They hive ruined our lire department;
boys will be out to wipe out that
• • • •
— night's visit with relatives in Provi mer home of Mrs. Wallace Little.
They hove made of our workingmen slaves;
black mark against the R. H. S. On
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORO8
An old-fashioned boiled dinner fol They will coin your life-blood Into money.
Monday will l>e olmervcd as a boll,
dence, IL I , and Medford. Mass.
thwlAiaturda.v after that the looals day at the school because of the
And reap tbe green grass on your graves.
lowed by Indian pudding was served
take on Belfast in another out of County Teachers' Convention which
To Be Made of Bowdoin Students
Maxine, the 3-vear-oid grand at noon.
It was ihe Ring that murdered you, "Berrys
town game.
Finger Prints Next, Maybe.
is. being held at the High School.
Oh. sad is the story to tell;
daughter of Capt. Fred Clieyne who
i
« • • •
And with three rousing cheers for past
This will make only three days and
was taken so seriously ill a week ago.
After spending the summer months
triumphs;
Bowdoin College, which opens for
If plans that are now being for a half next week.
is able to be out again.
at .Sunnydell, Mrs. K. R. Magoun and
Now sadly we bid you Farewell.
e • • •
the year on Sept. 20. is following the mulated go through there will be
M £ F.
Miss liittie L- Magoun have closed
Rockland, Aug. It. 187f».
example of a number of prominent no more Friday night socals in tlie
The first orchestra rehearsal was
James Murphy, laiwrence Leacli their cottage tfitd returned to Hotel
slate institutions in keeping photo gym but they will be held Saturday belli in the auditorium Thursday
and Donald P. Kelsey hare returned Arlington. Boston, for the winter.
SIX YEAR MOLARS
graphic record of its inmates, So night instead. This is being done evening. Thp orchestra lost several
from a week's motor trip, which took
fir no steps have been taken toward for two reasons. One is that on Fri good laiisicians by graduation last
£ them to Quebec.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald K. Somes and The Department of Health Empha tlie taking of finger-prints but this day night the football team has to spring and Director Kenneth White is
sizes the Necessity ef Saving
son Robert, spent last week in
may be done later.
"hit the hay" at an early hour, and anxious lo see some new hopefuls
The Summer Outing Club met
Portsmouth, Portland and Lewiston.
As each man of the entering class as It is usually the football men who report to him for tryouts. The first
Thursday at the Country Club for
"Take your child to tlie dentist as completes his registration card, he put the socials on it would be hard appearance of tlie outfit will be
luncheon and auction. Prizes taken
soon as each new tooth appears" is conducted to an inner room, seat ly fair to them not to be able to made at the teachers’ convention
by Mrs. W. T. Cobb and Mrs Helen
There
ineie was a pleasant
piea-ani.gaua
gathering
..g ...
of a .. „)e
Den,al „
ed in a chair, and made to write attend. Another reason for having Monday.
Km it hof Thomaston.
tour gene,aliens at Mrr William l„f
Departmen( „f Hea](b
ltis autograph on a large slate. He It Saturday night is that nearly
• • • «
Trainers recently The oldest being „Ei(fh
flve
then holds this slate in front of him, et cry Saturday there will lie a football
The Freshman class has made a
Mrs. Herbert Flint entertained the St and the youngest five weeks old.ltppth cofpe ,„
„ thp
is swung around in his chair, and his team here from out of town and en name for Itself in the flrst week of.
Allen Club with a picnic dinner and Other guests wercLC. Barnes and pi.Jr|{g or fissures )n
gurfa
four tables of auction at her cottage daughter, Mrs. Pendleton. Mrs. Wil- T||Pse cpackg Qr flssure3 arg thp ju_ picture is taken with a special cam tertaining visiting schools creates a school by placing two men on the
era holding enough film for five bun good spirit between them. It is un football team. Ken Wlggin and Dick
Tuesday at Holiday Beach. Prizes liain Hall of Cantden. Errold Trainer
su!t of imperfect development of the dled pictures. ^This use of the auto decided yet whether or not there
were taken by Mrs. Ira -Shuman. Mrs. and Mr- Borden of Florida.
enamel while it is growing. They graphed slate is considered a dis will be a social tonight but in all
Cords Jenkins, Oirin Smith and Mrs.
never repair themselves nor can any tinct advance over the usual Rogues' piobability there will 1>e.
The first open meeting for the sea
Hester Chase.
• • • •
[
amount of brushing with a tooth
son of the Woman's Educational Club brush keep them clean because they Gallery custom, which prescribes the
The drawing classes have taken
Miss Olive Staples and Mrs. Ernest was held in the vestry o’f the Meth an- nearly always smaller than the use of a set of numbers, which are
hung about the subject’s neck, and tl-eir place on the regular schedule
”, R. Eldrige who have been visiting odist Church last evening with an bristle of a toothbrush. Only a fine
otherwise resemble those used by the and tlie first cinss met Thursday .
friends and relatives return today by overflow audience. There was a so- pointed dental explorer will detect
Pullman Company in their car win- morning at the Public Library. Lust
motor to Boston.
ial gathering in the afternoon which t|lege cracks
idows. (For examples see any Post year there were not many students
included readings, current events | -Foo(J a)most lmmedh.telv p.leks Office bulletin board.)
One thing who were desirous of taking drawing, i
'
The Chapin Class will meet with topics, discussions, followed by a box |„t0 the9e cl.acka and decomposes
making this Improvement possible bo: this year interest in that study
TODAY
Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Talbot avenue. lunch at 6 o'clock. At 7.30 tlie vestry cauSln|r decay of the tooth itself,
is the fact that all entering Bowdoin S-- ms to be increasing under the di
Tuesday evening.
That immortal epic of Harriet
was open to the public to whom was This is especially true of the so- are required to he able to write their
Beecher Stowe's—
given the privilege of listening to a.lcaj|Pd ‘s|x-Year Molars' which nor- names, which is not the case in many re lion of Miss Lena Cleveland who
The Sunshine Society will convene spcclflc, emphatic and forceful talk mally have several and particularly institutions using this record sys lu s instructed the drawing classes
for
so
many
years
in
the
Rockland
“UNCLE TOM’S CABIN”
, Monday afternoon with Mrs. Minnie by Gov. Ralph O. Brewster upon the deep crevices on their chewing sur- tem
Public Schools.
Miles, 31 Ocean street, for the annual Direct Primary Law.
And
fatfcs. Every chew pushes a little
Another novel change in the sys
»
•
*
*
meeting, postponed from last Mon ■
more food into the cracks."
tem is that only the face view Is
After
the
season
ticket
drive
is
BUFFALO BILL, JR.
‘ day on account of storm. As there is
Mrs. Oliver F. Hills has returned
“In a recent study by the State taken, as in many places both pro over, and after fhe students all get
’ quite a volume of business to be at- from Portland where she visited Mrs. Department of Health of 510 primary
IN
flies
are
also
photographed.
These
50ttied
in
their
places.
It
is
hoped
by
• tended to, and election of officers for Harold Swett.
school children, 58% needed dental pictures, after being developed are a large number of the students that
“GALLOPING GOBS”
the coming year. It is hoped a'l
repair on their six-year molars. 13% attached to cards on which the rec nn "R” Club will be formed among
members will make an effort to be
Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Shaw and had already had them repaired. 27% ord of the new men will be kept,
tbe
boys
and
girls
of
the
school
who
presentMONDAY AND TUESDAY
daughter Winnifred who have been had had to lose those teeth through together with other information hi’vt made their letter In any sport
available concerning them
Tbe It lias been some time since Rock
V" 'Fales Circle, Ladies ot the G. A. R. guests of Mrs. Harrison F. Hicks left decay,
this week by automobile on return to| "Six-venr molars are permanent system is expected to be of great land High has had such a club and
*' met with Mrs. Bernice Jackson Wed their home in East Orange. N. J., ac-, teeth which should last
life time. assistance to tlie faculty and admin II c general opinion Is that it would
nesday evening. Refreshments were companied by Mrs. Cairie Burpee Let Jn examining the children of the istrative officers of the college.
In- a great success. There are about
,, served and a very enjoyable evening Shaw.
first grade in a community in Waslii-l boys and girls who have made a
n was spent.
THE LARGEST PLANET
tnfiton County 26% of the children
lelier iff some sport. Of course the
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDouga.il are already had decayed six-year nto
Israel Snow, 2d, is spending the on a trill to New York, taking with lars In some of these children the Jupiter Conspicuous Object In East beys will be the majority but It is
~ weekend at -Seven Tree -Pond, guest of
them to return to her home their teeth had not been errupled . one
ern Heavene Early At Night.
|
Hugh Benner.
young niece Barbara Roberts, who whole year prior to tills, examinalias s|>ent the summer with them at toon."
Jupiter, largest of the planets, is
•
Mr. and Mrs- K. l-l—Mears of Bos"Tlie only method of preventing a conspicuous object during Septem
their bake Megunticook cottage.
' ton and Mrs. 'William McCoy of
the loss of those teeth is to take ber, rising at nightfall above the
, Tabor. Iowa, Mrs. Mears' motile
the child to tlie dentist as soon as a eastern horizon.
WILL Be ARRESTED
It appears as a
have" been spending a short vacation
molar tooth erupts and regularly af brilliant yellow star, so much bright
NOW PLAYING
’ with Mr. and Mrs. Boynton Shadie.
IN
ter
that
for
inspection,
every
three
No Mercy Shown To Those Who Mo
er than arty of the real stars that
HOOT GIBSON
lest “Caution” and "Danger” Signs months. Have tha fissures filled as it is easy to find.
‘THE PRAIRIE KING”
Cards have been received announ
soon as they appear."
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Emery are both holding down regu
lar positions and Coach Macomber is
going to depend upon young AVIggin
for a lot of ground gaining before the
season is over. Emery is holding
down an end position, and Is also
doing the punting. The Freshman
class also has several more fellows
out for the team, foremost among
these being Dandy (latti and Yinal
Dailey. Young fJatti is out for an
end and Dailey is a guard,
• * • •
Several changes have been made
this year in the program in order tha:
there will he no mlxup in the sched
ule. Last year some difficulty was
had in placing the Seniors who were
taking chemistry. This year chem
istry will come the fifth and seventh
periods instead of the fifth and six.
and each class will have two labora
tory periods a week, where last
year there was only one. The pli.v
sics classes also have been arranged
so that the Juniors nre taking that
subject the first and third period:;
and having “lab” work on Tuesdays
and Thursdays- These are the main
changes, but of course various other
subjects had to be changed so as not
to interfere with the new schedule.

“JANE

HART

HOUSE”

Ancient Northport Dwelling Which
Appears To Be Standing l}at.
------ f*
An ancient house that has stood in
two states and three counties, and
yet never has been moved from its
original location will be preserved
in Northport.
The old structure, named the “Jane
Hart House.’’ after one of its many
occupants, was erected in 1718. An
early owner of the land on which the
house stands was (Jen. Henry Knox,
first Secretary of War under Wash
ington.
For 102 years the old house wAs
situated on the soil of Massachu
setts. Then came the setting-ofTj of
Maine as a separate state, and the
house officially was situated In the
plantation of Ducktrap and Canaan,
Lincoln County. Later it was within
the borders of Hancock county. Soon
afterward the section became Waldo
county, named for General Samuel
Waldo.
The man who has no future Is the
man who always thinks of the fu
ture as tomorrow.—El Paso Times.

PARK
NOW PLAYING
LOIS WILSON in "THE GINGHAM GIRL”
AND
BUCK JONES in “CHAIN LIGHTNING”

MONDAY-TUESDAY
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“Loit At the Front”

FOX COMEDY

PARAMOUNT NEWS

WED THURS.—"LOVES OF CARMAN"

2<*
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1 THE REALM OF MUSIC
§

has been appearing in conjunction
with her husband's orchestra in a
dance act.
• , • •
•While, we. of course, know "Whiteman's appearances in the Publix
Theatres are confined to the large
cities only, we have a Publix Theatre
right here in Rockland. Can you im
agine what would happen were Mr
Benson, the Park Manager, to n-inounce that "Paul Whiteman and Hia
Original Orchestra" were to appear
in Rockland on such and such a
date I
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'Mills probated: Helen G. Bowes
AME? Stiff? Achy? Sure ’.ate of Union. Herbert M Bowes
y your kidneys are working Exr.; Oscar II. Tripp late of Rockright? Sluggish kidneys allow
aml. ‘'Ensign Otis Exr.; Joseph D.
waste poisons to remain in the
blood and are apt to make one Thurston late of Union, Florence E.
Among the already established and member to succeed her on the execu
languid, tired and achy, with
Thurston Exx.; Emil Niemi kite of
successful “music" colonies of Maine, tive board of the Rubinstein Club,
often dull headaches, dizziness Friendship, Flina Niemi Exx.; Maty
one of the foremost is that at Blue- and in naming Mrs Rachel S.
and nagging backache. That
D. Wardwell late .of Rockland, John
hill, which might well be called The Browne for the capacity, it would
the 1 kidneys are not acting
Kneisel Colony. The beginning point seem that the choice is a most happy
I. Wardwell Exr.; Louise M. Upham
right is often shown by scanty
• ♦ • •
was when the elder Kneisel (the late one. Mrs. Browne brings to the
or burning secretions. If you
ate of Rockport. Hanson T. Crockett
If
plans
in
the
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materialize
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Franz) selected Bluehill as his sum board a keen knowledge of music and
have reason to believe your
will have the privilege of hearing
mer home, back in the days when he its fundamentals, enthusiasm an-1
kidneys are acting sluggishly, Exr-; Fred J. Bicknell late of Rock
Miss Kitty (Lottie) McLaughlin in
was concert-master of the Boston executive ability.
use Doan’s Pills. Doan’s land. Putnam P. Bicknell. Osmond A.
*■
« • « •
recital In Rockland during the early
Palmer and Edith C. Bicknell Exrs.
stimulate the kidneys and thus
Symphony Orchestra. He carried on
Wills filed for notice: James Henry
In revising membership lists the part of December. This announce
assist in eliminating waste im
his work at Bluehill during the sum
Stover late of Rockland, naming Ell i
purities. Users everywhere en
mers. and gradually created a musi Rubinstein Club for its 1917-28 sea ment will bring much pleasure, as
Medora Stover Exx.; William S. Bardorse Doan’s. Ask your
cal center that has drawn many fa son has created a new’ list, called few artists are held in more affec
ett late of Rockport, naming Char
neighbor!
mous musicians to that region. When “Privileged Members” which em tionate esteem. We love Miss Mc
lotte C. Dillingham Exx.. Elizabeth
the death of the older Kneisel oc braces music students in school, Laughlin for her rare charm, but
Miller late of Union, naming Walter
curred. his work was taken up by his those engaged in teaching and unable glorious voice and her beautiful
i. Spring Exr.; Annie ®. Robinson
son and daughter. Franz Jr. and Mari to attend meetings only during va songs, and we are, indeed, proud of
ate of Cushing, naming Cora A.
anne. One of the activities of this cation periods, and so on. The her accomplishments.
Stimulant
Diuretic
to
the
Kidneys
ones ExxIt is interesting to note that it is
colony each summer Is the annual rames placed on this list are valuj
Foster-Milburn Co.. Mfg. Chem., Buffalo.N. Y.
Petition for probate of foreign w
concert for the benefit of the Bluehill able ones in the club music, and cyji hoped to have'as Miss MoLaughlin's
(ranted; Estate Elizabeth M. Sturgis
Hospital, and the review of this sum be retained in this manner, and yet assisting Artist,, Miss 'Evelyn Mc
mer’s concert, given Aug. 24, is very permit the limited list of active mem Dougall, who will act as piano soloist TO COMPLETE MUSEUM ate of New York, Russell Sturgis and
Irthur Sturgis Exrs.
bers to have a full quota of members and accompanist. Miss McDougall,
interesting.
A
L
Petition for probate of foreign will
•It was given, of course, in Kneisel who are obtainable for any or all the daughter of Mr. and Mrs II. N. IZ
MoDougall, has only recently lei: *^nox Arboretum Fund Is tied for notice: Estate (Henry A.
Hall, founded in 1922 by Felix Kahn, programs. If plans drawn up by the
a d; voted friend of the Kneisel fami- executive board are carried out. Rockland to become a resident of
Growing Steadily — Nr •'itzgerakl late of Great Neck, N. Y.,
taming Maurii^ Fieux Exr.
ly. The building itself has dignity around New Year's time a ’’Special Portland, so we still consider her
Canvass To Be Made.
Petitions for administration gr«ntand charm, an ideal place for Evening" will be given, with invited as one of our own. She is exceptiond Estates Alberta C. Emery late of
chamber music, and those who had guests, the program at that time ally talented. To the splendid train
experienced the art, philanthropy and being made up of these privileged ing she received here she has had
The campaign for the Knox Arbo Rockland, Joseph and Charles A.
the addedodvantage of advanced work I retum and Museum Bfiildlng has en •Imery Admrs.; Alvin E. Studley late
friendliness of the elder Kneisel in members.
with Mrs. Rupert Nellley of Portland, tered its final stage, and all those >f Warren. Wendell A. Studley
the past still feel that his rich and
■When Mme. Elsa Alsen gave her and already her work has attracted who desire to contribute are invited Idmr; Thomas K. Sweetland late of
abiding personality pervades the
concert in Camden, on her closing commendable attention In that city. to send their subscriptions promptly it. George, Elizubeth A. Coolbroth
hall.
. • . •
group she gave two songs by Clara Brilliance and authority are charac to Ensign Otis, treasurer, at Cam Ydmx.
Petition for administration filed for
The program opened with the love Edwards, two striking songs by an teristics of her piano work, as well as paign Headquarters in G. A. R. hall
ly Haydyn quartet in D-major, American composer entirely new to the gifts of color and expression. There are many friends of the work lotice: Estate Sanborn H. Payson
ite of Hope, naming George F.
played by the Kneisel Hall ensemble, me. 1 was interested, and wondered She, too. has much charm which who will want to 'have a part in ihls
present pupils of Franz. Jr. and Mari why Clara Edwards wasn't more gen makes her a joy to the eyes as well enterprise. Subscriptions both large Taylor Admr.
Petitions for license to sell real
anne Kneisel. under whose direction erally known, feeling that she de as to the ears.
and small will be gratefully received
While a definite date cannot be and promptly acknowledged.
the concert was held. After the served more widespread attention if
As 'state granted: Estates Clara E.
Haydyn number, Julian Kahn, a prize her songs contained sufficient worth named at this time, this concert will there will be no solicitation from Melvin late of Rockport, Henry V. I
.lelvin Admr.; Marian L. Davis et al,
pupil of the Musical Institute of New to attract such a famous artist as he something happy to look forward house to house, or from store to store
York, played the Boccherini Adagio Mme. Alsen. 1 made some inquiejj-s to as the thought of winter comes on. in this campaign, all those desiring to Jidney H. Davis Guardian.
Petitions for license to sell real
and Allegro with style and admirable following the concert, hut learned The date will be announced at the contribute are urged to mail or bring
phrasing. The noble Bach Concerto little concerning Clara Edwards. In earliest possible moment.
their subscriptions to the campaign ■state filed for notice: Eslate Doro• . • •
hy E Hallen. Adolph B. Anderson
In F-major for two solo violins with conversation recently with Miss Mc
office.
accompaniment of string orchestra Laughlin 1 was telling her of the
Doubtless many people are reading
Charles F. T. Seaverns of Camden, iuardian; Roena E. Brown and
followed, played by Marianne and Alsen concert, and mentioned the the very interesting autobiography of heads a large and substantial com tarold K. Brown, Minnie P. Brown
Franz, Jr. Franz, Jr. then played Edwards songs, and learned that Mrs. Carrie Jacobs Bond which ls ap mittee as general chairman. Other Iuardian: Lenville Hart, Walter D.
two solos, the Heuberger-Kreisler Miss Mcl-aughlin knows Miss Ed pearing In the Ladies Hopae Journal. members of the committee include -udwick Admr.; Marian L. Ilavls ct
“Midnight Bells" and the Brahms- wards quite well. She tells me that A certain portion which appeared In Governor Ralph O. Brewster, Chief (I, Sidney H. Davis Guardian.
Petitions to determine inheritance
Joachim "Hungarian Dance No. 5," she ls a young composer who ls just the July number was brought to my Justice Scott Wilson of the Maine
The Marianne Kneisel Quartet, al beginning to be recognized- After attention by Mrs. Copping, that Supreme Judicial Court. Rt. Rev. ax granted: Estates Levi L. Upham,
S. Gardner and Clemeret M.
ready well known in the concert field, this chat with Miss McLaughlin she which tells about Blind Tom
it Benjamin Brewster. Episcopal Bishop
pave three selections—"Italian Sere secured a copy of Mme. Alsen's pro reads:
of Maine, and the following well A’alden Exrs ; M. Adelia Allen. Lucy
Vilen Tobey Admx.; Guy Carleton,
nade" by Hugo Wolf: "Andante Can- gram and the review of the concert
"I have great reason to remember, known men and women of Maine
tab.le" by Tchaikowsky; and "Molly and sent it to Miss Edwards, and re but 1 suppose that there are few peo
Director Lermond has devoted hls therman Perry Exr.; Ewald Schmitz,
01 the Shore" by Percy Grainger. ceived a charming reply, expressing ple today who do, that there was once life, and generously given hls sole Milton M Griffin Admr. c. t. a.
Petition to determine inheritance
This quartet is composed of Mari particularly the great compliment she a hoy pianist called Blind Tom, who possessions of land to this work, and
anne Kneisel. first violin; Elizabeth felt had been paid her by having her traveled around the country and ap contributions—large and small—from tax filed for notice: Estate Fredonia SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
Worth, second violin; Mary Lack songs sung by Mme. Alsen.
peared at recitals in theatres and all friends of this enterprise, are E. Cooper, Minnie D. Coombs Exx.
• • • •
Sixty girls ar£ included in the en
Petition, for distribution filed for
land. viola; and Nancy'Willson, 'cello.
town halls. He was born a slave ai.d needed now to make possible the
Sixty-eight years ago last Monday his musical talent was discovered one completion of the Museum Building lotice: Estate Joseph Harrington, rollment of more than 400 students
The concert closed with a splendid
in the Freshman class at University
performance of the Allegro Move that wonderful selection which never night when there were dinner guests and the continuance and permanence Vian L. Bird Admr.
Accounts allowed: Estates George of Maine. Those from this section
ment of the Mendelssohn Violin Con fails to stir everyone, young or old. at the house in which he and his of this splendid work Help complete
Jkr Ceeaetaieel Tremftrtetiee
B. Libby, first and final, George D. are Richard P. Bird, Rockland; Mary
certo in E-minor, played by Franz, Jr. "Dixie" sprung into birth. It was parents were servants. One of the the Museum Building now.
Miss Kneisel announced a prize of Dan Emmett, a "black face" minstrel guests went to the piano and played
Below is given the personnel of the London Guardian; Joseph Harring- R Carter, Thomaston: Doris L.
on, first and final, Alan L. Bird Gloss, Stonington; James N. T.
150 had been awarded to Miss Marie actor, the composer of the melody a beautiful composition; then after general committee and patrons:
Vdmr.: Hiram P. Stone, second and Fales. Thomaston; Marguerite H.
Vandenbroeck for the excellence of and words, who sang it on that mem everyone had gone into the garden
Benjamin P. Browne, Rock!and
Inal, Leon B. Stone Admr.; John F. Lincoln, Washington: Marguerite E.
her musical progress this summer. orable night in New York City.
this little negro boy went to the piano Mrs. B. P. Browne. Rock.end
• . • •
Bryant, first and final, Abbie F. Ludwig, Washington; Francis S.
This is the first of the prizes awarded
and played, almost perfectly, the lire. P. P Bicknell. Rockland
In the September Ditson Novelty
Rockland
Blake Admx.; Levi L. Upham, firs*, McGuire, Stonington; Hafrison G.
from the fund started last year by
piece that he had heard. They all L. W.MBenner,
Benson. Rockland
md final. C S. Gardner and Clemeret Marshall, Deer Isle: Mildred E. Mer- j
members of the Bluehill colony in List I note that a book has just been stole quietly back agaltf to see who Carl
H. P Blodgeu, Rockland
VI. Wfrlden Exrs-; Herman Korpinen. rifield. Washington; Emery W. Pick
memory of Franz Kneisel to perpetu published, called "Folksongs and jvas playing and found the frightened C. W. Babb. Camden
first and final, Lina Korpinen Exx.; ering, Deer Isle.
ate his custom of annual scholarships Other Songs for Unison Singing,” negro boy. From this time on he was John H. Brubaker. Rockland
Mlaa Ada C. Burpee, Rockland
edited by Jane Byrd Radcliffe-Whiteluy Carleton, first and final, Sher
at Kneisel Hall.
The pipe organ presented to the
taken
in
hand
by
someone
who
tor
Randall
J.
Condon.
Cincinnati
man Perry Exr.
1 believe the summer people paid head. which should reach teachers many years earned a considerable Leon A. Dodge. Damariscotta
I nlversity of Maine by the directors
$5 each for their tickets, a lower rate i and mothers who have the musical fortune from him. He was not con H. E. Dunnaclu Augusta
Accounts Sled and allowed: Estates ot the musical festival of Bangor is
being named for townspeople and j interest of children at heart. This sidered bright, however, in any way Frederick R. Dyer. Portland
M. Adelia Allen, first and finAl, Lucy to he completed in about a week.
Oliver C. Farrington, Chicago
Allen Tobey Admx.; Alonzo Slden- This fine old organ is being installed
oiheis. The nice little sum of $1000 collection originated in the idea of but his music. He could play any Mrs J. H P anagan. Rockland
was realized for the Bluehill Hospital. acquainting children of ihe new war, ! thing after hearing lt once.
X. A. Fogg. M. D.. Rockland
sparker, first and final, Sarah II. Sid- by R. W. White, Instructor in the
with someof thesongs which in the old
• • * •
W. O. Fuller. Rockiand
Whether you need a truck for fast, economical
nsparker Admx.; H.lzzie I. Spear, history department of the University
•'One
December
when
d
was
nine.
A.
F
Green,
If.
D..
Rockland
The names of two students among world have kept their hold on the af Blind Tom, now a man ot about 2
first and final, John M. Brennan and organist of St. John's Episcopal
Charles E. Gregory, (fiencove
delivery over city streets or whether ,your
the many seeking larger fields of fection of the people for a long time — gave a concert at the Myers' Ope-a H. L. Grhmell. Union
Admr.; Reuben O. Townsend, 4th church, Bangor.
Three students
problem is the transportation of ton-loada over
leaf ing this fall catch my eye in folksong, chiefly—which, because of House in Janesville. 'Blind Tom's Obadiah Gardner, Rockland
ind final, Frederick W. Graves arc, assisting Mr. White in the in
O Grosa. Brunswick
all types of highways—
particular that of Miss Nellie Snow their simplicity and naivete must ap manager or someone in charge of the Alfred
Trustee; Fred C- Millay, first and stallation. They are Maurice Wheel
Xlren C. Kalloch, Warren
—we have a Chevrolet truck that will give you
who has entered the New England peal particularly to the young. The concert asked if there was anyone X. W. Lermond. Thomaston
final. Nannie M. Burns Admx.; Win er '29, C. Kenneth Arey '30, and A.
the world’s lowest ton-mile cost*, plus a type of
Conservatory of Music, Boston, to edition which Ditson is offering at in the audience who had anasriginal n. J. McClure. Crtehaven
field S. Clark, first and final, Abbie Lester Chllman '30.
U. W Magoun, Belmont. Mass.
prepare for supervisor ot public j *5 cents net contains only the melody
M. Clark Exx.; Melvin H. Jones, sec
performance unequalled in a low-priced truck!
piece which had never been pub Ora A. Meader. Waterville
The college year at Bates College
school music, and the other, Miss j and words of each song. I underond. Alice I. Jones Guardian; Emma
Parker S. Merriam. Rockland
opened Thursday.
Here is ruggedness, strength and modem design
Edna Gregory who has entered the stand a separate edition is used by lished, and if so would he kindly come Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer, Rockland
F. Hellier, first and final, Edward
The chief ohange which has been
J H Montgomery, Camden
the pianist and leader, the original to the platform and play it.
which assure you the long-time, over-all operating
Fuelten Pianoforte School. Boston.
J.
Hellier
Admr.;
George
G.
Jameson,
“Prof. Titcomb, who was later my W. J. Morse, Orono
made on the campus during the sum
Miss Snow should meet with suc edition which is complete with well- teacher and who now lives very near Mrs Ensign Otis, Rockland
second and final, Lenora S. Kennisefficiency that has made Chevrolet the world •
mer has been Qie building of a
cess in the vocation she has chosen. written accompaniments, in fact.
Ensign Otis, Rockland
ton Guardian; Sophia R- Jameson, concrete walk straight from Campus
most popular gear-shift truck!
me in Hollywood, played one of his H. H. Plumer, M. D.. Union
But
the
low
cost
of
75
cents
can
make
She has inherited the musical instinct
first and final, Lenora S. Kenniston Avenue to the main entrance of
own compositions which had never Mrs Mary Perry Rich. Rockland
•Ton-mile cost is the cojf of transporting a
of her mother, Mrs. Hattie Carver it possible for many to secure the
Admx.;
Marie
L.
Snowman,
first
and
Vfc-Ton Truck ChaMf•
Edw.
Perkins.
Waterville
been published; and in the midst of
Hathorn Hall. There have been some
ton of material one mile—or its equivalent*
Snow, whose lovely contralto voice simple edition which would answer
I A. Richan, Rockland
final, Etta C. Martin Exx.; Louis li. alterations In the interior of the
it one of the men standing near Chariee
in
teaching
the
child.
F. T. SeaTerns, Camden
never fails to please; has a voice of
Watts, first and final, Raymond L. Hedge Laboratory, to which a large
• . . •
struck a discord with the highest Mrs. Chas. F. T. Seaverns, Camden
promise, herself, and an altogether
Watts Admr. c. t. a.; George M. addition was built last year, which
note on the piano, which no per Charles W. Sheldon. Rockland
When
the
booklets
and
folders
con

delightful personality. I have had
W. Snow, Rockland
Brainerd, third, Carrie E. Brainerd will provide additional class rooms.
former could have reached. In his George
C. W. Steward, 41. D., Rockport
rather a keen interest in the Faelten cerning the Ravinia Opera held at
Trustee.
The big new athletic plant will he
own
opinion
he
was
being
funny,
but
Charles
Henrv
Strout,
Wayne,
Pa
Chicago
during
the
summer
season
School since hearing Mrs. Jas. O'Hara
Accounts filed for notice: Estates available for use, although the gym
Oscar
W.
Stuart.
Rockland
I
remember
thinking
at
the
time
what
say so much about the playing of were sent me, I wondered many many
Wm. H. Sawyer. Lewlaton
Franklin
S.
Thorndike,
first
and
final,
nasium itself is still unfinished due
the young Finnish girl who recently times who Mrs. W. J Johnson, who a cruel thing lt was to make that Israel Snow, Sr.. Rockiand
J. Augusta Thorndike Exx.; Edmund to lack of funds. The Clifton Dag
P. Strong, Thomaston
appeared in concert in Thomaston, sent them to me, might be. Only the poor blind n0gro hear that unplay Wilbur
J.
Starrett,
first
and
final,
Nellie
H.
William D. Talbot, Rockland
gett Gray athletic building, and the
and who is a product of the Faelten other day I received a letter from able note of discord. Blind Tom, Augustus 0. Thomas, Augusta
Starrett Admx.; Artemas Youn;
men’s and women's locker buildings
School. Mrs. O’Hara said she had Mrs. Johnson, and was surprised, however, went through the composi Jesse A. Tolman, Rockland
first and final, Lena M. TominskI Exx. are all completed, go that the college
heard few pianists in a long time who happily so, to learn that once upon tion beautifully, and when he camo F. D Tubbs, Lewiston
Inventories filed: Estates Fred C. is in much better condition as far
V. Tweedle. M.D.. Rockland
had the mastery and poise this young a time abe was Miss Ida Colley of to that note which he could not Reach H.
Millay, $3600; Louis H. Watts, $8635; as Its physical culture departments
Edna W. Underwood, Xew York
giri had; she said there was some- | Thomaston. Mrs. Johnson visits her with his hand, he leaned down to the Edward R. Veazie, Rockland
Marie L. Snowman, $1181.90; Albert are concerned than ever before.
tiling about her playing thpt we Thomaston home each summer and keyboard and struck it with his noss A. L. Whittemore, Rockland
L, Thurston, $894.40;
Emily J,
A total registration of about 600
Daniel Wllltimn, Bath
seldom get from students, and felt has a wide circle of friends here- He impressed me then as being quite Ernest
Thurston, $408; Mary A. Richards, to 650 is expected, of whom about 200
Wltham, Wilmington
the most wonderful man In the George C.Walker,
that the training she had received labouts.
Warren
$4223.79; Dwight Palmer Gross, $980. will be freshmen. Of the 200 fresh
world."
Mre. M. J. Wasgatt, Rtxkland
was to a large extent responsible to.-1
men about 75 are expected to be
George B. Wood. Rockland
tlie authority in execution and the] "What Price Jazz 1 An agreement
women. The faculty of the college
Mrs. Copping tells me that Blind
seeming maturity of piano art. It without parallel in the show bustPATRONS
far the ensuing year will number 40,
will he interesting to watch Miss ness is the $500,000 contract entered Tom appeased In Rockland many Edward W. Bek. Rockport
the largest in the history of the col
Gregory's progress.
Unto between Publix Theatres fPar- years ago at the old Farewell Opera Mra. Edward W. Bok. Rockport
lege. Prof. Fred E. Pomeroy, for
John Jay Borland. Camden
• • • .
{amount) and Paul iMhiteman, for the House. It would be Interesting to Mrs.
Mita Harriet Borland, Camden
merly dean of the men, and head of
Dorothy Bird George is to continue1" (Whiteman Orchestra to tour the Rub know how many of our readers re Mlaa Beatrice Borland. Camden
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the department of biology who "IVas
Mlsa Ada C. Burpee, Rockland
ber vocal study with Mrs. 'Stevens of lix picture houses circuit this com member this occasion.
on leave of absence last year and
Mite L. H. Coburn, Skowhegan
• see
ihe New
England Conservatory lng season (or the present, to be more
Mrs W. J. Curtis, Camden
engaged in study at Columbia, will
Mrs. Bond's name is forever con Ira W. Feeney, Rockland
faculty, ill connection with her work exact) at $12,000 weekly for 44 o.
return to his duties. His assistant
Mrs
C.
C.
Gorwalz.
Thomaston
nected
with
the
song
"A
Perfest
as supervisor of music in tlie public more weeks. All transportation, in
Prof. William H. Sawyers, will he
Grlbbel, Rockport
schools of Canton, Mass. It would eluding sleepers, will be paid by the Day" and In this same autobiography John
Mis. John Grlbbel, Rockport
on leave during the coming year,
seem this is an ambitious program, Publix additionally. The contract ,s she tells how this song came to be Mrs. Charles W. Henry, Rockpori
which he will spend at Harvard,
T. Cheriton Henry, Rockport
and must mean few idle moments. : elastic in a way, inasmuch as it does written. Here are her own words:
Conary. Sunshine: Eve'yn Joyce. ] Through oversight the names of
working for his doctor's degree.
Chauncey Keep. Camden
Mrs. Stevens, by-the-way. is Mbs not prohibit the orchestra from ap
“The inspiration came to me as I Mil. Chauncey Keep. Camden
Deer Isle; Helen Leach. Rockland; Miss Winnifred A. Burkett and Miss
Farmington
Normal
School
opened*
Adelaide Cross' vocal teacher.
I pearing elsewhere fo ra week or so, was viewing a wonderful sunset from Ferdinand Lafrentz, Brooklyn
Marion . Therese Sherman, who graduated
Inst week with a registration of 419, Ruth Lermond, Thomaston;
. . » .
I other than a theatre, upon two weeks' the top of Mt. Rubidoux in Rlver- Robert Law, Jr., Rockport
Lyford. Vinalhaven: Alice
Moody, ' from the Camden High School in
and
drawg
from
this
section
the
fol

Mra.
Robert
Lew,
Jr
,
Rockport
As Miss Margaret Ruggles of notice to Publix. Nor is Whiteman s.de, Calif., the glorious sopt that X W. Lermond, Thomaston
I nion; Gwendolyn Morrill.
Rock- 'June, were (Anlttedfrom the list of
lowing
students:
Frances
Alexander,
Thomaston is to be away for the restricted from the radio or making has been made famous by the Easter W. J. Rich, Camden
port; Marjorie Scott, Deer Isle and those In tills section who have enCanfden;
Phyllis
Black,
Vinalhaven;
91-S-118
greater part of the winter season phonograph records. Mrs. Whiteman ■sunrise services- I had been motor Rockland A Rockport Lime Corp.
1 tered Gorham Normal School.
Dorothy Cassie, Vlnalhaven; He^en Ethel Young. \ inalhaven.
It was found necessary to appoint a adds her bit to keep the wolf from ing with some nature-loving friends; Chaa. F. T. Seeverna, Camden
Mre. Chaa. F. T. Seaverns, Camden
we had been seeing many beautiful Israel Snow, Sr„ Rockland
————
sights, but the glory of this sunset Mra. Edwin Smith, Thomaston
J. C. Strawbrldge, Camden
from that mountain was the mo«i Mra.
. ....... ..... J"""i».i"iimilimi^limiliu
William D Talbot. Rockland
..
AI the Sign of„.
beautiful thing I had ever seen. I
l! North NationalDankj
hurried back to the Mission Inn to
FOOTBALL AT CONY
et ready lor dinner, and while dress
ing I thought how I wished I could Team Which Rockland High Is To
xpress my thoughts to those friends
&
Tackle Is Really Two Teams.
in some little way out of the ordi
With
the schools starting Monday,
nary; and almost at once came the
S'pt. 12, football is also underway.
words lor 'A Perfect Day.’J r 'llminary practice will cover over
"1 wrote them very hurriedly; I
I Carry the Largest Assortment of Fuel Oils Offered in Eastern Maine. The Efficiency
o i erlod of two weeks and plenty of
did not have lime to change a word
new tricks are handy for the squad
of
Your Heater Depends Upon Using the Right Grade of Oil. Our Furnace Oils Are
or a sentence. 1 took them down and
to deal with. Cony will have prac
read them at dinner that evening,
Water White Kerosene, Uncolored.
tically two full teams and most of
Out of hiding places and entrust it
and then put them In my purse—and
the boys are experienced and 13 are
to the Security of this Bank.
there forgot them- About three letter men, remaining from last
months later I was crossing the Mo- year’s team.
Remove the probability of Hoarded
have Desert In the moonlight with
27.5 Gravity Fuel Oil
41.43 Gravity Furnace Oil
In the football season of 1926.
money robberies.
other friends; and without realizing many of the games were played
30.36 Gravity Solor Oil
46. Gravity Furnace Oil
that I had memorized those words, I away from home.
This season the
Oo not risk Idle or unprotected cur
began singing them. My friend, Mrs. opening game will he played at
rency.
Hawks, who sat next to me, in whose home with Farmington furnishing
home I had spent so many happy the opposition on Sept. 24. Nearly
Pay your bills with Insured Bank
days and whose loving interest hud every game this year will he played
Phone 455-M
Prompt
Checks which we provide.
encouraged me to write so many or the Augusta field. Following is
songs, said: 'Carrie, you have an the schedule as arranged thus far:
For
Deliveries
other song, haven’t you?’
Sept. 24. Farmington high at Augus
Prices
67 Park Street
Rockland, Maine
Phone 455-M
" 1\\1ell,’ 1 replied 'maybe I have.' I ta: Oct. 1, Skowhegan at Augusta:
Rayed at her home that night, bht ] Oct. 8. Waterville at Augusta; Oct.
112-115Then-Stf
lid not go to sleep. I finished tha 15, pending (Deering if possible):
long entirely before morning."
Oct. 21, Edward Little at Augusta;
Oct. 29, Rockland at AugURta; Nov.
A New York professor says that 5. pending (away from home); Nov
Rockland, Main©
married men are much more inven 11, Biddeford at Biddeford: Nov. 19.
tive than single men. They have Gai diner, at Gardiner.—Kennebec
to be—Punch.
| Journal.
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